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Deep and simple are far

more important than shallow,

complicated and fancy.

Fred Rogers
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The Bank has 3 business divisions - corporate, retail and 

treasury – through which it caters to its customers across 

India – comprising of retail customers, MSMEs, NRIs as 

well as large corporates and institutions. Being a part of a 

global group, the Bank also o�ers seamless products and 

solutions to leverage its parent’s Asia & Africa market 

presence and understanding.

Above all, the Bank is relying on an omnichannel growth 

strategy – with collaborations driving its journey to 

capture a bigger market share. This complements the 

investments made across physical and digital ecosystems 

with a core focus on technology, asset quality and 

prudent risk management capabilities. 

Commenced operations on 1st December 2018 as the 1st 

universal bank in the country to receive a banking license 

from the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) through the Wholly 

Owned Subsidiary (WOS) route. We have expanded to 8 

locations (Mumbai, New Delhi, Bengaluru, Chennai, Hyde-

rabad, Ahmedabad, Ramachandrapuram and Palghar) and 

have begun to build a multichannel digital product suite 

to cater to customer’s needs.

Backed by our parent, SBM Group, we have built a

respected and visible brand in the past three years. Led by 

MD & CEO - Sidharth Rath, the Bank's management team 

comprises of experienced professionals from the banking, 

retail and technology sectors. This talent pool is

attempting to bring together the best of innovation, 

compliance and processes to build a new-age banking 

experience.

The Bank has 232 employees across the country and 

operates with agility, collaboration and e�ciency – 

making it pro�table in the second full year of operations 

since inception.

SBM Bank India
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Vision
To be one of the leading and trusted �nancial services providers in our 

geographies of presence, driven by innovation and technology.

Mission
To achieve strong and sustainable returns for our shareholders, meet the 

relevant needs of our stakeholders and support the development of the 

community at large.

SBM Group
SBM Holdings Ltd is the third largest listed entity on the Stock 

Exchange of Mauritius with a market capitalization of MUR 13.5 

billion as at end of June 2021. 

SBM currently operates forty-four branches in Mauritius and 

Rodrigues, as well as eight more in India, forty-seven in Kenya and 

six in Madagascar. In addition to its operations in these di�erent 

countries, the group aims to facilitate cross-border �nancing 

opportunities to promote trade and investment along the 

Asia-Africa corridor. 

SBM Group o�ers an extensive suite of products and services that 

encompasses deposits, lending, trade �nance, cards, leasing, 

treasury, stockbroking, custody, asset management, insurance 

and investment products, as well as a wide range of payment 

services. It also has multi-channel capabilities through its 

branches, ATMs, POS, Internet Banking, mobile banking and via its 

call centre. 

Additionally, SBM Group is consistently ranked among the

Top 1,000 World Banks by The Banker Magazine, a publication of 

the Financial Times.

Locations
 Mumbai    Chennai

 Hyderabad  RC Puram Medak

 Bengaluru  New Delhi

 Palghar  Ahmedabad
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Key Financial Highlights (FY2020-21 vs. FY2019-20)

Pro�t After Tax
(after exceptional items)

` 1.90 crore to ` 18.64 crore

up by 881.05% from

Net NPA Provision
Coverage 

Liquidity
Coverage

Capital
Adequacy

20.72%
Ratio

0.90%
Ratio

70.33%
Ratio

157.98%
Ratio

Ratios

Net Interest Income

` 48.18 crore to ` 78.17 crore

up by 62.25% from

Total Loan Assets
Under Management 

` 1,266.25 crore as on 31.03.2020 to 
` 2,917.33 crore on 31.03.2021 

up by 130.39% from

Net Worth

` 557.13 crore as on 31.03.2020 to 
` 575.78 crore on 31.03.2021

up by 3.35% from

Total Assets
Under Management 

` 2,474.26 crore as on 31.03.2020 to
` 4,739.30 crore as on 31.03.2021

up by 91.54% from

CASA

` 248.55 crore as on 31.03.2020 to 
` 822.19 crore as on 31.03.2021

up by 230.79% from
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We chose to take a collaborative approach 

– by building a strategic ecosystem of 

aligned fintechs & NBFCs, based on tenets 

of trust, speed, problem-solving and 

empowering stakeholders.

Sidharth Rath 

MD & CEO, SBM Bank India
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MD & CEO’s Review
Grit and Smarts to do more

The past year has proven to be one of the most 

challenging periods in our living memory, with 

deep-running disruptions and impact to daily life and 

business as we knew it, triggered by the pandemic. What 

this also saw was the birth of a “new normal” that 

struggled and succeeded in �nding a way around the 

constraints and adversities to build a semblance of 

familiarity, ease and comfort into the way we went about 

the business of life and business itself. While 

apprehensions of the likely repercussions of a third wave 

looming on the horizon remain, there is a streak of 

searing con�dence that cuts through it, stemming from 

having armed ourselves with skills, way-abouts, 

technology and knowledge to �ght and survive what lies 

ahead. The rapid pace of vaccination in India gives us the 

con�dence to overcome the challenges and move ahead 

on a positive note.

Adversity often urges us to 

push our boundaries, tap 

ideas and talents, which in 

times of comfort would 

often lay unexplored and 

forgotten.

Sidharth Rath
MD & CEO, SBM Bank India
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needs of the underbanked and the millennial customers. 

The corporate customers including the MSMEs are 

increasingly looking at e�cient funding mechanisms – 

which is propelling the demand for organized banking 

players vs. the traditionally preferred NBFCs. In parallel, 

the real private consumption is normalizing and the 

resumption of economic activities in the coming months 

is also expected to get the Indian economy back on track 

for a double-digit growth in FY2022. The stage has 

therefore been set for agile banks who can marry the 

needs of the consumer, across the landscape, from urban 

to the hinterlands, the stay-at-home mother to the suave 

businessman, with technological capabilities around bill 

payments, settlements, credit and remittances and most 

importantly, convenient digital customer onboarding and 

servicing.

Taking “Banking” and not just the “Bank” to the 

customers

Ever since our inception, the focus was to build a 

di�erentiated proposition in an otherwise cluttered 

Indian banking sector. In doing so, we invested in scalable 

technology as well as customizable multiple channel 

delivery platforms. This was in line with our strategy to 

deliver “banking” and not just the “bank” – with a core 

focus on accessibility (secure and dependable), 

a�ordability (competitive rates and solutions) and 

availability round-the-clock, to cater to the underbanked, 

overbanked as well as enterprising customers. Towards 

this, we chose to take a collaborative approach – by 

building a strategic ecosystem of aligned �ntechs and 

NBFCs, based on tenets of trust, speed, problem-solving 

and empowering stakeholders. In doing so, we partnered 

with these collaborators to not only expand our value 

proposition; but more importantly to enable these 

partners to cater to the chosen customer segments better 

by combining primary banking services with the   

While the obstacles continue, the past 20 months have 

also witnessed many a reform and economic package that 

have kept critical sectors a�oat and competitive amidst 

these unprecedented times. Technology featured 

prominently as an enabler in the pandemic existence– 

allowing us to take our work and learning anywhere, 

value-add to the economy e�ciently, transact and take 

essential services to every nook and corner of the country.

Several young enterprising professionals are relocating to 

smaller towns and villages – starting new business 

ventures or expanding existing ones thereby contributing 

towards rejuvenating local economies. Start-ups and 

MSMEs continue to wade through supply-demand 

uncertainties by revisiting business models, aligning 

them to the current economic climate, broadening and 

digitizing modes of distribution and relying on �nancial 

aid packages to help them wade through especially 

turbulent times.

A rapidly evolving Indian landscape

The travel and business constraints triggered by the 

pandemic also infused a sense of urgency in the Indian 

banking sector to �nd smart, e�cient, digitally-driven 

and real-time solutions that could help banks remain 

connected with their customers and provide 

uninterrupted services and quality products to them. 

With customers restrained from visiting branches, digital 

platforms ensured banking continued to be a seamless 

experience sans location. Branch banking too continued 

to cater to the last mile emergencies; despite a marked 

preference was exhibited among customers for digital 

channels of banking. This overt reliance on technology 

also laid bare the perils of legacy systems in the banks. At 

the same time, the line between �ntechs, di�erentiated 

banks and mainline banking participants is rapidly 

eroding – especially when it comes to catering to the 

The amplified use of digital modes 

of operations and ingenious 

utilization of technological 

capabilities during the pandemic 

has had far-reaching effects.
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tech-driven novel customer acquisition methods and 

servicing capabilities of the partners, thus enabling us 

co-create and customise niche and targeted product 

o�erings.

Growth achieved through the empowerment of 

our customer universe

Our digital forward and collaboration strategy is leading 

to a sustained value creation for our stakeholders. In 

2020-21, we posted a 61.64% increase in our total income 

to Rs. 315.24 crore and a 10-fold increase in net pro�t to 

Rs. 18.64 crore. Our EBDTA was 10.61% (up 347 bps 

against FY19-20), while our net pro�t margin was 5.91% 

(up 494 bps against FY19-20). While we are a young bank, 

we are dedicated towards keeping our operations 

pro�table amidst growing volumes and scale in the 

coming years. This belief demands continuous scrutiny of 

internal processes and sustained improvements across 

functions, building e�ciencies in cost and human e�ort 

along the way. Being a team of motivated professionals, 

we at SBM Bank India continue to pave a path towards 

becoming a preferred banking partner for our peers, 

non-bank players in the BFSI space and our customer 

universe.

Upholding our commitment to the stakeholders

One of the key examples of the motivation displayed by 

our teams was during the �rst and second waves of the 

pandemic - with lockdowns and limitations imposed 

across key cities, our frontline warriors continued to 

ensure uninterrupted and timely customer service at 

branches. Each team serving at the frontline was equally 

supported by their colleagues from remote locations. 

Being the head of this family, it is my absolute honour to 

extend my heartfelt gratitude to each and every member 

of our workforce for keeping the needs of the customer 

above their own through particularly arduous times.

Wiser, Braver and Readier for what lies ahead

How will the current year turn out is an open question. 

Given the fact that the COVID-19 virus has mutated and 

we may well be on the brink of a third wave; the year 

2021-22 will be all about a dip and surge format of growth 

and recovery. While we would not hazard a guess on what 

lies ahead in the immediate future; we would however  

reiterate our con�dence in the macros and demographics 

that de�ne this nation of 1.3 billion people. At the same 

time, banking has come a long way from the traditional 

brick-and-mortar model to the  “anytime, anywhere 

always-on model” that favours a digitally-driven and 

immensely scalable strategy. While the technology 

platforms will provide their di�erentiated product 

propositions; the demand for hardcore banking services 

will be a great uni�er for such platforms. Ultimately 

however the legacy systems will face tough challenges 

from the on-demand ecosystem, given the heightened 

preference for agility, reliability and convergence towards 

the new normal.

We have in our �rst two full years of operations, set a 

strong foundation, which we will continue to build upon 

in the next few years. I remain optimistic on the times to 

come and our ability to ride the tide as well as sustain the 

upward momentum amidst whatever storms there may 

be. I would like to thank all the stakeholders of our Bank 

for their continuous and unrelenting support to us since 

our commencement of operations.
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EVERYTHING IS A MATTER OF CHOICE,

let's make
Smart ones.
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The Art of Smart
Welcome to the unprecedented times. The uneven 

moments. The unpredictable outcomes. The unsure 

decisions. 2020-21 was one such year that potentially 

rede�ned all our worlds, our priorities, and our focus. The 

year of work from home, lockdowns, travel bans and 

compulsory masking broke most of our beliefs and laid 

foundations for a new way of life – be it in terms of how 

we work, or study or socially engage or even bank. 

It is said that events like these not only shape the future 

but more importantly, de�ne the character. It was a 

puzzling year and being a new age Bank that loves to 

push a little harder, we implemented 'The Art of Smart' in 

navigating this unchartered terrain.

We focused our energies 

on refining our strengths 

– technology, agility in 

decision making, 

collaboration as well as 

global reach.
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'The Art of Smart' encapsulates small steps that help us 

understand, de�ne, iterate, improvise and �nally solve the 

challenges at hand; but more importantly, often they led 

us to create a larger impact in terms of empowering our 

customers, partners, employees and other stakeholders to 

be more, do more and aspire for more.

Being a new bank operating in an economy with huge 

scope for penetration, but within a crowded segment, we 

focused our energies on re�ning our strengths – 

technology, agility in decision making, collaboration as 

well as global reach. Our focus was to tap into the 

emerging opportunities and leverage them to grow 

across speci�c customer segments. In 2020-21, our e�orts 

not only resulted in further cementing our credentials as 

a challenger brand; but more importantly, helped us build 

an e�cient and smart ecosystem – aimed to acquire, 

empower and inspire. 

Turn the pages to gain a complete insight on

'The Art of Smart'.
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EXPANSION IS GOOD. 

Empowerment
is Smart.
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Being a new-age agile Bank, we are constantly focused on 

leveraging innovation in everything we do. While 

technology has enabled branchless banking, the concept of 

branch banking still remains highly relevant in 

relationship-led banking outreach, especially for certain 

customer segments and geographies.

In the year 2020-21, when we opened our 7th branch in 

India at Palghar, ‘The Art of Smart’ came in handy. Novel 

challenges needed innovative solutions, and we delivered 

successfully.

To start with, the remote location by itself was a 

challenge. However, we saw the opportunity to reach 

diverse audience—from a�uent NRIs to underserved 

rural customer segments. The availability of limited space 

for the branch was yet another challenge. We chose to 

innovate, and that led to the birth of probably one of 

India’s �rst in-container branch! This unique idea helped 

us navigate the constraints of space and cost, and at the 

same time, present a novel experience to our customers, 

and the world. SBM Bank India’s Palghar branch is a small 

expression of our support to ecology and is today the 

most environmentally conscious representation of the 

brand.

With the branch in place, we had yet another challenge to 

navigate —the constraints of working hours. One of the 

largest customer segments in Palghar is the migrant 

workers, who usually leave for work before the start of 

regular banking hours, and return when bank branches 

normally close for the day. We chose to extend branch 

hours – by roping in banking correspondents in the adjoi-

ning villages and towns. With some guidance and 

support, these entrepreneurs manning smaller Kirana 

stores are now o�ering an essential banking service 

within their communities, well beyond the usual working 

hours of a bank, and also enjoying an additional source of 

income through this initiative.

While we continue to expand, today, more women kirana 

owners are being empowered every day. 

Necessity breeds smart thinking, and using it to

improve lives is celebrating ‘The Art of Smart’.
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DISTRIBUTION IS GOOD. 

Enhancing
disruption is
Smart.
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We are among the youngest universal banks in India — 

operating in a highly competitive segment comprising of 

players of all shapes and sizes including the mainstream 

players and challengers - di�erentiated as well as aspirants, 

each having niche strengths in terms of technology, access 

to markets, loyal customer base, and in-depth domain 

expertise. Ever since our inception, we have been leveraging 

partnerships to combine our complementary strengths and 

reach a wider audience base through distribution and 

implementation of proven technology.

To take this a step ahead, we’ve been exploring smart new 

ways to leverage our synergies and boost our 

collaborative growth. The focus, therefore, is tuned to 

Smart distribution leveraging existing and partner built 

networks and not mere distribution. Towards this, we 

have explored opportunities to co-create, design and 

deliver customised products for varied customer 

segments. We have used our size as our advantage to 

reduce time to market and implement plug-and-play 

strategies – without compromising on internal policies on 

asset quality, data sanctity and security.

Focusing on such Smart distribution through 

collaborations has not only deepened our relationships 

with the �ntechs and NBFCs; but more importantly, it has 

enabled us to expand through a win-win proposition. 

These products not only expand revenue streams for all 

parties, but more importantly, ensure a deeper bond with 

the end customer for sustained business success for the 

future.

Taking the road less travelled is ‘The Art of Smart’ for 

those who know where they wish to go.
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AMBITION IS GOOD. 

Action is
Smart.
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In today’s world, opportunities are aplenty. Therefore, the 

risk of being distracted is equally eminent.

Banking has become so embedded into the everyday lives 

all over the world, that being “everything to everyone” has 

become a vision for players large and small alike. To see 

through the distractions and the ability to sift through the 

sea of opportunities is perhaps the smartest move now! 

Being a small and young bank, we continue to focus on our 

key strengths and areas that complement our objectives. 

However, our cautious approach doesn’t come at cost of 

quality growth. It emanates from our core strengths of 

global lineage, strong team experience and an agile, 

scalable systems infrastructure.

We cater to an ambitious country with one of the largest 

diasporas across the Indian Ocean region.

Add to it, the country leads among the pursuant of overseas 

education as well as medical tourism. Sensing this 

opportunity, we focused on leveraging our global reach for 

the bene�t of our customers. 

Being an Indian bank but also having a global legacy has 

its distinct advantages. While we o�er solutions to 

support the ambitions of our clients across the Indian 

Ocean region owing to our footprints in Mauritius, 

Madagascar and India; we are also using product 

innovation to facilitate action using the dual currency 

account. Being amongst the very few Banks in the country 

to o�er this innovative product, we facilitate 

implementing goal-based savings around global 

education as well as healthcare expenses for our clients 

and customers.

These exclusive access strategies with global linkages 

have also enabled us to breach the ultracompetitive 

wealth management space with the launch of 

During 2020-21, we recorded substantial growth, largely 

due to our ability to o�er diverse solutions with 

impeccable customer service.

Consequently, we continue to leverage our global reach 

to a host of corporate customers and collaborators 

through our revolutionary remittance solutions platform. 

This helps our collaborators deepen their relationships 

with their customers.

To identify one’s strengths and capitalise upon them, 

rather than waiting for the perfect opportunity is

'The Art of Smart'.
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SELF IS GOOD. 

Social is
Smart.
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Banking is at the con�uence of technology, retail and 

�nancial needs. For a Bank to be a preferred destination, 

getting out of its comfort zone to proactively engage with 

customers, and continually evolve and enhance its delivery 

is a Smarter strategy.

At SBM Bank India, we have continued to evolve too. Being a 

new Bank, we have had a huge advantage of learning from 

the ecosystem around the globe. In 2020-21, we expanded 

our presence from branch and internet banking to mobile 

banking. Our new-age mobile banking app was designed to 

o�er a seamless and secured experience to our customers. 

During the year, we registered signi�cant downloads and 

commanded good user experience feedback. We continue 

to add more features to our mobile banking app, to make it 

increasingly relevant in an omnichannel post-pandemic 

world.

As a conviction to our collaborative strategy, we have 

focused on building a liability-led book. This approach 

o�ers us the luxury of platform-based banking. We 

believe that the future lies in taking banking to people 

who need it at their preferred point of access – be it for a 

transaction, a product or a service. The future is equally 

cued towards branch banking – as India is still evolving to 

instil digital behaviour across large sections of society. 

The future of banking also lies in scalable infrastructure 

and data. We have believed in implementing smart 

banking architecture – which not only enables us to 

connect to our collaborators with ease; but more 

importantly, helps us to stay ahead of a �uid technology 

curve with incremental spending. We continue to invest in 

our data capabilities with customer privacy and security 

at its core.

The recent pandemic has contributed towards 

accelerating this shift to a digital-�rst world. In such 

times, it is imperative that we reach and engage with our 

customers and the world at large, on platforms they 

access and spend time on. In 2020-21, we expanded our 

social media presence, and revamped our communication 

across social platforms, with the objective of being more 

present and accessible to the customers.

With banking becoming leaner, sharper, and 

hyper-personalised, banks are consistently vying to 

de�ne the next phase of evolution. Always thinking from 

a customer point of view and being welcoming of their 

feedback and suggestions can play a decisive role.

The future is social, and being open to new ideas is

'The Art of Smart'.
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INTELLIGENCE IS GOOD.

Inspiring is
Smart.
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With COVID leading to a digitised world with remote 

access, we continued to put a human touch across our 

operations. Our employees continued to de�ne our culture 

and belief in customer-�rst philosophy. Despite the waves of 

COVID, our motivated teams continued serving customers as 

frontline essential warriors. At the other end, those working 

from home contributed seamlessly towards empowering the 

in-branch teams. Each branch was sanitised and secured to 

break the chain and the teams continued to deliver 

personalised and technology-led remote tools to service the 

banking needs of the customers across the country. 

From the Bank’s side, we conducted vaccination programs 

for our employees and their families to ensure their 

well-being and safety. Our e�orts towards the health and 

mental wellness of our teams coupled with special leaves 

and allowances enabled us to command greater respect 

among our people.

This inspiring set of teams across the echelons of the Bank 

comprise of a mix of enthusiastic and passionate 

professionals from diverse industries. We further ensure a 

transparent work culture with an open door policy as well 

as merit based reward systems. The Bank takes sustained 

e�orts around building capabilities through various 

training programs as well as upskilling professionals 

across its locations. In 2020-21, we invested manhours 

into training and development of our teams – which was 

primarily through virtual mediums. 

All work and no play makes any place dull. At SBM Bank 

India, we continued to celebrate the achievements and 

e�orts of our team members across our o�ces. During the 

year, we also celebrated our 2nd Foundation Day virtually. 

A good place to work in, is driven by intelligent people, 

while the best places to work in, are led by inspiring 

leaders who believe in 'The Art of Smart'.
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CSR Initiatives
@ SBM Bank India 

Every business has two priorities – to create value for its 

stakeholders and to play a constructive role towards the 

betterment of the lives of the communities it engages 

with. Sometimes it’s hard to walk the thin line. But 

balance is an art perfected with patience, perspective and 

performance. 

Being a young Bank, we have instilled the core value of 

“Doing well by doing Smart” and focused on initiatives 

around healthcare and sanitation, women empowerment, 

poverty alleviation measures, education and skill 

development programs and furthering the cause of 

environmental sustainability and rural development. To 

pursue these goals and more, we have instituted the CSR 

Committee of the Board. 
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Some of the initiatives taken during 2020-21 are:

• Contributed INR 1 million towards the PM Citizen 

Assistance & Relief in Emergency Situations (CARES) 

Fund. 

• Our employees further contributed INR 2 million 

towards the PM Cares Fund.

• We partnered with ISKCON Govardhan Village, for 

their Govardhan Annakshetra  Programme (Food 

Relief )- and funded the distribution of 2000 food 

packets  to tribals in the Palghar district at the peak of 

COVID to alleviate food supply disruption. 

• We partnered with Le Rythme Trust,  which  provides 

skill development training through “Rythme School of 

Music”, by organizing and presenting “Best in Class” 

musical events across the country, to provide a 

platform to showcase the talents of the 

underprivileged children.  
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MANAGEMENT

Discussion &
Analysis
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Economy Overview
The focus of the Government continues to be around 

stimulating demand by investing into infrastructure, 

hospitality, healthcare and empowering start-ups and 

manufacturing sector. The year also witnessed key laws 

and policies passed around agriculture, industrial 

relations and healthcare sectors – setting the momentum 

for reforms.

The highlight of FY2020-21 was the breakthrough in 

vaccine production in the country. By the end of the year, 

the country has four indigenous vaccines and successfully 

kicked o� its mass vaccination campaign for citizens.

2020-21 was headlined by an unprecedented health crisis 

that stopped the global economy on its tracks. Nearly all 

the countries faced the wrath of the pandemic in terms of 

erosion of economic wealth. India took a precautionary 

approach by instituting its longest lockdown took its toll 

while mitigating the risk of a large scale infection during 

the �rst wave.

The Indian economy declined by 20% in the Q1FY21 and 

re�ected in sharp dip in the consumer con�dence. The 

Government of India  came up with a slew of measures to 

revive the economy crawling out of a lockdown in a 

phased manner. The �nancial stimulus announced to the 

tune of 10% of the Indian GDP for key industries including 

manufacturing and agriculture sector kept the recovery 

hopes on the horizon. At the same time, the Government 

along with the RBI announced loan moratoriums, lower 

interest rates, unsecured loans for MSMEs, etc. to improve 

liquidity and limit increase of non-performing loans in the 

system.

On the positive side, the policies made by various State 

Governments on economic packages as well as a good 

monsoon, led to strong revival of the consumer sentiment 

during H2FY21. By Q3FY21, the spurt in economic activity 

based on revenge shopping and revenge travel raised 

hopes for a V-shaped recovery. However, owing to the 

second wave at the end of FY21, the economy once again 

demonstrated a sharp decline – with the FY21 GDP 

expected to have contracted by around   7% as per the 

estimates.

Inflation

CPI inflation rate in 2020-21 (percent)
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Banking Sector Overview
However, SCBs’ credit-deposit ratio moderated to 72.4 

percent in 2020-21 from 76.4 percent a year ago, largely 

re�ecting the subdued credit demand conditions in the 

economy even as deposit mobilisation remained robust.

While the focus for the year was on cushioning the 

customer by deferring the liabilities, reducing the interest 

rates or o�ering new loans; the banking sector continued 

to be at the frontline at India’s �ght against Covid. The year 

witnessed an acceleration in the adoption of digital 

banking and transactions as preference towards cash 

reduced. The in-branch transactions declined signi�cantly 

owing to the lockdowns. However, the banking sector 

teams ensured safe, socially distancing compliant 

operations in branches as part of essential services. 

Credit

With the extant policy prescription of 3.5 percent and 18 

percent for CRR and SLR, respectively, around 79 percent 

of the deposits were available with the banking system 

for extending credit. 

The Reserve Bank of India reduced repo rates 120 bps 

between March 2020 and June 2020, in an e�ort to revive 

economic sentiments and reduce the consumer burden. 

At the same time, the credit growth shrunk despite 

interest rate cuts. 
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About SBM Bank India
SBM Bank (India) Limited “SBM Bank India” is the �rst Bank 

to receive a universal banking license from the Reserve 

Bank of India to set up and operate as a Scheduled 

Commercial Bank under Wholly Owned Subsidiary (WOS) 

mode o�ering banking services in India. SBM Bank India 

has a network of 8 branches located in Mumbai, Delhi, 

Chennai, Bangalore, Hyderabad, Ramachandrapuram, 

Palghar and Ahmedabad. SBM Bank India has profound 

domain expertise and is led by a core team comprising of 

industry veterans having over a century of cumulative 

experience in banking and �nancial services. The Bank is 

headquartered in Mumbai and has more than 200 

employees.

Year 2020-21
The Bank continued its growth momentum during 

FY2020-21. Being the second full year of operations, the 

Bank focused on launching new products, expanding its 

customer base and improving its digital o�erings.

The pandemic helped us become more agile, secure, 

�exible as well as future-ready for the new normal. Our 

employees continued to de�ne our customer-centric 

approach even in the face of the pandemic. Our branches 

continued to serve the customers with holistic security 

and social distancing in place. This was further 

complemented by our robust IT and digital infrastructure, 

which we continued to re�ne and align to the evolving 

customer needs. 

This was an outcome of an already downward economic 

sentiment carried over from FY2020 and further 

aggravated manifolds by the pandemic in FY2021. 

However, the deposits in the Indian banking system went 

up during FY2021. At the same time, the Banks relied on 

retail customers and the MSME sector to revive growth 

sentiments – with credit appetite among large corporates 

declining.

Outlook

The tumultuous events of FY2020-21 continue to resonate in 

FY2021-22. With the second wave proving fatal and re�ected 

poor infrastructure of the Indian healthcare system; it came 

at a time when the economy was still limping back. However, 

despite the short-term, India is expected to become one of 

the fastest-growing economies post-pandemic. The 

vaccinations have crossed 50 crores and the global funds are 

pitching India as a growth economy – to derisk their 

strategic presence and interests. At the same time, the 

demographic dividend, coupled with a host of economic 

reforms, infrastructure investments, mass digitalisation and 

policy initiatives has set India on a growth path.
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Financial Performance
Our total deposits registered an increase of 110.66% from 

Rs. 1,830.03 crore in FY2019-20 to Rs. 3,855.18 crore in 

FY2020-21. On the other hand, our total loan book or 

advances registered an increase of 130.39% from Rs. 

1,266.25 crore in FY2019-20 to Rs. 2,917.33 crore in 

FY2020-21. This was owing to the combined e�ect of scale 

– both from additional branch networks and collaborative 

outreach. Our total income for the year increased by 

61.64% from Rs. 195.03 crore in FY2019-20 to Rs. 315.24 

crore while pro�t after tax jumped to Rs. 18.64 crore. Our 

net interest income, accounted for 24.80% of the total 

income during FY2021, clocked a growth of 62.25% to Rs. 

78.17 crore during FY2020-21. Our capital adequacy ratio 

stood at 20.72%, against the statutory minimum of 

11.875%. The Bank’s net worth as of 31st March 2021 

stood at Rs. 575.78 crore, up by 3.35% as compared to 31st 

March 2020.

Corporate Banking
Our Corporate Banking vertical accounts for 87.92% of our 

total loan book as well as 62.80% of our deposits. Revenue 

of this segment consists of interest earned on loans made 

to corporate clients, interest earned on cash �oat and fees 

received as processing fees and from fee-based activities 

like debt arranging /syndication, letter of credit, 

guarantee, etc. The revenue also includes income from 

transaction banking activities such as forex, commission, 

and inter-bank activities such as Vostro, Nostro, etc.

The major expenses of this segment consist of interest 

cost on funds borrowed, personnel costs and allocated 

expenses. The Bank caters to the holistic requirements 

across corporate banking including trade �nance, 

corporate �nancing, as well as partnering �nancial 

institutions. 

Key Operational 
Developments
Expansion of Smart Banking: During the year, we 

expanded our customer reach through strategic 

collaborations to bring a comprehensive product suite to 

our customers - from loans and cards, to banking, 

payments and remittance solutions. These Smart Banking 

collaborations have enabled us to cater to varied 

segments more e�ectively.

Stepping up digital offerings: The year witnessed an 

accelerated shift to digital banking, and hence the launch 

of our mobile banking app could not have come at a 

better time for our customers. Our Net Banking 

experience too underwent a revamp and upgradation 

with the objective of signi�cantly enhancing customer 

convenience. The substantial App downloads across app 

store and play store, and a surge in our net-banking logins 

are encouraging indications for us to keep stepping up 

our digital banking experiences—on-lap and in-hand.

Steadily building a robust portfolio: While size of 

the portfolio is key, the asset quality and serviceability are 

of paramount importance. We have invested in data 

analytics, sustained client relationships, and checks/ 

balances on the credit behaviour of our clients to ensure 

that processes keep pace with business growth and the 

growing customer demands and expectations.
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As on 31st March 2021, the Bank’s total retail deposits 

stood at Rs. 1,211.47 crore, while retail advances stood at 

Rs. 359.86 crore. This segment’s revenue arises out of 

personal loans, housing loans, and other retail lending 

products.

Our Bank is at a nascent stage of growth – given the third 

year of operations. The advent of the pandemic, therefore, 

didn’t impact it as much as it did to the much larger 

players. However, the events did reinforce the values of 

discipline, consistency and e�ciency – thereby setting 

the stage for better performance during the year. The 

Bank used this time to sharpen its business focus and roll 

out its presence to strategic sub-segments of the retail 

landscape. 

During this year, the Bank expanded its portfolio of 

Savings Bank Account to include customised o�erings for 

the family as well as children – with attractive rates of 

interest and premium account features. Being a new Bank, 

allows it to dig deeper into niche pockets of opportunity 

and design more engaging products. 

The Bank sees a huge opportunity going forward in the 

Home Loans and Loans Against Property segments. 

However, the focus of our Bank remains in ensuring its 

growth doesn’t deter its principles of good asset quality.

Retail  and 
Consumer Banking
SBM Bank’s Retail Business is built to cater to a wide range 

of customer sub-segments.

During the year under review, the corporate banking 

business gross revenue registered an increase of 82.11% 

to Rs. 176.75 crore. While the fund based advances 

increased by 121.52% to Rs. 2,979.52 crore; the non-fund 

based exposure increased by 174.46%. Owing to the 

pandemic, while the �rst quarter of FY2020-21 witnessed 

lower demand from corporates; the latter part, riding on 

the Government announced stimulus, saw a resurgence of 

demand. The Bank remains sector agnostic and usually 

focuses on each business separately.  The Bank continued 

to forge long-term partnerships with entities having an 

MSME customer base. At the same time, by partnering 

with �ntechs, the Bank further strengthened its trade 

�nance solution.

The Bank’s parent SBM Group enjoys huge trade 

patronage especially from the Indian Ocean Region and 

Africa. This presence in East Africa and Mauritius also 

helps SBM Bank India to leverage the Group’s geographic 

network in the Indian Ocean region to add value to our 

clients. At the same time, we have associated with partner 

banks globally across geographies including Europe, US, 

SAARC, South Asia, Oceania, Middle East and Africa 

region. The Bank is also a full-�edged INR clearing service 

provider for the Indian Rupee, and it stays well equipped 

to cater to its  partner clients for INR Vostro Account 

relationships. 

The launch of the new work�ow movement Trade Zone 

portal has �rmly placed the Trade Finance and Cross 

Border Remittances on an upward growth trajectory.

We have also stepped up our e�orts to strengthen 

payment infrastructure through revamped Corporate 

Internet Banking (CIB) and o�ering hassle-free solutions 

w.r.t. domestic as well as foreign exchange exposures, for 

all transactional banking needs. 

The year 2020-21 was a challenging 

year but the Bank registered a growth 

of 23.64% in terms of its retail 

deposits and 238.00% in terms of its 

retail advances.
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During the year, the Bank added two new branches – one 

each in Palghar and Ahmedabad. Being a curtailed year 

owing to the pandemic, the branch expansion  plans were 

deferred and will take o� with normalcy returning in the 

coming months. 

In 2020-21, the Bank also partnered with leading insurers 

with the objective of o�ering customers easy access to a 

variety of insurance solutions. The Bank aims to 

collaborate with various �nancial services companies in 

the future to o�er customers an expanded product 

portfolio that enables them to make smart �nancial 

choices.

The Bank has also forayed into Private Wealth and NRI 

Banking, leveraging its parent expertise and network, to 

serve Indian diaspora overseas. The Bank o�ers 

customised and personalised solutions in terms of 

planning and managing client’s investments. During 

2020-21, the Bank arranged multiple engagement 

sessions among its customers to facilitate transparent, 

accessible and e�cient communication during a 

work-from-home environment.

Our Bank also forti�ed its digital presence during 2020-21 

– by launching its mobile banking app. This initiative 

complemented the Bank’s hybrid model of o�ering 

solutions and products in an online-cum-o�ine world. 

The mobile app o�ers a host of products at one’s 

�ngertips, with added security and customisation. The 

focus with net banking and mobile banking has been to 

o�er a reliable user experience every time. This digital 

presence boosted our Bank’s brand and presence across 

multiple centres in the country. This also ties in with the 

core strategy of “Bank from anywhere” in a new normal.

Our Bank also spruced up its presence in the Payments 

Business by o�ering a host of products including the 

traditional debit cards with super-premium bene�ts as 

well as prepaid cards to cater to customers with low value 

transactions. The era of cashless transactions as well as 

online payments enabled the Bank to design better 

products along with its collaborators comprising of 

�ntech. The Bank opted for a collaborative smart banking 

approach of working with �ntech not to distribute its 

products but largely to o�er customised products for 

their customers.

The Bank, through its Smart Banking strategy, empowers 

a highly underbanked segment while managing asset 

quality through traditional banking parameters.

The Indian fintech has an edge 

of being agile and efficient to 

reach out to masses and specific 

customer segments.
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This desk is also instrumental in communicating with 

Rating agencies for short-term as well as long-term 

rating assessments for the Bank. In FY2020-21, Bank 

has achieved an A1+ credit rating from ICRA for its 500 

Cr Certi�cate of Deposit issuance program indicating a 

very strong degree of safety regarding timely payment 

of �nancial obligations and thus carrying the lowest 

credit risk. This rating was rea�rmed during the recent 

assessment for the �nancial year 2021 22 carried out by 

ICRA during May 2021.  

The Trading Desk trades in permitted assets classes 

under Rates, Equity and Foreign Exchange. It is 

instrumental in taking proprietary positions in 

Government Bonds, Corporate Debt, Equity and 

Currencies basis views on various Micro and Macro 

Economic parameters and other market indicators.

Foreign Exchange Merchant desk catering to client 

�ows and hedging solutions o�ers tailor-made 

products and services to its clients, based on their 

speci�c requirements. Desk strives to align with the 

best practices followed globally and leverage 

technology to deliver bespoke solutions and a 

user-friendly experience.

The product suite includes:

1. Foreign Exchange Remittances and Conversions – USD 

INR and Cross Currencies

2. Hedging of client’s future foreign currency �ows (foreign 

currency payable or receivable) with Forwarding 

contracts and Foreign Currency Options

3. Other Foreign Exchange over-the-counter services such 

as Currencies and Traveller’s Cheque

This desk is also instrumental in mutual discussions to 

arrive at the �nal mutually acceptable terms and 

conditions facilitating the execution of ISDA for 

derivatives transactions with Scheduled Commercial 

Banks.

Treasury
Our Bank’s Treasury vertical comprises of the following 

core functions:

• ALM market-facing activities comprising of 

management of Liquidity, Reserves, Liquidity ratios 

and Core Investments

• Proprietary Trading in Rates, Equity and Foreign 

Exchange

• Foreign Exchange Merchant desk catering to client 

�ows and providing solutions to the clients for their 

exposures in foreign currency

Given the pandemic, the Central Bank resorted to 

accommodative policies and high liquidity infusion to 

stop the slump. At the same time, with businesses closed 

due to restrictions, the focus of companies and 

government was �xed on public healthcare and 

empowerment spends. To top it all, the volatility in the 

markets complicated the treasury management’s 

mandate. In such times, SBM Bank relied on generating 

returns by mitigating risks through technology and 

consistent portfolio surveillance. In achieving this, the 

Treasury vertical continued to deploy its resources for 

optimum returns while reducing the volatility presented 

by the environment.

The Asset Liability Management Unit managed various 

regulatory requirements including Cash Reserve Ratio 

(CRR), Statutory Liquidity Ratio (SLR), Liquidity Coverage 

Ratio (LCR), Intra-day Liquidity (IDL), High-Quality Liquid 

Assets (HQLA) as prescribed by the Central Bank and other 

governing bodies. In addition, the Desk manages the 

day-to-day liquidity requirements of the Bank in domestic 

and foreign currency through appropriate funding and 

deployment avenues. The Bank’s Treasury desk also 

contributes towards the liquidity and resource 

mobilisation strategy proactively managing the Structural 

Liquidity with an optimal mix of sources of funds.
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Information Security
Our Bank operates in a highly automated environment 

and makes use of the latest technologies to support 

various operations. Further, the Bank has engaged with 

multiple Fintech partners which is one of its key strategies 

for growth. Being in the services sector, Information 

Security and Data Protection are of paramount 

importance. The Bank has put in place a governance 

framework and a board-approved information security 

policy and Cybersecurity policy to mitigate information 

technology-related risks. 

While cyber threats and cyber-attacks like hacking, 

phishing, ransomware and other means, resulting in 

disruption of services or theft or leak of sensitive internal 

data or customer information are growing, our Bank has 

invested in preventing and protecting against such 

attacks.  The Bank has also invested in detect, respond, 

and  recovery mechanisms for any eventualities. Controls 

such as �rewalls, anti-malware, anti-advance persistent 

threats, Intrusion prevention/detection, 24*7 security 

operation centre, Honeypot solutions, etc. have been put 

in place. 

The Bank conducts vulnerability assessment, penetration 

testing, application security testing, secure con�guration 

reviews, source code review and red teaming exercises of its IT 

systems and environment through an external entity. Gaps 

reported by such exercises are remediated by the IT team. 

Information Technology
SBM Bank India has continued to invest in its digital 

prowess since its inception. The focus always was to build 

an always-on, anywhere and ever-reliable plug-and-play 

platform that could be scalable and secure at the same 

time. In doing so, the Bank took the ‘smart banking 

approach’ – in building its core. This strategy was tested 

and led to sustained success during the pandemic – 

enabling our team to seamlessly connect, operate and 

serve across remote 'work from home' environments. At the 

heart of this strategy remains the belief that banking is at 

the core of what we do and outsourcing the non-critical 

functions to reputed companies leads to unparalleled 

convenience, �exibility and above all security for our 

stakeholders. The Bank has hosted its technology 

infrastructure at Tata Communications data centres.

The Bank continues to accelerate its collaborative 

strategy, which demands a highly secured and �exible 

platform to enable the partners to connect their systems. 

The Bank has consistently strived to make this process 

smoother by opting for consistent upgrades. Operating in 

a gig economy o�ers due �exibility for the Bank of a 

decent size to o�er a high-security infrastructure. 

However, The Bank conducts continuous system audits to 

check and address any potential risks in the process. The 

Bank implements a robust disaster recovery plan across 

locations and continuously upgrades it to meet the 

ever-demanding security needs of a fast-paced 

digital-�rst world. 

As a digital-�rst Bank, SBM Bank continues to lead the 

new normal owing to its investments and capabilities in 

digital. With the pandemic expected to subside and 

banking operations expected to resume normalcy, the 

hybrid banking comprising of online and o�ine will 

continue to be preferred. At the same time, the 

investments and e�orts made to fortify its digital suite 

and core infrastructure system would continue to reap 

rewards through secured access for customers.
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The Bank has extensively focussed on capacity building 

and employee motivation during the year. The number of 

people across SBM Bank India increased from 186 to 232. 

During the year under review, the Bank’s Compensation 

Policy was reviewed to align with RBI guidelines in 

consultation with an HR consultant, Designed Total 

Reward framework, we continued to focus on Functional, 

Softskills and Mandatory Training- thereby using the 

lockdowns to upskill our employees. A total of 180 

employees were trained during the year including 

Induction Programs, Leadership Training, Trade Finance 

Training, Compliance, Cyber Security, Virtualization and 

Cloud Computing, Data Science in Banking and Finance, 

Mobile & Social Media Banking, API Development, Threats 

to Digital Payment Ecosystem, CAD, FEDAI workshops, 

Corporate Governance, POSH, Labour laws, Preventive 

Vigilance and Fraud Management, etc. Besides, the Bank 

continued to focus on ensuring fun and camaraderie spirit 

to sustain despite the pandemic. We organised various 

employee engagement programs including Strategy 

Meet, Women’s Day, Children’s and parents Yoga, Digital 

Deception show, IPL 2.0, Online Games, Bollywood Quiz, 

etc.

The Bank has an independent information security team 

headed by a Chief Information Security O�cer reporting 

to the Chief Risk O�cer. The Information Security Steering 

Committee (ISSC) chaired by the MD of the Bank is the 

apex decision-making body in the Bank for information 

security-related issues and meets monthly. The ISSC 

reports to the IT steering committee of the board which is 

headed by an Independent IT Director.

Thus, the Information Security team continues to 

facilitate growth via 

1) Securing Digital initiatives ( Bank IT and Fintech) 

2) Sustaining operational e�ectiveness and e�ciency 

through secure Work-from-Home in the pandemic

3) Adapting and updating Cyber Defence framework to 

counter new-age threats and

4) Continuous information security awareness for 

employees and customers

Human Resources
During such a challenging year, employees were at the 

core of our Bank’s priorities. The Bank continued to 

support the frontline warriors with proactive initiatives 

around safety, security and wellness throughout the year. 

While several  employees were serving the customers 

from the physical branches, the Bank ensured a culture of 

information sharing and awareness building to ensure 

safety. As a gesture of gratitude, the Bank, besides 

extending online medical consultation to the employees 

and their loved ones, also undertook the vaccination 

program across its branches and o�ces.

The HR team also arranged sessions 

on mental wellness for the teams 

working from home to ensure stress 

doesn’t take a toll.
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Compliance
Since our inception, we at SBM Bank India have strived to 

foster and maintain compliance-oriented culture to be 

compliant with the applicable regulations at all times. 

With this objective in mind, the Bank has designed and 

implemented a comprehensive Compliance Framework 

guided by a de�ned governance structure and 

Compliance Policy in adherence to the RBI’s requirements. 

The Compliance Function is headed by Chief Compliance 

O�cer (CCO) at the Head o�ce. The Bank has put in place 

a robust Board approved Compliance Policy governing 

the Compliance Framework. 

The primary functions of the Compliance department are 

to assist the Board and management in the identi�cation, 

evaluation & mitigation of regulatory compliance and 

AML risks for the Bank on an ongoing basis. 

With the view to ensure that e�ective oversight is 

maintained on the Compliance and AML risks for the 

Bank, Compliance and AML Risk Committee (CARC) has 

been established. CARC’s objectives are to evaluate the 

level of compliance governance in the Bank, oversee the 

activities of the Compliance and AML Functions, evaluate 

the level of compliance on an ongoing basis and suggest 

changes in the Compliance Framework of the Bank from 

time to time.

Risk Management
Banking is the business of managing risk. SBM Bank India 

is exposed to normal industry risks including credit risk, 

liquidity risk, competition, economic cycle, market risk, 

operational risk, cybersecurity risk, reputation risk, etc. 

The Bank mitigates such risks by ensuring a process of 

sustained monitoring of the credit health, �nancial 

prudence, brand initiatives, transparency, robust 

processes and reinforcing customer con�dence. 

The Bank’s risk monitoring and mitigation measures are 

governed by the Risk Management Committee of the Board; 

the Risk Management Department of the Bank implements 

and monitors the Risk management framework of the Bank, 

with guidance from the Risk Forum, comprising of the senior 

executives of the Bank. The Risk Forum ensures that credible 

frameworks are established for assessing and managing 

various risks faced, systems are developed and methods are 

in place for monitoring compliance with internal risk 

management policies and processes.

During the year 2020-21, the impact of pandemic was 

experienced across the world, in several bouts of 

intensity, where all our customers and their businesses 

faced challenges of di�erent dimensions; SBM Bank has 

grown stronger by going through these challenging times 

by ensuring continuity of operations to serve our 

customers and helping them to steer through their 

business and growth. The quality of our portfolio showed 

resilience in going through the challenges with minimal 

impact, where all our clients who needed support have 

been  given the opportunity to overcome the crisis. 

Liquidity has been made available throughout and 

systems which is the backbone of the digital bank, was 

ensured to function in a secure environment, to protect 

the interest of our customers.
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Audit
SBM Bank India has an Internal Audit function that is 

responsible for independently evaluating the adequacy 

and e�ectiveness of Internal controls, Risk management, 

Governance Systems, Internal Processes and Information 

Technology. The audit department includes quali�ed 

professionals who are appropriately skilled and 

experienced. The Audit Department adopts a risk-based 

audit approach in congruence with the RBI’s Guidelines 

on Risk-Based Internal Audit (RBIA) and carries out audits 

across various businesses and functions i.e. Corporate 

Banking, Retail Banking, Operations, Domestic Treasury, 

Risk Management, Control & Support functions and 

Information Technology. Further, critical units of the Bank 

are subjected to the Independent Concurrent Audit 

process by reputed external audit �rms. 

The Internal Audit Department, during an audit, also 

ascertains the extent of adherence to regulatory 

guidelines, legal requirements and operational processes 

and provides timely feedback to the Management for 

corrective actions. To ensure Independence, the Internal 

Audit function has a reporting line to the Audit 

Committee of the Board and a dotted line reporting to the 

Managing Director & CEO. The Audit Committee of the 

Board also reviews the performance of the Audit function 

and reviews the e�ectiveness of controls and compliance 

with regulatory guidelines. 

The Bank has introduced several measures to enhance the 

Compliance Framework within the Bank such as the 

implementation of IT-based work�ows to manage the 

dissemination of changes in the regulatory guidelines and 

tracking of compliance certi�cation. Any new 

product/process being introduced by the Bank or being 

modi�ed requires a mandatory approval from the 

Compliance Function.

The Bank has established a comprehensive Compliance 

Testing Framework to assess the design and operating 

e�ectiveness of the Bank’s internal controls and processes 

to detect potential compliance risks at a design level and 

to identify instances of non-compliance with regulatory 

requirements. 

The Bank has also put in place a KYC/AML/CFT Policy 

approved by the Board of Directors. We have 

implemented a robust AML transaction monitoring 

system that generates alerts for transactions that are 

inconsistent with customer pro�le and their transaction 

pattern to identify and report potentially suspicious 

transactions.

The Bank has put in place a Board-approved Internal 

Vigilance and Whistle-blower policies to promote 

integrity and transparency across its operations. The 

Vigilance Function is headed by the Chief of Internal 

Vigilance (CIV).
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To,
The Members,
SBM Bank (India) Limited

Dear Stakeholders,
Your directors have the pleasure of presenting their Fourth Directors’ Report on the business and operations of the SBM 

Bank (India) Limited (herein referred to as “Bank”) together with the Audited Financial Statement for the year ended 31st 

March 2021.

A. FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE:
The following are the Financial highlights of the Bank.

State of Affairs:
SBM Bank (India) Limited was incorporated on 30 March 2017 with the purpose to operate as a wholly-owned subsidiary 

of a foreign bank as per RBI WOS framework dated 06 November 2013. A license to commence banking business was 

granted by the Reserve Bank of India (License No: MUM:137) on 06 December 2017. The Bank submitted a scheme of 

amalgamation under the RBI WOS framework on 14 May and 21 May 2018. The RBI provided approval for the 

amalgamation of SBM Bank (India) Limited with Indian Operations of SBM Bank (Mauritius) Ltd w.e.f. 01 December 2018. 

The Bank started having operations with e�ect from 01 December 2018 as a banking company with a total of four 

branches in India.

The Bank is engaged in providing banking and �nancial services as a banking company governed by the Banking 

Regulation Act, 1949.

During the �nancial year under review, the Bank has identi�ed the following three primary business segments. These 

segments are identi�ed based on the nature of services provided, risk and returns, organization structure of the Bank, and 

Internal Financial Reporting system.

DIRECTORS’ REPORT

Particulars

Deposits and Other Borrowings

Advances

Total Income

Pro�t / (Loss) before Depreciation and Taxation

Less: Depreciation

Profit/ (Loss) before Taxes

Less: Tax Expense

Profit/ (Loss) after Taxes

Add: Balance B/F from the previous year

Less: Appropriations

Transfer to Statutory Reserves

Transfer to Capital Reserves

Transfer to Investment Fluctuation Reserve

Balance carried over to Balance Sheet

Year ended
31st March 2021

Amount in Rs. 000s

4,02,41,668

2,91,73,284

31,52,492

3,34,391

1,47,847

1,86,544

(100)

1,86,444

(27,55,330)

46,611

32,613

1,05,407

(27,53,517)

Year ended 
31st March 2020

Amount in Rs. 000s

1,84,50,372

1,26,62,501

19,50,354

1,39,234

1,20,198

19,036

-

19,036

(27,55,330)

4,759

7,854

6,423

(27,55,330)

 Corporate Banking         Retail Banking         Treasury
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B. FINANCIAL DISCLOSURES:

1. Dividend:
 The Bank has not declared any dividend during the current �nancial year.

2. Amounts Transferred to Reserves:
 The Board of the Bank has appropriated following amounts to Reserves & Surplus. 

                                  (Rupees in thousand)

 Transfer to Statutory Reserves INR 46,611

 Transfer to Capital Reserve INR 32,613

 Transfer to Investment Fluctuation Reserve INR 1,05,407

3. Capital Adequacy Ratio (CAR):
 As of 31 March 2021, Bank’s total CAR, calculated in line with Basel III capital regulations, stood at 20.72 percent 

which is well above the regulatory minimum of 11.875 percent including the Capital Conservation Bu�er of 1.875 

percent. Of this, Tier I CAR was 19.46 percent.

4. Net worth:
 The Bank’s net worth as on 31 March 2021, computed in accordance with the Reserve Bank of India regulations, 

is as follows:

Particulars

Capital

Retained Earnings

Statutory Reserve

Capital Reserve

Investment Fluctuation Reserve

Balance in Profit and Loss Account

Less: Deferred Tax Assets (Net)

Net worth as on 31st March 2021

Name of the Director

Mr. Sidharth Rath

Mr. Sanjay Kumar 
Bhattacharyya

Mrs. Sudha Ravi

Mr. Ameet Patel

Mr. Shyam Sundar Barik

Mr. Umesh Jain

Mr. Andrew Bainbridge

Mr. Abdul Sattar Adam Ali 
Mamode Hajee Abdoula

Sr. No

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Date of Appointment

12th November, 2018

30th March, 2017

30th March, 2017

21st September, 2018

26th February, 2019

14th October, 2020

01st March, 2019

09th July, 2020

Designation

Managing Director & Chief 
Executive O�cer

Independent Director

Independent Director

Independent Director

Independent Director

Independent Director

Non-Executive Director

Non-Executive Director

Nationality

Indian

Indian

Indian

Indian

Indian

Indian

British

Mauritian

Amount in Rs. 000s

75,69,584 

3,20,098 

4,11,250

98,521

1,11,830

(27,53,517)

-

57,57,766

C. CORPORATE GOVERNANCE:

5. Composition of Board of Directors:
 The Board of Directors is constituted under the provisions of the Companies Act, 2013 (CA 2013), the Banking 

Regulation Act, 1949 (the BR Act, 1949), and the Articles of Association of the Bank. The Board consists of eminent 

persons with considerable professional expertise in banking, �nance, and other related �elds. Their experience 

and professional credentials have helped the Bank gain insights for strategy formulation and direction setting for 

Bank, thus adding value to its growth objectives.

 The Board comprises of Eight (8) Directors, the details of whose are as follows as of 31 March 2021.
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Changes in Directorship during the year under review:

• Mr. Abdul Sattar Adam Ali Mamode Hajee Abdoula, the Additional Director, was reappointed as Non-Executive 

Director with e�ect from 09 July 2020, in Annual General Meeting held on 27 July 2020.

• Mr. Umesh Jain was appointed as Additional (Independent) Director with e�ect from 14 October 2020 and is eligible 

to be reappointed as Independent Director in the upcoming Annual General Meeting.

Declaration under Section 149 of Companies Act, 2013.
• Mr. Sanjay Bhattacharyya, Mrs. Sudha Ravi, Mr. Ameet Patel, Mr. Shyam Sundar Barik, and 

Mr. Umesh Jain, the Independent Directors of the Bank, have given the declarations that they meet the criteria of 

independence laid down under Section 149(6) of the Companies Act, 2013. Based on the declaration of 

independence provided by them and based on the applicable RBI guidelines and circulars, all aforesaid 

Independent Directors would qualify as Independent Directors under Section 149 of the Companies Act, 2013.

6. Key Managerial Persons (KMPs):
 Mr. Neeraj Sinha, Head of Retail Banking of the Bank, was appointed as Key Managerial Personnel with e�ect from 

22 April 2020 as per Section 179(3) of Companies Act, 2013.

Ms. Mugdha Merchant was appointed as Whole-time Company Secretary of the Bank with e�ect from 06 June 2020 

and ceased to be Company Secretary on 14 October 2020. Further to �ll up the vacancy, the Bank has appointed Ms. 

Bhavana Shinde as Whole Time Company Secretary of the Bank with e�ect from 14 October 2020 under Section 203 

of Companies Act, 2013.

Mr. Talib Lokhandwala ceased to be the Chief Financial O�cer with e�ect from 30 June 2020 and, the Bank has 

appointed Mr. Sailesh Kumar Shah as the Chief Financial O�cer with e�ect from 01 July 2020.

7. Board Evaluation and Remuneration Policy:
 The Independent Directors of the Bank met on 25 March 2021 without the attendance of the Non-Independent 

Directors and the Members of Management to carry out following:

(a) Review the performance of Non-Independent Directors and the Board as a whole

(b) Review the performance of the Chairman, taking into account the views of Non-Executive Directors and the 

Whole-time Director

(c) Assess the quality, quantity, and timeliness of the �ow of information between the Bank Management and the 

Board necessary for the Board to e�ectively and reasonably perform their duties.

 A questionnaire for the evaluation of the Board, its committees, and the individual members of the Board, designed 

in accordance with the parameters/criteria as approved in the Policy was sent out to the Directors.

 The Independent Directors of the Bank provided their feedback on the evaluation of the Board and its Committees 

during their discussion with Mr. Abdul Sattar Adam Ali Mamode Hajee Abdoula (Chairman of the Board meetings) 

on 31 May 2021. The assessment on the performance of the Board and its committees was discussed by the Board, 

and they concluded that though the performance evaluation of the Board and its Committees, Chairman and 

Individual Directors indicated a high degree of satisfaction amongst the directors, they will continue to provide 

feedback on the performance of the Board and Board Committees for smooth functioning.
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D. STATUTORY DISCLOSURES:

8. Annual Return:
 As required according to section 92(3) of the Companies Act,2013 and rule 12(1) of the Companies (Management 

and Administration) Rules, 2014, an extract of annual return in MGT 9 (Annexure A) as a part of this Annual Report 

is made available on the website of the Company under Investor corner 

(https://www.sbmbank.co.in/aboutus/investor-corner). Under the provisions of the Companies Act, 2013 and its 

corresponding rules, the Annual Return in Form MGT-7 will be hosted on the Bank’s website.

9. Conservation of energy and technology absorption:
 The Bank is constantly pursuing its goal of upgrading technology to deliver quality services to its customers in a 

cost-e�ective manner.

10. Foreign Exchange Earnings and Outgo:
 During the year, the total foreign exchange earned by the Bank was INR 23,867 thousand and, the Foreign 

Exchange outgo was INR 2,71,679 thousand. (This does not include foreign currency cash �ows in derivatives and 

foreign currency exchange transactions.)

11. Compliance with Secretarial Standards:
 The Bank endeavors to comply with all applicable Secretarial Standards as noti�ed from time to time.

12. Requirement for maintenance of cost records:
 The Bank is not required to maintain cost records as speci�ed by the Central Government under section 148(1) of 

the Companies Act, 2013.

13. Whistle Blower Policy / Vigil Mechanism:
 Feedback by employees/ associates is increasingly becoming important to ensure better governance standards 

and transparency in the running of organizations. RBI has also framed a separate Protected Disclosure Scheme, 

wherein employees, customers, and stakeholders of any bank can lodge a complaint with RBI on the functioning 

of a bank.

 The Bank has established a “Whistle Blower Policy” for better governance to comply with the provisions of 

Section 177 of the Companies Act, 2013 read with rules frame thereunder.

14. Auditors:
 a) Statutory Auditors:
 At the 3rd Annual General Meeting of the Shareholders of the Bank held on 27 July 2020 M/s M.P. Chitale & Co., 

Chartered Accountants, Mumbai (Firm Registration Number 101851W), was appointed as the Statutory Auditors 

of the Bank to hold o�ce as such from the conclusion of the 3rd Annual General Meeting until the conclusion of 

the 4th Annual General Meeting which was approved by Reserve Bank of India vide its letter dated 28 August 

2020.

 In terms of the relevant provisions of the Banking Regulation Act, 1949, the approval of the RBI is mandatory for 

the appointment of Statutory Auditors of the Bank every year. M/s. M. P. Chitale & Co., the existing Statutory 

Auditors of the Bank are eligible to be reappointed as Statutory Auditors for FY 2021-22, subject to the approval 

of RBI and under the relevant provisions of the Companies Act, 2013 and RBI Regulations. 

 b) Qualifications in Statutory Audit Reports:
 There are no quali�cations, reservations, or adverse remarks made by M/s M.P. Chitale & Co, Chartered 

Accountants, Statutory Auditors of the Bank, in their report. Further, under Section 143(12) of the Companies Act, 

2013, the Statutory Auditors of the Bank have not reported any instances of fraud committed in the Bank by its 

o�cers or employees.
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 c) Adequacy of Internal Financial Controls:
 Proper internal �nancial controls were in place and, the �nancial controls were adequate and were operating 

e�ectively. Further the statutory auditors have, in compliance with the requirements of Companies Act, 2013, 

issued an opinion concerning the adequacy of the internal �nancial controls over �nancial reporting of the Bank 

and, the operating e�ectiveness of such controls, details of which may be referred to in the independent auditor’s 

report attached to the �nancial statements of FY 2020-21.

d) Secretarial Auditors:
 In terms of Section 204 of the Companies Act, 2013 and the Rules made thereunder, M/s. BNP & Associates, 

Practicing Company Secretaries had been appointed as the Secretarial Auditors of the Bank for the �nancial year 

2020-21. The report of the Secretarial Auditors is enclosed as Annexure B to this Report. There are no 

observations/quali�cations/comments in the Report of the Secretarial Auditor.

15. Deposits:
 Being a Banking Company, the disclosures required as per Rule 8(5)(v) & (vi) of the Companies (Accounts) Rules, 

2014, read with Section 73 and 74 of the Companies Act, 2013 do not apply to our Bank.

16. Changes in Share Capital, if any:
 a) Issue of equity shares with differential rights:
 During the Financial Year ended on 31 March 2021, no equity shares with di�erential voting rights were issued by 

the Bank. 

b) Issue of sweat equity shares:
 During the Financial Year ended on 31 March 2021, no sweat equity shares were issued by the Bank. 

c) Issue of employee stock options:
 During the Financial Year ended on 31 March 2021, no Employee Stock Options were issued.

d) Provision of money for purchase of its own shares by employees or by trustees for the benefit 
of employees:

 Not applicable to our Bank.

e) Issue of Equity Shares:
 During the Financial Year ended on 31 March 2021, no Equity Shares were issued.

17. Board and Committee Meetings:
 The Board functions either as a full Board; or through various Committees which oversee speci�c operational or 

strategic matters. The Board has constituted Nine Committees of Directors. These Committees monitor activities 

falling within their terms of reference. Composition of the Committees and attendance of the Directors at the Board 

and Committee Meetings held during the year under review are given under Annexure C and Annexure D 

respectively. The terms of reference of such Committees are available for inspection at the Bank’s corporate o�ce 

address during business hours.

18. Material changes and commitment, if any affecting the financial position of the Bank occurred 
between the end of the financial year to which these financial statements relate and the date of 
the report: 

 No material changes and commitments are a�ecting the �nancial position of the Bank which have occurred during 

the �nancial year under review of the Bank to which the �nancial statements relate and the date of this report. For 

the impact of Covid-19 on the performance and activities of the Bank, refer to “note no.37 - Notes forming part of 

the accounts” of �nancial statements of the Bank.
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19. Particulars of Loan, Guarantees and Investments under Section 186: 
 The Bank has not granted loans to any person or other body corporate, given guarantees or provided security in 

connection with a loan to any other body corporate or acquired by way of subscription, purchase, or otherwise, 

the securities of any other body corporate during the period ending 31 March 2021 exceeding the limits 

prescribed in Section 186 of the Act.

 Pursuant to Section 186(11) of the Companies Act, 2013, loans made, guarantees given, or securities provided or 

acquisition of securities by a banking company in the ordinary course of its business are exempted from 

disclosure in the Annual Report.

20. Related Party Transactions:
 All related party transactions entered during FY 2020-21 were on an arm’s length basis and were in the ordinary 

course of business. There are no materially signi�cant related party transactions made by the Bank with the 

Directors, Key Managerial Personnel, or other designated persons which may have a potential con�ict with the 

interest of the Bank at large.

 All related party transactions as required under Accounting Standard AS-18 are reported in note no. 34 of Notes 

to Accounts of �nancial statements of the Bank.

21. Details in respect of frauds reported by Auditors under Section 143(12):
 During the year under review, no frauds were reported by the Statutory Auditors to the Audit Committee or the 

Board of Directors under Section 143(12) of the Companies Act, 2013.

22. Corporate Social Responsibility:
 Bank has constituted the Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) Committee of the Board, under the provisions of 

Section 135 of the Companies Act, 2013, read with the Companies (Corporate Social Responsibility) Rules, 2014, 

as amended. The brief outline of the CSR Policy, including the composition of the CSR Committee, has been 

provided as an annexure to this report in Annexure E.

 The said Policy has been reviewed by the Board and the same has been hosted on the website of the Bank at 

https://www.sbmbank.co.in/aboutus/policies.php

23. Details of Holding/Subsidiary company, Joint Venture or Associates:
 SBM Bank (India) Limited is a wholly-owned subsidiary of SBM (Bank) Holdings Ltd as per the Companies Act, 

2013. During the year under review, no company has become/ ceased to be Subsidiary, Joint Venture or Associate 

of the Bank.

24. Details of significant & material orders passed by the regulators or courts or tribunal:
 During the �nancial year 2020-21, no signi�cant or material order was passed by any Regulator, Court, or Tribunal 

against the Bank, which could impact its going concern status or operations.

25. Deposits:
 Being a banking company, the disclosures required as per Rule 8(5)(v)&(vi) of the Companies (Accounts) Rules, 

2014, read with Section 73 and 74 of the Companies Act, 2013 do not apply to our Bank.

26. Disclosures under Sexual Harassment of Women at Workplace (Prevention, Prohibition & 
Redressal) Act, 2013:
In accordance with Sexual Harassment of Women at Workplace (Prevention, Prohibition and Redressal) Act 2013 (“Act”), 

our Bank commits to provide a healthy and respectful work environment for the employee, free from all forms of 

workplace sexual harassment. The Policy provides for protection against sexual harassment of women at the workplace 

and prevention and redressal of such complaints.

During the year ended 31 March 2021, the Bank has not received any complaint on Sexual Harassment.
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27. Directors Responsibility Statement:
 According to Section 134 (3) (c) read with Section 134 (5) of the Companies Act, 2013, the Board of Directors hereby 

state that:

 a. In the preparation of the annual accounts for the �nancial year ended 31 March 2021, the applicable Accounting 

Standards had been followed along with proper explanation relating to material departures;

 b. We have selected such accounting policies and applied them consistently and made judgments and estimates 

that are reasonable and prudent to give a true and fair view of the state of a�airs of the Bank as of 31 March 2021, 

and of the pro�t of the Bank for that period;

 c. We have taken proper and su�cient care for the maintenance of adequate accounting records under the 

provisions of the Companies Act 2013 for safeguarding the assets of the Bank and for preventing and detecting 

fraud and other irregularities;

 d. The directors had prepared the annual accounts on a going concern basis;

 e. The directors had devised proper systems to ensure compliance with the provisions of all applicable laws and that 

such systems were adequate and operating e�ectively;

 Further, statutory auditors have, in compliance with the requirements of the Companies Act, 2013, issued an 

opinion with respect to the adequacy of the internal �nancial controls over �nancial reporting of the Bank and the 

operating e�ectiveness of such controls, details of which may be referred to in the independent auditor’s report 

attached to the �nancial statements of FY 2020-21.

28. Acknowledgment:
 Your Directors would like to express their sincere appreciation for the assistance and co-operation received from 

the Reserve Bank of India, Financial Institutions, Banks, other Regulators, Government authorities, customers, 

vendors, and members during the year under review. 

 The Bank would like to take this opportunity to express sincere thanks to its valued clients and customers for their 

continued patronage in a year when the Bank has seen a substantial transformation. Your Directors also wish to 

place on record their deep sense of appreciation for the committed services by the Bank’s executives, sta�, and 

workers.

For and on behalf of the Board of Directors of
 SBM BANK (INDIA) LIMITED

 Sidharth Rath Ameet Patel
Date: 16th June, 2021 Managing Director Independent Director
Place: Mumbai (DIN: 00682901) (DIN: 00726197)
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Form No. MR-3 
SECRETARIAL AUDIT REPORT 
FOR THE FINANCIAL YEAR ENDED MARCH 31, 2021 
[Pursuant to Section 204(1) of the Companies Act, 2013 and Rule No.9 of the 
Companies (Appointment and Remuneration Personnel) Rules, 2014]

Annexure B

To,
The Members,
SBM Bank (India) Limited
101, Raheja Centre,1st Floor 

Free Press Journal Marg, 

Nariman Point Mumbai City Maharashtra- 400021 India

We have conducted a Secretarial Audit of the compliance of applicable statutory provisions and the adherence to good 

corporate practices by SBM Bank (India) Limited -CIN No. U65999MH2017FLC293229 (hereinafter called the 

‘Bank’) during the �nancial year from 1st April 2020 to 31st March 2021, (‘the year’/ ‘audit period’/ ‘period under review’). 

We conducted the Secretarial Audit in a manner that provided us a reasonable basis for evaluating the company’s 

corporate conducts/statutory compliances and expressing our opinion thereon. 

We are issuing this report based on : 

(i) Our verification of the soft copies of the various records sent over mail as provided by the bank and other records 

maintained by the bank and furnished to us, forms/ returns �led and compliance-related action taken by the bank 

during the �nancial year ended 31st March 2021 as well as before the issue of this report.

(ii)  Compliance Certificates con�rming Compliance with all laws applicable to the company given by Key 

Managerial Personnel / senior managerial Personnel of the bank and taken on record by Audit Committee / Board 

of Directors.

(iii)  Representations made, documents shown and information provided by the bank, its o�cers, agents, and 

authorised representatives during our conduct of secretarial Audit. 

We hereby report that in our opinion, during the audit period covering the �nancial year ended on 31st March 2021 the 

bank has: 

(i) Complied with the statutory provisions listed hereunder, and 

(ii)  Board-processes and compliance mechanism in place 

to the extent, in the manner and subject to the reporting made hereinafter. 

The members are requested to read along with our letter of even date annexed to this 

report as Annexure- A. 
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Form No. MR-3 
SECRETARIAL AUDIT REPORT 
FOR THE FINANCIAL YEAR ENDED MARCH 31, 2021 
[Pursuant to Section 204(1) of the Companies Act, 2013 and Rule No.9 of the 
Companies (Appointment and Remuneration Personnel) Rules, 2014]

Annexure B

1. Compliance with specific statutory provisions we further report that: 

1.1 We have examined the soft copies of the various records sent over mail as provided by the bank and other records 

maintained by the bank and furnished to us, forms/ returns �led and compliance-related action taken by the bank during 

the year according to the applicable provisions/ clauses of: 

(i) The Companies Act, 2013 and the Rules made thereunder; 

(ii) The Securities Contracts (Regulation) Act, 1956 and the Rules made thereunder; 

(iii) The Depositories Act, 1996 and the Regulations and Bye-laws framed thereunder; 

(iv) The Foreign Exchange Management Act, 1999 and the Rules/ Regulations made thereunder to the extent of 

overseas Direct Investment (FEMA); 

(v) The following Regulations Guidelines prescribed under the Securities and Exchange Board of India Act, 1992 (‘SEBI 

Regulations’): 

 (a) The Securities and Exchange Board of India (Substantial Acquisition of Shares and Takeovers) Regulations, 

2011; 

 (b) The Securities and Exchange Board of India (Prohibition of Insider Trading) Regulations, 2015; 

 (c) The Securities and Exchange Board of India (Registrars to an Issue and Share Transfer Agents) Regulations, 

1993 regarding the Companies Act and dealing with client; 

(vi) Secretarial Standards issued by The Institute of Company Secretaries of India (Secretarial Standards). 

1.2 During the period under review, and also considering the compliance related action taken by the company after 31st 

March 2021 but before the issue of this report, the company has, to the best of our knowledge and belief and based on 

the records, information, explanations and representations furnished to us : 

(i) Complied with the applicable provisions/clauses of the Act, Rules, SEBI Regulations and Agreements mentioned 

under sub-paragraphs (ii), (iii), (v) and (vi) of paragraph 1.1 above. 

(ii) Complied with the applicable provisions/ clauses of : 

 (a) The Act and rules mentioned under paragraph 1.1 (i); 

 (b) FEMA to extent of overseas Direct Investment mentioned under paragraph 1.1(iv)

 (c) The Secretarial standards on meetings of the Board of Directors (SS-1) Secretarial standards on General 

Meetings (SS-2) mentioned under paragraph 1.1 ( vi) to the extent applicable, Annual General Meetings held 

during the year, the 3rd Annual General Meeting held on 27th July, 2020 and Extra ordinary General Meeting 

held on 8th May, 2020 were complied with. 
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Form No. MR-3 
SECRETARIAL AUDIT REPORT 
FOR THE FINANCIAL YEAR ENDED MARCH 31, 2021 
[Pursuant to Section 204(1) of the Companies Act, 2013 and Rule No.9 of the 
Companies (Appointment and Remuneration Personnel) Rules, 2014]

Annexure B

  The Compliance of the provisions of the Rules made under the Act [paragraph 1.1(i)] and SS-1 [paragraph 

1.1(vi)] with regard to the Board meetings and committee meetings held through video conferencing during 

the audit period was veri�ed based on the minutes of the meeting provided by the company. 

1.3 We are informed that during/ in respect of the year, the company was not required to initiate any compliance-related 

action in respect of the following laws/ rules/ regulations/ standards and was consequently not required to maintain any 

books, papers, minute books or other records or �le any form/ returns thereunder: 

(i)  The Securities and Exchange Board of India (Delisting of Equity Shares) Regulations, 2009; 

(ii) The Securities and Exchange Board of India (Buyback of Securities) Regulations, 1998; 

(iii) The Securities and Exchange Board of India (Issue of Capital and Disclosure Requirements) Regulations, 2009; 

(iv) The Securities and Exchange Board of India (Share Based Employee Bene�ts) Regulations, 2014; 

(v)  The Securities and Exchange Board of India (Issue and Listing of Debt Securities) Regulations, 2008, 

(vi) The Securities and Exchange Board of India (Listing Obligations and Disclosure Requirements) Regulations, 2015; 

(vii)  The Securities and Exchange Board of India (Merchant Bankers) Regulations, 1992; 

(viii)  The Securities and Exchange Board of India (Banker to Issue) Regulations, 1994

1.4 Based on the nature of business activities of the Company, the following speci�c Acts /Laws/Rules / Regulations are 

applicable to the Company, which has been duly complied with:

 a. Banking Regulation Act, 1949 

2. Board processes: 

We further report that: 

2.1 The Board of Directors of Company as on 31st March 2021 comprised of: 

(i) One Executive Director; 

(ii) Two Non- Executive Directors, 

(iii) Five Non- Executive Independent Directors, (Including a woman Independent Director ie. Ms Sudha Ravi, DIN: 

06764496) 

2.2 The processes relating to the following changes in the composition of the board of Directors and KMP during the year 

were carried out in compliance with the provisions of the Act : 
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Form No. MR-3 
SECRETARIAL AUDIT REPORT 
FOR THE FINANCIAL YEAR ENDED MARCH 31, 2021 
[Pursuant to Section 204(1) of the Companies Act, 2013 and Rule No.9 of the 
Companies (Appointment and Remuneration Personnel) Rules, 2014]

Annexure B

(i)  Appointment of Mr. Neeraj Sinha Head – Retail Banking as Key Managerial Personnel (KMP) of the bank was 

approved at the Board meeting held on April 22, 2020. 

(ii)  Appointment of Ms. Mugdha Merchant, with e�ect from June 6, 2020 as the Company Secretary was approved at 

the Board meeting held on June 6, 2020. 

(iii)  Appointment of Mr. Abdul Sattar Adam Ali Mamode Hajee Abdoula (DIN 01724586) as an additional 

Non-executive Director was approved at the Board meeting held on July 9, 2020. 

(iv)  Re-Appointment of Mr. Andrew Bainbridge (DIN-08143450) as Director of the company whose o�ce 

was liable to retire by rotation in terms of section 152 of Companies Act 2013 at 3rd AGM held on 

July 27, 2020. 

(v)  Appointment of Mr. Abdul Sattar Adam Ali Mamode Hajee Abdoula (DIN 01724586) with e�ect from July 9, 2020 as 

Non Executive Director was regularised at 3rd AGM held on July 27, 2020. 

(vi)  Appointment of Mr. Abdul Sattar Adam Ali Mamode Hajee Abdoula (DIN - 01724586), subject to RBI approval, as a 

Part Time Chairman of the bank on September 24, 2020 by Circular Resolution was noted at Board meeting held on 

October 14, 2020. 

(vii)  Appointment of Mr Umesh Jain as Additional Director (Non-Executive and Independent) of SBM Bank (India) 

Limited was approved at Board meeting held on October 14, 2020. 

(viii)  Resignation of Mrs. Mugdha Merchant from the post of Company Secretary and Key Managerial Personnel of the 

Bank with e�ect from 14th October 2020 was noted at the Board meeting held on October 14, 2020. 

(ix)  Appointment of Ms. Bhavana Shinde as Company Secretary and Key Managerial Personnel of the Bank with e�ect 

from 14th October 2020 was approved at Board meeting held on October 14, 2020. 

(x)  Reappointment of Mr. Sidharth Rath (DIN: 00682901), Managing Director & CEO of the Company for a period of 3 

years e�ective from November 12, 2021, subject to necessary approvals was approved at Board meeting held on 

March 17,.2021 

2.3 Notice of Board meetings and Committee meetings was sent to all directors at least seven days in advance for all the 

meetings held during the audit period. 

2.4 A system exists for directors to seek and obtain further information and clari�cations on the agenda items before the 

meetings and for their meaningful participation at the meetings. 

2.5 We note from the minutes veri�ed that, at the Board meetings held during the year: 

(i)  Majority decisions were carried through; and 

(ii)  No dissenting views were expressed by any Board member on any of the subject matters discussed, that were 

required to be captured and recorded as part of the minutes. 
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Form No. MR-3 
SECRETARIAL AUDIT REPORT 
FOR THE FINANCIAL YEAR ENDED MARCH 31, 2021 
[Pursuant to Section 204(1) of the Companies Act, 2013 and Rule No.9 of the 
Companies (Appointment and Remuneration Personnel) Rules, 2014]

Annexure B

3. Compliance mechanism:

There are reasonably adequate systems and processes in the company, commensurate with the company’s size and 

operations, to monitor and ensure compliance with applicable laws, rules, regulations and guidelines. 

4. Specific events/ actions:

4.1 During the year, the following speci�c events/ actions having a major bearing on the company’s a�airs took place, in 

pursuance of the above referred laws, rules, regulations and standards: 

(i) Approval of members was accorded by way of the special resolution passed in the 5th EGM to Amend Article 84 of 

Article of Association at the meeting held on 8th May 2020. 

Navneet Bathla 
 Associate Partner 

 ACS No.43605 
 COP No.20939 

 UDIN:A043605C000475181 
 For BNP & Associates 
 Company Secretaries 

 [Firm Reg No-P2014MH037400] 
 PR No-637/2019 

Date: 16th June, 2021
Place: Mumbai

Note: This report is to be read with our letter of even date which is annexed as Annexure A and forms an 
integral part of this report.
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Annexure A
To,
The Members,
SBM Bank (India) Limited
101, Raheja Centre,1st Floor 

Free Press Journal Marg, 

Nariman Point Mumbai City Maharashtra- 400021 India

Secretarial Audit Report is to be read along with this letter. 

1. The Bank’s management is responsible for the maintenance of secretarial records and compliance with the 

provisions of corporate and other applicable laws, rules, regulations and standards. Our responsibility is to express 

an opinion on the secretarial records produced for our audit. 

2.  We have followed such audit practices and processes as we considered appropriate to obtain reasonable assurance 

about the correctness of the contents of the secretarial records. 

3.  While forming an opinion on compliance and issuing this report, we have also considered 

compliance-related action taken by the company after 31st March 2021 but before the issue of this report. 

4. We have considered compliance-related actions taken by the bank based on independent legal /professional 

opinion obtained as complying with the law. 

5. We have veri�ed the secretarial records furnished to us on a test basis to see whether the correct facts are re�ected 

therein. We also examined the compliance procedures followed by the company on a test basis. We believe that the 

processes and practices we followed, provides a reasonable basis for our opinion. 

6. We have not veri�ed the correctness and appropriateness of �nancial records and Books of Accounts of the Bank.

7. We have obtained the management’s representation about the compliance of laws, rules and regulations and 

happening of events, wherever required. 

8.  Our Secretarial Audit Report is neither an assurance as to the future viability of the Bank nor of the e�cacy or 

e�ectiveness with which the management has conducted the a�airs of the bank. 

Navneet Bathla 
 Associate Partner 

 ACS No.43605 
 COP No.20939 

 UDIN:A043605C000475181 
 For BNP & Associates 
 Company Secretaries 

 [Firm Reg No-P2014MH037400] 
 PR No-637/2019 

Date: 16th June, 2021
Place: Mumbai
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The Board has constituted various Committees of Directors to make informed decisions in the best interest of the 

Bank. These Committees monitor the activities as per the scope de�ned in their Charter and terms of reference. Below 

is the composition of committees of the Directors as of 31 March 2021.

Composition of Committees of Directors:

Annexure C

Board Credit
and

Investment 
Committee 

Risk
Management 

Committee

Willful
Defaulters

Review
Committee

Audit 
Committee

IT Steering 
Committee

Customer 
Service and 
Marketing 
Strategy 

Committee 

Fraud
Monitoring 
Committee

Nomination
and 

Remuneration 
Committee 

Corporate 
Social 

Responsibility 
Committee

Name of
Directors

Mr. Sanjay 
Bhattacharyya 

Mr. Shyam 
Sundar Barik 

Ms. Sudha
Ravi 

Mr. Sidharth
Rath

Mr. Ameet
Patel 

Mr. Andrew 
Bainbridge

Mr. Sattar Hajee 
Abdoula 

Mr. Umesh 
Jain

The dark box indicates the membership of relevant director of relevant committee. 
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Attendance of Directors in Board and Committee Meetings held during FY 2020-21:

Annexure D

Type of
Meeting Quarter Date

Mr. Sidharth
Rath

Mrs. Sudha
Ravi

Mr. Sanjay
Bhattacharyya

Mr. Ameet
Patel

22nd Jun 2020Audit
Committee

Board Credit
and Investment
Committee

Independent
Directors
Meeting 

Q1 NA NAYes

1st Jul 2020Q2 NA NAYes

12th Aug 2020Q2 NA NAYes

10th Sep 2020Q2 NA NAYes

13th Oct 2020Q3 NA NAYes

12th Jan 2021Q4 NA NAYes

12th Jan 2021 (Adj)Q4 NA NAYes

9th Mar 2021Q4 NA NAYes

18th May 2020Q1 Yes YesYes

6th Jun 2020Q1 Yes YesYes

18th Jun 2020Q1 Yes YesYes

17th Jul 2020Q2 Yes YesYes

14th Aug 2020Q2 Yes YesYes

7th Sep 2020Q2 Yes YesYes

25th Sep 2020Q2 Yes YesYes

30th Mar 2021 (Adj)Q4 Yes YesYes

29th Sep 2020Q2 Yes YesYes

28th Oct 2020Q3 Yes YesYes

28th Nov 2020Q3 Yes YesYes

15th Dec 2020Q3 Yes YesYes

19th Jan 2021Q4 Yes YesYes

17th Feb 2021Q4 Yes YesYes

23rd Feb 2021 (Adj)Q4 Yes YesYes

23rd Mar 2021Q4 Yes YesYes

25th Mar 2021Q4 NA YesYes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

Yes

Mr. Shyam
Sundar Barik

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

Yes

Mr. Andrew
Bainbridge

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

NA

Mr. Abdul Sattar
Adam Ali Mamode
Hajee Abdoula

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

Mr. Umesh
Jain

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

Yes

Yes

Yes

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

Yes
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Attendance of Directors in Board and Committee Meetings held during FY 2020-21:

Annexure D

22nd Apr 2020

6th Jun 2020

29th Jun 2020

1st Jul 2020 (Adj)

9th Jul 2020

14th Oct 2020

2nd Dec 2020

17th Mar 2021

20th May 2020

2nd Jul 2020

19th Sep 2020

23rd Feb 2021

10th Mar 2021

15th Feb 2021

22nd Jun 2020

16th Mar 2021

23rd Sep 2020

16th Dec 2020

10th Mar 2021

14th May 2020

28th Jul 2020

26th Oct 2020

28th Jan 2021

3rd Feb 2021 (Adj)

18th Sep 2020

18th Feb 2021

Q1

Q1

Q1

Q2

Q2

Q3

Q3

Q4

Q1

Q2

Q2

Q4

Q4

Q4

Q1

Q4

Q2

Q3

Q4

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

Q4

Q2

Q4

Board
Meeting

Nomination and
Remuneration
Committee

Corporate Social
Responsibillity
Committee

IT Steering

Risk
Mangement
Committee

Fraud
Monitoring 
Committee

Customer Service
and Marketing
Strategy
Committee

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

Yes

Yes

NA

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

NA

NA

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

NA

NA

Yes

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

LOA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

NA

Yes

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

Yes

Yes

Yes

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

Yes

NA

Yes

NA

Yes

Yes

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

LOA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

Yes

Yes

Yes

NA

NA

NA

Yes

Yes

NA

NA

NA

NA

Yes

Yes

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

Type of
Meeting Quarter Date

Mr. Sidharth
Rath

Mrs. Sudha
Ravi

Mr. Sanjay
Bhattacharyya

Mr. Ameet
Patel

Mr. Shyam
Sundar Barik

Mr. Andrew
Bainbridge

Mr. Abdul Sattar
Adam Ali Mamode
Hajee Abdoula

Mr. Umesh
Jain
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1. A brief outline of the Company’s Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) policy, including an 
overview of projects or programs proposed to be undertaken and a reference to web-link to CSR 
policy.

 The Bank has framed a Corporate Social Responsibility Policy in compliance with the provisions of the Companies 

Act, 2013 and the same is placed on the Bank’s website and, the web-link for the same is 

https://www.sbmbank.co.in/pdf/policy_10.pdf

 The primary purpose of the Bank’s CSR philosophy is to make a meaningful and measurable impact on the lives 

of economically, physically and socially challenged communities of the country by supporting initiatives aimed 

at creating conditions suitable for sustainable livelihood in these communities. The Bank aims to promote 

literacy among the disadvantaged and di�erently-abled people, and also awareness amongst the public at large 

which includes �nancial literacy, consumer education, etc.

2. The composition of CSR Committee:
Mr. Abdul Sattar Adam Ali Mamode Hajee Abdoula, Mrs. Sudha Ravi and Mr. Sidharth Rath

 The Provisions of Companies Act, 2013 regarding mandatory spending on CSR activities does not apply to the 

Bank for the FY 2020-21 as the Company has incurred loss during the last two �nancial years.

 However, Bank has spent a total of Rs. 11,30,000 towards the Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) for the current 

year 2020-21, for the bene�t of the society the details of which are as follows:

Annual Report on Corporate Social Responsibility:
(as prescribed under Section 135 of the Companies Act, 2013 and Companies (Corporate Social 
Responsibility Policy) Rules, 2014)

Annexure E

Particulars

PM Citizen Assistance & Relief in Emergency Situations(CARES) Fund (Bank)

ISKCON Govardhan Village for Govardhan Annakshetra distribution of 2000 food packets 

to the tribals in Palghar district during Covid Lockdown 1.0

LeRythme Trust - ‘Rythme School of Music

Total

Amount

`10,00,000

`30,000

`100,000

`11,30,000/-

For and on behalf of the Board of Directors of
 SBM BANK (INDIA) LIMITED

 Abdul Sattar Adam Ali Mamode Hajee Abdoula Sidharth Rath
 Director Managing Director
 Chairman, CSR Committee Member, CSR Committee
Date: 16th June, 2021 Place: Mauritius Place: Mumbai
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To,
The Members of SBM Bank (India) Limited
Report on the Audit of the Standalone Financial Statements

Opinion
We have audited the accompanying standalone �nancial statements of SBM Bank (India) Limited (“the Bank”), which 

comprise the Balance Sheet as at 31 March 2021, the Pro�t and Loss Account and the Cash Flow Statement for the year 

then ended, and a summary of the signi�cant accounting policies and other explanatory information. 

In our opinion and to the best of our information and according to the explanations given to us, the aforesaid standalone 

�nancial statements give the information required by section 29 of the Banking Regulation Act, 1949, as well as the 

Companies Act, 2013 (‘Act’) and circulars and guidelines issued by the Reserve Bank of India, in the manner so required 

for banking companies and give a true and fair view in conformity with the accounting principles generally accepted in 

India, including the Accounting Standards prescribed under section 133 of the Act, read with rules made thereunder of 

the state of a�airs of the Bank as at 31 March 2021, and its Pro�t and its cash �ows for the year ended on that date.

Basis for Opinion
We conducted our audit in accordance with the Standards on Auditing (SAs) speci�ed under section 143(10) of the 

Companies Act, 2013. Our responsibilities under those standards are further described in the Auditor’s Responsibilities 

for the Audit of the Financial Statements section of our report. We are independent of the Bank in accordance with the 

Code of Ethics issued by the Institute of Chartered Accountants of India 

together with the ethical requirements that are relevant to our audit of the �nancial statements under the provisions of 

the Companies Act, 2013 and the Rules thereunder, and we have ful�lled  our other ethical responsibilities in accordance 

with these requirements and the Code of Ethics. We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is su�cient and 

appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion.

Emphasis of Matter
We draw attention to Note 37 of Scheduled 17.B which describes the business uncertainties due to the outbreak of the 

SARS-CoV-2 virus (COVID-19). In view of these uncertainties, the impact on the Bank’s results for the subsequent period 

is signi�cantly dependent on future developments. 

Our opinion is not modi�ed in respect of this matter.

Information Other Than Financial Statements and Auditors’ Report Thereon
The Bank’s Board of Directors is responsible for the preparation of Other Information, which comprises the Directors’ 

Report and its Annexures but does not include the Standalone Financial Statements and our auditor’s report thereon and 

the Pillar III Disclosures under the New Capital Adequacy Framework (Basel III disclosures). 

Our opinion on the �nancial statements does not cover the Other Information and we do not express any form of 

assurance conclusion thereon.

In connection with our audit of the �nancial statements, our responsibility is to read the Other Information and in doing 

so, consider whether the Other Information is materially inconsistent with the Standalone Financial Statements or our 

knowledge obtained in the audit or otherwise appears to be materially misstated. If based on the work we have 

performed, we conclude that there is a material misstatement of this other information, we are required to report that 

fact. We have nothing to report in this regard.

Responsibilities of Management and Those Charged with Governance for the Financial Statements
The Bank’s Management and Board of Directors is responsible for the matters stated in section 134(5) of the Companies 

Act, 2013 (‘the Act’) with respect to the preparation of these �nancial statements that give a true and fair view of the 

�nancial position, �nancial performance and cash �ows of the Bank in accordance with the accounting principles 

generally accepted in India, including the Accounting Standards speci�ed under section 133 of the Act and provisions of 

Section 29 of the Banking Regulation Act, 1949 and circulars and guidelines issued by the Reserve Bank of India (‘RBI’) 

from time to time. 

INDEPENDENT AUDITORS’ REPORT
Published on Saturday, June 26, 2021 VOL LVI nos 26 & 27 EPW Economic & Political Weekly
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This responsibility also includes maintenance of adequate accounting records in accordance with the provisions of the 

Act for safeguarding of the assets of the Bank and for preventing and detecting frauds and other irregularities; selection 

and application of appropriate accounting policies; making judgments and estimates that are reasonable and prudent; 

and design, implementation and maintenance of adequate internal �nancial controls, that were operating e�ectively for 

ensuring the accuracy and completeness of the accounting records, relevant to the preparation and presentation of the 

�nancial statements that give a true and fair view and are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.

In preparing the �nancial statements, management is responsible for assessing the Bank’s ability to continue as a going 

concern, disclosing, as applicable, matters related to going concern and using the going concern basis of accounting 

unless management either intends to liquidate the Bank or to cease operations, or has no realistic alternative but to do 

so.

The Bank’s Management is also responsible for overseeing the Bank’s �nancial reporting process.

Auditors’ Responsibilities for the audit of the Standalone Financial Statements
Our objectives are to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the �nancial statements as a whole are free from 

material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error, and to issue an auditor’s report that includes our opinion. 

Reasonable assurance is a high level of assurance, but is not a guarantee that an audit conducted in accordance with SAs 

will always detect a material misstatement when it exists. Misstatements can arise from fraud or error and are considered 

material if, individually or in the aggregate, they could reasonably be expected to in�uence the economic decisions of 

users taken on the basis of these �nancial statements. 

As part of an audit in accordance with SAs, we exercise professional judgment and maintain professional scepticism 

throughout the audit. We also:

•  Identify and assess the risks of material misstatement of the �nancial statements, whether due to fraud or error, 

design and perform audit procedures responsive to those risks, and obtain audit evidence that is su�cient and 

appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion. The risk of not detecting a material misstatement resulting from fraud 

is higher than for one resulting from error, as fraud may involve collusion, forgery, intentional omissions, 

misrepresentations, or the override of internal control.

• Obtain an understanding of internal control relevant to the audit in order to design audit procedures that are 

appropriate in the circumstances. Under section 143(3)(i) of the Companies Act, 2013, we are also responsible for 

expressing our opinion on whether the bank has an adequate internal �nancial controls system in place and the 

operating e�ectiveness of such controls.

• Evaluate the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of accounting estimates and 

related disclosures made by management.

• Conclude on the appropriateness of management’s use of the going concern basis of accounting and, based on the 

audit evidence obtained, whether a material uncertainty exists related to events or conditions that may cast 

signi�cant doubt on the Bank’s ability to continue as a going concern. If we conclude that a material uncertainty 

exists, we are required to draw attention in our auditor’s report to the related disclosures in the �nancial statements 

or, if such disclosures are inadequate, to modify our opinion. Our conclusions are based on the audit evidence 

obtained up to the date of our auditor’s report. However, future events or conditions may cause the Bank to cease 

to continue as a going concern.

• Evaluate the overall presentation, structure and content of the �nancial statements, including the disclosures, and 

whether the �nancial statements represent the underlying transactions and events in a manner that achieves fair 

presentation.

We communicate with those charged with governance regarding, among other matters, the planned scope and timing 

of the audit and signi�cant audit �ndings, including any signi�cant de�ciencies in internal control that we identify 

during our audit.

We also provide those charged with governance, a statement that we have complied with relevant ethical requirements 

regarding independence, and to communicate with them all relationships and other matters that may reasonably be 

thought to bear on our independence, and where applicable, related safeguards.

Report on Other Legal and Regulatory Requirements
1.  The Balance Sheet and the Pro�t and Loss Account have been drawn up in accordance with the provision of Section 

29 of the Banking Regulation Act, 1949 read with Section 133 of the Act and Rules made thereunder.
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2. As required by sub-section (3) of section 30 of the Banking Regulation Act, 1949, we report that:

a.  We have obtained all the information and explanations, which to the best of our knowledge and 

 belief were necessary for the purpose of our audit and have found them to be satisfactory.

  b. The transactions of the Bank, which have come to our notice, have been within the powers 

 of the Bank.

 c. Since the key operations of the Bank are automated with the key applications integrated into the core

banking systems, the audit is carried out centrally, as all the necessary records and data required for 

 the purposes of our audit are available therein. However, during the course of our audit, we have 

 visited 1 branch to examine the records maintained at such branch for the purpose of our audit.

  Subsequently, due to the ongoing Covid-19 pandemic and the lockdown, the audit processes were 

 conducted remotely without visiting the branches.

3. With respect to the matter to be included in the Auditors’ Report under section 197(16) of the Act:

 The Bank is a banking company as de�ned under Banking Regulation Act, 1949. Accordingly, the requirements 

prescribed under Section 197 of the Companies Act, 2013 do not apply by virtue of Section 35B(2A) of the Banking 

Regulation Act, 1949.

4. Further, as required by section 143(3) of the Act, we report that:

 a.  We have sought and obtained all the information and explanations which to the best of our 

 knowledge and belief were necessary for the purpose of our audit;

 b. In our opinion, proper books of account as required by law have been kept by the Bank so far as 

 appears from our examination of those books and proper returns adequate for the purpose of our 

 audit have been received from the branches not visited by us;

 c.  The Balance Sheet, and the Statement of Pro�t and Loss, dealt with by this report are in agreement 

 with the books of account;

 d. In our opinion, the aforesaid �nancial statements comply with the Accounting Standards speci�ed 

 under Section 133 of the Act and Rules made thereunder, to the extent they are not inconsistent 

 with the accounting policies prescribed by RBI;

 e. On the basis of written representation received from the directors as on March 31, 2021 and taken 

 on record by the Board of Directors, none of the directors are disquali�ed as on March 31, 2021 

 from being appointed as director in terms of Section 164 (2) of the Companies Act 2013;

 f. With respect to the adequacy of the internal �nancial controls, with reference to �nancial 

 statements of the Bank and the operating e�ectiveness of such controls, refer to our separate 

 Report in “Annexure A”;

 g. With respect to the other matters to be included in the Auditor’s Report in accordance with Rule 11 

 of the Companies (Audit and Auditors) Rules, 2014, in our opinion and to the best of our information 

 and according to the explanations given to us;

 i. The Bank has disclosed the impact of pending litigations on its �nancial position in its �nancial 

statements to the extent determinable/ascertainable– Refer Schedule 12.1 and Note 23 of Schedule 17.B to 

the standalone �nancial statements. 

 ii. The Bank has made provision, as required, under the applicable law or accounting standards, for 

material foreseeable losses, if any, on long term contracts including derivative contracts. Refer Note 25 of 

Schedule 17.B to the standalone �nancial statements. 

 iii. There were no amounts which were required to be transferred to the Investor Education and 

Protection Fund by the Bank.

Date: 16th June, 2021

Place: Mumbai

Sd/-
Shraddha Jathar
Partner
ICAI M. No. 136908 
UDIN: 21136908AAAABC2034

For M P Chitale & Co.
Chartered Accountants
ICAI FRN 101851W
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Report on the Internal Financial Controls with reference to financial statements under Clause (i) of 
Sub-section 3 of Section 143 of the Companies Act, 2013
We have audited the internal �nancial controls with reference to �nancial statements of SBM Bank (India) Limited (‘the 

Bank’) as at March 31, 2021 in conjunction with our audit of the �nancial statements of the Bank for the year ended on 

that date. 

Management’s Responsibility for Internal Financial Controls
The Bank’s Management is responsible for establishing and maintaining internal �nancial controls based on the internal 

control over �nancial reporting criteria established by the Bank considering the essential components of internal control 

stated in the Guidance Note on Audit of Internal Financial Controls Over Financial Reporting (‘the Guidance Note’) issued 

by the Institute of Chartered Accountants of India (‘the ICAI’). 

These responsibilities include the design, implementation and maintenance of adequate internal �nancial controls that 

were operating e�ectively for ensuring the orderly and e�cient conduct of its business, including adherence to Bank’s 

policies, the safeguarding of its assets, the prevention and detection of frauds and errors, the accuracy and completeness 

of the accounting records, and the timely preparation of reliable �nancial information, as required under the Companies 

Act, 2013 (‘the Act’).

Auditor’s Responsibility
Our responsibility is to express an opinion on the Bank’s internal �nancial controls with reference to �nancial statements 

based on our audit. We conducted our audit in accordance with the Guidance Note on Audit of Internal Financial Controls 

Over Financial Reporting (‘the Guidance Note’) and the Standards on Auditing (‘the Standards’), issued by the ICAI and 

deemed to be prescribed under section 143(10) of the Act, to the extent applicable to an audit of internal �nancial 

controls over �nancial reporting, both issued by the ICAI. Those Standards and the Guidance Note require that we 

comply with ethical requirements, and plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether 

adequate internal �nancial controls with reference to �nancial statements were established and maintained and if such 

controls operated e�ectively in all material respects.

Our audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about the adequacy of the internal �nancial controls 

system with reference to �nancial statements and their operating e�ectiveness. Our audit of internal �nancial controls 

with reference to �nancial statements, included obtaining an understanding of internal �nancial controls with reference 

to �nancial statements, assessing the risk that a material weakness exists, and testing and evaluating the design and 

operating e�ectiveness of internal control based on the assessed risk. The procedures selected depend on the auditor’s 

judgment, including the assessment of the risks of material misstatement of the �nancial statements, whether due to 

fraud or error.

We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is su�cient and appropriate to provide a basis for our audit opinion 

on the Bank’s internal �nancial controls system with reference to �nancial statements.

Meaning of Internal Financial Controls with reference to Financial Statements
A Bank’s internal �nancial control with reference to �nancial statements is a process designed to provide reasonable 

assurance, regarding the reliability of �nancial reporting and the preparation of �nancial statements for external 

purposes in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles. Bank’s internal �nancial control with reference to 

�nancial statements includes those policies and procedures that 

(1) pertain to the maintenance of records that, in reasonable detail, accurately and fairly re�ect the transactions and 

dispositions of the assets of the Bank;

SBM BANK (INDIA) LIMITED

Annexure A to the Independent Auditor’s Report of even date on the 
financial statements of SBM Bank (India) Limited
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(2) provide reasonable assurance that transactions are recorded as necessary to permit preparation of �nancial 

statements in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles, and that receipts and expenditures of the Bank 

are being made only in accordance with authorizations of management and directors of the bank; and

(3) provide reasonable assurance regarding prevention or timely detection of unauthorized acquisition, use, or 

disposition of the Bank’s assets that could have a material e�ect on the �nancial statements.

Inherent Limitations of Internal Financial Controls with reference to Financial Statements
Because of the inherent limitations of internal �nancial controls with reference to �nancial statements, including the 

possibility of collusion or improper management override of controls, material misstatements due to error or fraud may 

occur and not be detected. Also, projections of any evaluation of the internal �nancial controls with reference to �nancial 

statements to future periods are subject to the risk that the internal �nancial control with reference to �nancial 

statements may become inadequate because of changes in conditions, or that the degree of compliance with the 

policies or procedures may deteriorate.

Opinion
In our opinion, the bank has maintained, in all respects, an adequate internal �nancial control system with reference to 

�nancial statements and such internal �nancial controls with reference to the �nancial statements were operating 

e�ectively as at March 31, 2021, based on internal control over �nancial reporting criteria established by the bank 

considering the essential components of internal control stated in Guidance Note of Internal Control Over Financial 

Reporting issued by the Institute of Chartered Accountants of India.

Date: 16th June, 2021

Place: Mumbai

Sd/-
Shraddha Jathar
Partner
ICAI M. No. 136908 
UDIN: 21136908AAAABC2034

For M P Chitale & Co.
Chartered Accountants
ICAI FRN 101851W
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SBM BANK (INDIA) LIMITED

For M.P. Chitale & Co.
Chartered Accountants
ICAI Firm Registration No. 101851W

Sd/-
Mrs. Shraddha Jathar
Partner
ICAI Membership No. 136908

Place: Mumbai
Date: 16th June, 2021

For SBM Bank (India) Ltd.

Sd/-

Sd/-

Mr. Sidharth Rath
Managing Director & Chief Executive Officer

Mr. Saileshkumar Shah
Chief Financial Officer

Sd/-
Mr. Ameet Patel
Independent Director

Mrs. Bhavana Shinde
Company Secretary

Sd/-

As per our attached Report of even date.

BALANCE SHEET
AS AT 31ST MARCH 2021

PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31ST MARCH 2021

Balance Sheet 

Capital 

Reserves & Surplus 

Deposits 

Borrowings 

Other Liabilities and 
Provisions

TOTAL 

Interest earned   

Other Income 

TOTAL 

Interest expended   

Operating expenses

Provisions &
contingencies

TOTAL

2,331,909

820,583  

3,152,492   

1,550,196

1,256,741

159,111

2,966,048 

785,184

878,257

267,877

1,931,318      

1,267,044

683,310 

1,950,354   

7,569,584

(1,579,703) 

38,551,831 

1,689,837

1,161,494

47,393,043

7,569,584 

(1,759,408)

18,300,372

150,000

482,021

24,742,569

CAPITAL AND LIABILITIES I. INCOME 

Profit and Loss

Account 

As at
31 March

2021

(Amount
in `'000)

As at
31 March

2020

(Amount
in `'000)

For the year 
ended

31 March
2021

For the year 
ended

31 March
2020

(Amount
in `'000)

(Amount
in `'000)

II. EXPENDITURE

IV. APPROPRIATIONS

ASSETS

Cash and Balances
with Reserve
Bank of India

Net pro�t/(loss)
for the year

Profit/(loss)
brought forward

TOTAL (2,568,886) (2,736,294)

TOTAL (2,568,886) (2,736,294)

1,084,214

3,148,117

12,265,178

29,173,284

577,756

1,144,494

6 

1 13 

14 

16

17B - (27)

15

2 

3 

4 

5 

Balances with banks
and Money at Call
and Short Notice

7 

Investments 8 

Advances 9 

Fixed Assets 10 

Other Assets

TOTAL 47,393,043

776,735

4,346,867

186,444  

(2,755,330) 

19,036

Transfer to Statutory
Reserves

46,611 4,759

Transfer to Capital
Reserve

32,613 7,854

Transfer to Investment

Fluctuation Reserve 105,407 6,423

Balance carried over to
Balance Sheet

V. BASIC AND DILUTED
EARNING PER
SHARE (INR)

(2,753,517) (2,755,330)

0.25 0.03

(2,755,330)

5,678,006

12,662,501

615,017

663,443

24,742,569

11 

56,960,426
Contingent
Liabilities

22,388,896

2,743,873 2,213,829

12 

Bills for Collection

Accounting Policies
& Notes on Accounts

The Schedules referred to above form
an integral part of the Balance Sheet.

The Schedules referred to above form an
integral part of the Pro�t & Loss Account.

17 

17B - (36) 

III. PROFIT/LOSS 

Schedule Schedule
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CASH FLOW STATEMENT FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 MARCH 2021

Net Profit after Taxes 186,444 19,036

Particulars
Year Ended

March 31, 2021

(Amount in `'000) (Amount in `'000)

Year Ended
March 31, 2020

Adjustments to Profit/(loss) from operations
Loss/(Profit) from sale of fixed assets 846 (203)

Depreciation on Fixed Assets 147,847 120,198

Amortization of premium on investments 22,240 6,057

Specific Provision for NPA (166,036) (198,413)

Diminution on Investment 110,026 29,638

Direct Taxes 100 –

Other Provisions - Deffered tax – –

– –

Non performing Advances written off 116,974 448,597

Non performing Investments written off

92,455 (11,783)

516,488 412,965

Provision for Standard Advances

1,176 (162)Provision for country exposure

4,416 –
Provision for Diminution in fair
value of restructured accounts

– –
Provision for interest capitalised
on restructured accounts

(2,419,282) (574,774)(Increase)/Decrease in Investments

(16,461,721) (7,164,556)(Increase)/Decrease in Advances

– –Advance Income tax paid

– –Refund received from Income Tax

(481,151) (48,217)(Increase)/Decrease in Other Assets

20,251,459 8,459,198Increase/(Decrease) in Deposits

581,426 (98,522)

(4,300,156) (1,115,166)

(118,572) (119,816)

1,987,219 986,094

Increase/(Decrease) in Other Liabilities

Sub-Total
Changes in working capital

B. Cash Flow from Investing Activities

C. Cash Flow from Financing Activities

D. Cash and Cash Equivalent at the beginning of the year

Net Cash from Operating Activites
before Income Tax

(Increase)/Decrease in Held
To Maturity (HTM) securities

Purchase of Fixed Assets
401 203Proceeds from sale of Fixed Assets

1,987,219 986,094
Net Cash from Operating Activites 
after Income Tax

(4,418,327) (1,234,779)Net Cash from Investing Activities

– 520,000

1,539,837 150,000

Additional capital infused

Increase/(Decrease) in Borrowings

1,539,837 670,000Net Cash from Financing Activities

24,784 2,252

751,951 297,952

I.  Cash in Hand (including foreign
    currency notes and gold)

II.  Balances with Reserve Bank of India

4,346,867 4,402,083III. Balances with Banks and Money
     at Call and Short Notice

5,123,602 4,702,287

SBM BANK (INDIA) LIMITED

A. Cash Flow from Operating Activities
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19,231 24,784

1,064,983 751,951

E. Cash and Cash Equivalent at the end of the year

I.    Cash in Hand (including foreign currency
      notes and gold)

II.   Balances with Reserve Bank of India

3,148,117 4,346,867
III.  Balances with Bank and Money
      at Call and Short Notice

1,987,219 986,094A. Cash Flow from Operating Activities

(4,418,327) (1,234,779)B. Cash Flow from Investing Activites

1,539,837 670,000C. Cash Flow from Financing Activities

Net Increase/(Decrease) in Cash &
Cash Equivalents (A+B+C)

4,232,331 5,123,602

(891,271) 421,315

D. Cash and Cash Equivalent at
the beginning of the year 5,123,602 4,702,287

E. Cash and Cash Equivalent at the
end of the year (A+B+C+D) 4,232,331 5,123,602

Notes on Cash Flow Statement

Cash Flow Statement is prepared under Indirect Method as set out in Accounting Standard 3 - Cash Flow Statements,

speci�ed under Section 133 of Companies Act, 2013.

As per our attached Report of even date.

For M.P. Chitale & Co.
Chartered Accountants
ICAI Firm Registration No. 101851W

Sd/-
Mrs. Shraddha Jathar
Partner
ICAI Membership No. 136908

Place: Mumbai
Date: 16th June, 2021

For SBM Bank (India) Ltd.

Sd/-

Sd/-

Mr. Sidharth Rath
Managing Director & Chief Executive Officer

Mr. Saileshkumar Shah
Chief Financial Officer

Sd/-
Mr. Ameet Patel
Independent Director

Mrs. Bhavana Shinde
Company Secretary

Sd/-
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Authorised Capital : 
1,000,000,000 equity shares 
of Rs. 10 each (P.Y. 
1,000,000,000) 
Issued, subscribed and 
paid-up capital :
756,958,418 equity shares of 
Rs. 10 each (P.Y. 756,958,418)

I. Statutory Reserve Opening 
Balance
Additions during the year
Deductions during the year
Sub Total

II. Capital Reserve
Opening Balance
Additions during the year
Deductions during the year
Sub Total

III. Retained Earnings
Opening Balance
Additions during the year
Deductions during the year
Sub Total

IV. Investment Fluctuation 
Reserve 
Opening Balance
Additions during the year
Deductions during the year
Sub Total

V. Revaluation Reserve
Opening Balance
Additions during the year
Deductions during the year
Sub Total

VI. Balance in Profit and  
Loss Account
Total ( I+II+III+IV+V+VI)

364,639
46,611 

-
411,250

65,908
32,613

-
98,521

320,098 
-
-

320,098 

6,423
105,407

-
111,830

238,854
-

6,739
232,115

(2,753,517)

(1,579,703)

359,880
4,759 

-
364,639

58,054
7,854

-
65,908

320,098 
-
-

320,098 

-
6,423

-
6,423

245,593
-

6,739
238,854

(2,755,330)

(1,759,408)

A.I. Demand Deposits
(i) From Banks
(ii) From Others 

A.II. Savings Bank Deposits

A.III. Term Deposits
(i) From Banks
(ii) From Others 

 Total

B.I. Deposits of branches in 
India

B.II. Deposits of branches  
outside India

120,081
5,730,999

2,370,849

865,493 
29,464,409

38,551,831 

38,551,831

-

13,121
1,528,034

944,322

266,511 
15,548,384

18,300,372

18,300,372

-

I. Borrowings in India 

 i) Reserve Bank of India

 ii) Other Banks 

 iii) Other Institutions and  
Agencies 

 Sub Total

I. Bills Payable

II. Interest Accrued

III. Deferred Tax Liability (Net) 

IV. Provision for standard 
advances (Refer Note 14 - 
Schedule 17.B)

V. Others (including Provisions)

Total

44,728
169,489

-

152,492

794,785

1,161,494

9,868
100,863 

-

55,621

315,669

482,021 

I. Cash in Hand 
(including Foreign Currency 
Notes - NIL) 

II. Balances with Reserve
Bank of India 
    in Current Account
    in Other Accounts

Total

19,231

1,064,983 
-

1,084,214

24,784 

751,951
-

776,735

I.  In India
i) Balances with banks in
   (a) Current Accounts
   (b) Other Deposit Accounts

 ii) Money at call and 
short notice 
  (a) with Banks
  (b) with Other Institutions 

Sub Total

10,675
-

2,960,000
-

2,970,675 

83,398
-

4,160,000
-

4,243,398

177,442
-

-

177,442 

103,469
-

-

103,469

II. Outside India 
i) in Current Accounts 
ii) in Other Deposit Accounts
iii) in Money at Call and 
Short Notice 

Sub Total

II. Borrowings outside 
India

  Total (I + II)

  Secured Borrowings 
included
in I & II above 

190,000

-

1,499,837

1,689,837

150,000

-

-

150,000

1,689,837 150,000

-

1,689,837

-

150,000

10,000,000

7,569,584

7,569,584Total 7,569,584

10,000,000

7,569,584

As of
31 March

2021

(Amount
in `'000)

As of
31 March

2020

(Amount
in `'000)

As of
31 March

2021

(Amount
in `'000)

As of
31 March

2020

(Amount
in `'000)

SBM BANK (INDIA) LIMITED
SCHEDULES FORMING PART OF THE BALANCE SHEET

SCHEDULE 2 : RESERVES AND SURPLUS 

SCHEDULE 3 : DEPOSITS 

SCHEDULE 5 : OTHER LIABILITIES AND PROVISIONS

SCHEDULE 6 : CASH AND BALANCES WITH RBI

SCHEDULE 7 : BALANCES WITH BANKS & MONEY 
AT CALL & SHORT NOTICE

SCHEDULE 4 : BORROWINGS

Total 38,551,831 18,300,372  Total ( I & II ) 3,148,117 4,346,867

SCHEDULE 1 : CAPITAL 
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I. Investments in India in 

 i. Government Securities
ii. Other Approved Securities
iii. Shares
iv. Debentures and Bonds
v. Subsidiaries and /or Joint 
Venture
vi. Others

A. i) Bills Purchased

and Discounted 

 ii) Cash Credits, Overdrafts

and Loans repayable

on Demand

 iii) Term loans

Total

B. i) Secured by Tangible

Assets (includes advances

against Book debts) 

 ii) Covered by Bank /

Government Guarantees

(includes advance against

standby letter of credit )

 iii) Unsecured

 Total

C. I. Advances in India
i. Priority Sectors

ii. Public Sector

iii. Banks 

iv. Others 

 Total

 II. Advances outside India 

1,654,448 

6,021,849

21,496,987 

29,173,284

27,989,642

226,495

957,147

29,173,284

3,453,641

-

99,281

25,620,362

29,173,284

-

226,441

2,373,010

10,063,050 

12,662,501

12,317,770 

98,769

245,962 

12,662,501

1,744,015

-

37,833

10,880,653 

12,662,501

-

Less: Provision for Diminution

 Sub Total

154,897

12,265,178

44,871

5,678,006

II. Investments outside India

 Total ( I & II )

-

12,265,178

-

5,678,006

I. Premises
 At Cost at beginning of year
 Additions during the year
 Deductions during the year
 Depreciation to date 

 Sub Total

I. Inter-O�ce Adjustment (Net) 
II.  Interest Accrued 
III. Tax paid in Advance/

Tax Deducted at Sources 
(Net of Provisions)

IV. Deferred Tax Assets (Net)
V. Stationery and Stamps
VI. Others

Total 

-

256,864

96,838
– 

15
790,777

1,144,494

I. Claims against the Bank not 
acknowledged as Debts

II.  Liability for Partly Paid 
Investments

III. Liability on account of
outstanding Forward Exchange 
Contracts & Derivatives

IV. Guarantees given on behalf of 
Constituents
a) In India
b) Outside India 

V. Acceptances, Endorsements 
and Other Obligation

VI. Other items for which the Bank 
is Contingently Liable

92,521

-

44,644,603 

3,394,913 
1,655,787

2,412,868

4,759,734

92,051

-

14,512,891 

1,706,476
788,379 

761,605 

4,527,494 

-

117,792

116,363 
– 
9

429,279

663,443 

490,739
-
-

145,519 

345,220

490,739
-
-

135,539 

355,200

III. Capital Work in Progress

 Total ( I, II & III) 

15,285 

577,756

38,725

615,017

II. Other Fixed Assets 
(including Furniture & 
Fixtures)

 At Cost at beginning of year
 Additions during the year
 Deductions during the year
 Depreciation to date 

 Sub Total

504,081
142,012

44,397
384,445 

217,251

370,226 
136,257 

2,402
282,989 

221,092

11,846,905
-

17,059
332,734 

-
223,377

12,420,075Sub Total 5,722,877 

5,342,571

6,970 
149,959 

223,377

As of
31 March

2021

(Amount
in `'000)

As of
31 March

2020

(Amount
in `'000)

As of
31 March

2021

(Amount
in `'000)

As of
31 March

2020

(Amount
in `'000)

SBM BANK (INDIA) LIMITED
SCHEDULES FORMING PART OF THE BALANCE SHEET

SCHEDULE 10 : FIXED ASSETS

Total (CI & CII) 29,173,284 12,662,501  Total 56,960,426 22,388,896

SCHEDULE 8 : INVESTMENTS

SCHEDULE 9 : ADVANCES 

SCHEDULE 11 : OTHER ASSETS

SCHEDULE 12 : CONTINGENT LIABILITIES
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I. Interest /Discount on 
Advances /Bills

II. Income on Investments

III.  Interest on Balances with RBI 
and Other Interbank Funds

IV. Others*

 Total
* includes Swap Gain on 
Funding Swaps

I. Interest on Deposits

II. Interest on Reserve Bank of 
India /Interbank Borrowings

III.  Others*

 Total
* includes Swap Cost on 
Funding Swaps

I. Commission, Exchange and 
Brokerage

II.  Pro�t/(loss) on sale of 
Investments 

III.  Pro�t/(loss) on Revaluation 
of Investments

IV.  Pro�t/(loss) on sale of Land 
Building & Other Assets

V.  Pro�t on Exchange 
Transactions

VI.  Income earned by way of 
Dividends etc. from 
Companies and /or Joint 
Ventures in India & Aboard

VII.  Pro�t/(loss) on Derivative 
Trade

VIII. Miscellaneous Income

I. Payments to and Provision for 
Employees

II.  Exchange Commission and 
Brokerage 

III.  Rent, Taxes and Lighting

IV.  Printing and Stationery

V.  Advertisement and Publicity

VI.  Depreciation on Bank’s 
Property 

VII.  Directors' fees, allowances  
and expenses

VIII. Auditors’ Fee

IX.  Law charges  (incl.Professional 
Fees)

X.  Postages, Telegrams,  
Telephones, etc. 

XI.  Repairs and Maintenance 

XII.  Insurance

XIII. Other Expenditure 

324,707

102,323

-

(846) 

226,202

-

-

168,197

554,418

42,337

84,805

4,137

20,488

147,847

9,643

1,635

78,092

7,949

5,042

40,471

259,877

393,970 

-

57,709

2,680

15,404

120,198

6,699

1,635

81,791 

12,775

5,425

17,538 

162,433

155,992

30,688

-

203

33,397

-

-

463,030

1,678,077

443,181

139,702

70,949 

2,331,909

1,254,519

14,344

281,333

1,550,196

638,876

2,319

143,989

785,184

781,763

315,767

127,277 

42,237

1,267,044 

Year Ended
31 March

2021

(Amount
in `'000)

Year Ended
31 March

2020

(Amount
in `'000)

Year Ended
31 March

2021

(Amount
in `'000)

Year Ended
31 March

2020

(Amount
in `'000)

SBM BANK (INDIA) LIMITED
SCHEDULES FORMING PART OF THE PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT

SCHEDULE 14 : OTHER INCOME 

SCHEDULE 15 : INTEREST EXPENDEDSCHEDULE 13 : INTEREST EARNED

SCHEDULE 16 : OPERATING EXPENSES

Total Total820,583 683,310

SCHEDULE FORMING PART OF THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS FOR THE YEAR ENDED MARCH 31, 2021
SCHEDULE 17.A – SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES

a. Background
 The �nancial statements for the year comprise the accounts of the SBM Bank (India) Limited, (‘the Bank’) which is 

incorporated in India and is a wholly-owned subsidiary of SBM (Bank) Holdings Limited, Mauritius (‘the Parent’). The 

Bank is engaged in providing banking and �nancial services as a banking company governed by the Banking 

Regulation Act, 1949. The branches of the Bank as at March 31, 2021 are located at Mumbai, Chennai, Hyderabad, 

Ramachandrapuram, Delhi, Bengaluru, Palghar and Ahmedabad.

1,256,741 878,257
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SCHEDULE FORMING PART OF THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS FOR THE YEAR ENDED MARCH 31, 2021

b.  Basis of Preparation
 The �nancial statements have been prepared in accordance with requirements prescribed under the Third schedule 

(Form A and Form B) of the Banking Regulation Act, 1949. The accounting and reporting policies of the Bank used 

in the preparation of these �nancial statements conform to Generally Accepted Accounting Principles in India 

(Indian GAAP), the guidelines issued by the Reserve Bank of India (“RBI”) from time to time, the accounting 

standards noti�ed under section 133 of the Companies Act 2013, read with the Companies (Accounts) Rules 2014 

and other relevant provisions of the Companies Act, 2013 (“the Act”) and the Companies (Accounting Standards) 

Amendment Rules, 2016, in so far as they apply to banks and practices generally prevalent in the banking industry 

in India. The �nancial statements are prepared under the historical cost convention, with fundamental accounting 

assumptions of going concern, consistency and accrual, unless otherwise stated. 

c.  Use of Estimates
 The preparation of �nancial statements, in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles, requires 

management to make estimates and assumptions that a�ect the reported amount of assets and liabilities and 

disclosure of contingent liabilities as at the date of the �nancial statements and the results of operations during the 

reporting period. Although these estimates are based upon management’s best knowledge of current events and 

actions, actual results could di�er from these estimates. Any revision to accounting estimates is recognized 

prospectively in current or future periods.

d.  Revenue Recognition
 Income and expenses are recognized on accrual basis except as otherwise stated. Interest income is recognized in 

the Pro�t and Loss account on accrual basis except in case of interest on non-performing assets which is recognized 

on receipt basis. Interest income on discounted instruments is recognized over the tenor of the instrument on a 

straight-line basis. Processing Fees, Commission on Letters of Credit and Locker Fees income are recognized 

upfront on becoming due. Commission on bank guarantees issued is amortized over the period of guarantees. 

Dividend income is recognized when the right to receive the dividend is established. The Bank derecognizes its 

�nancial assets when it sells to Securitization Company (SC)/Reconstruction Company (RC), and accounts for as 

under:

  – If the sale is at a price below the Net Book Value (NBV) (i.e. book value less provisions held), the shortfall is debited 

to the Pro�t and Loss Account in the year of sale. 

  – If the sale is for a value higher than the NBV, the excess provision is written back in the year the amounts are 

received.

  Pro�t on sale of investments in the ‘Held to Maturity’ category is recognized in the Pro�t and loss account and pro�t 

is thereafter appropriated (net of applicable taxes and statutory reserve requirements) to Capital Reserve. 

Pro�t/loss on sale of investments in ‘Available for Sale’ and ‘Held for Trading’ categories is recognized in the pro�t 

and loss account.

e.  Foreign Exchange Transactions
  Income and expenditure items are recorded at the exchange rates prevailing on the date of the transaction. Assets 

and liabilities denominated in foreign currencies as at the Balance Sheet date are revalued at the year-end rates as 

noti�ed by Foreign Exchange Dealers Association of India (FEDAI). Net exchange di�erences arising on the 

settlement of transactions and on account of assets and liabilities are charged or credited to the Pro�t and Loss 

account as prescribed by RBI. 

  Outstanding forward exchange contracts are revalued at rates of exchange noti�ed by FEDAI and the resulting 

pro�ts or losses are included in the Pro�t and Loss account. Guarantees and Acceptances, endorsements and other 

obligations are stated at the year-end closing rate as noti�ed by FEDAI.

f.  Derivatives
  Derivatives are �nancial instruments comprising of forward exchange contracts, interest rate swaps and cross 

currency swaps which are  undertaken for either trading or hedging purposes.
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SCHEDULE FORMING PART OF THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS FOR THE YEAR ENDED MARCH 31, 2021

 Trading derivatives are marked to market as per the generally accepted practices prevalent in the industry and the 

resultant unrealized gain or loss is recognized in the Pro�t and Loss Account, with the corresponding net unrealized 

amount re�ected in Other Assets or Other Liabilities in the Balance Sheet. 

  Forward Exchange contracts and other derivative contracts which have overdue receivables remaining unpaid for 

over 90 days or more are classi�ed as non-performing assets and are provided as prescribed by RBI.

  The Bank also maintains a general provision on derivative exposures computed as per marked to market value of 

the contracts in accordance with the RBI guidelines.

  The Bank has undertaken funding swaps to hedge certain loans and deposits. Premium/discount on such

funding swaps is recognized as interest income/expense and is amortized on a pro-rata basis over the underlying 

swap period.

g.  Investments
 Classification
  Investments are classi�ed under “Held to Maturity” (HTM), “Available for Sale” (AFS) and “Held for Trading” (HFT ) 

categories in accordance with RBI norms. For the purpose of disclosure of balance sheet, they are classi�ed under 

6 groups viz. i) Government Securities, ii) Other Approved Securities, iii) Shares, iv) Debentures and Bonds v) 

Subsidiaries and/or joint ventures and vi) Other Investments. 

 Purchase and sale transactions in securities are recorded under the settlement date of accounting, except in the 

case of equity shares where trade date accounting is followed.

Valuation
  Investments held under the HTM category are carried at acquisition cost. If the acquisition cost is more than the 

face value, the premium is amortized over the remaining tenor of the investments. 

 Investments classi�ed under AFS and HFT portfolio are marked to market on daily basis. Investments under AFS and 

HFT classi�cation are valued as per rates declared by Financial Benchmarks India Pvt. Limited (FBIL) and in 

accordance with the RBI guidelines. 

 Consequently, net depreciation, if any, under these classi�cations mentioned in Schedule 8 is provided for in the 

Pro�t and Loss account. 

 The net appreciation, if any, under any classi�cation is ignored, except to the extent of depreciation previously 

provided. The book value of the individual securities is not changed consequent to periodic valuation of 

investments.

  Treasury Bills, Commercial Paper and Certi�cate of Deposit are valued at carrying cost.

  The valuation of other unquoted �xed income securities (viz. State government securities, Other approved 

securities, bonds and debentures) wherever linked to the YTM rates, is computed with a mark-up (re�ecting 

associated credit and liquidity risk) over the YTM rates for government securities published by FBIL.

  Security Receipts are valued as per the net asset value provided by the issuing Asset Reconstruction Company from 

time to time.

  The Bank undertakes short sale transactions in dated central government securities in accordance with RBI 

guidelines. The short positions are categorized under HFT category and are marked to market. The mark-to market 

loss is charged to Pro�t and loss account and gain, if any, is ignored.

  Broken period interest is accounted as per the RBI guidelines.

  Cost of investments is based on the weighted average cost method. 

  Unquoted equity shares are valued at the break-up value if the latest Balance Sheet is available or at `1 as per the 

RBI guidelines.

  In case of sale of NPA (�nancial asset) to Securitization Company (SC)/Asset Reconstruction Company (ARC) against 

issue of Security 

 Receipts (SR), investment in SR is recognized at lower of: (i) Net Book Value (NBV) (i.e., book value less provisions 

held) of the �nancial asset; and (ii) Redemption value of SR.
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SCHEDULE FORMING PART OF THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS FOR THE YEAR ENDED MARCH 31, 2021

 SRs issued by an SC/ARC are valued in accordance with the guidelines applicable to non-SLR instruments. 

Accordingly, in cases where the SRs issued by the SC/ARC are limited to the actual realization of the �nancial assets 

assigned to the instruments in the concerned scheme, the Net Asset Value, obtained from the SC/ARC, is reckoned 

for valuation of such investments.

 Non-Performing Investments are identi�ed, and provision is made as per RBI guidelines.

 Investment Fluctuation Reserve
 In accordance with the RBI Circular DBR.No.BP.BC.102/21.04.048/2017-18, an Investment Fluctuation Reserve was 

created to protect against systemic impact of sharp increase in the yields on Government Securities. As required by 

the aforesaid circular the transfer to this reserve shall be lower of the following – i) net pro�t on sale of investments 

during the year; ii) net pro�t for the year less mandatory appropriations, until the amount of the reserve is at least 

2 percent of the HFT and AFS portfolio, on a continuing basis.

 Transfer of Securities between Classifications
 Reclassi�cation of investments from one category to the other, if done, is in accordance with RBI guidelines and any 

such transfer is accounted for at the acquisition cost/book value/market value, whichever is lower, as at the date of 

transfer. Depreciation, if any, on such transfer is fully provided for.

 Repurchase Transactions
 Repurchase and reverse repurchase transactions (if any) are accounted in accordance with the prescribed RBI 

guidelines. The di�erence between the clean price of the �rst leg and the second leg is recognized as interest 

income/expense over the period of the transaction in the Pro�t and Loss account.

 Others
  Brokerage, fees and commission on acquisition of securities including money market instruments, are recognized 

as expenses in Pro�t and Loss account.

h.  Advances
 The Bank follows prudential norms formulated by RBI for classifying the assets as Standard, Sub-Standard, Doubtful 

and Loss assets, and are stated at net of the required provision made on non-performing advances.

 Provision for advances classi�ed as Standard, Sub-Standard, Doubtful & Loss assets are made based on 

management’s assessment, subject to minimum provisions as per RBI guidelines. In addition to the provisions 

required to be held according to the assets classi�cations status, provisions are held for country exposures as per 

RBI guidelines. Further the Bank also maintains a provision on unhedged foreign currency exposures as per the RBI 

guidelines.

i.  Fixed Assets
  O�ce Premises is stated at revalued amount less accumulated depreciation/ amortization and all other Fixed Assets 

are stated at cost less accumulated depreciation/ amortization. Capital work-in-progress comprises cost of �xed 

assets that are not yet ready for their intended use as at the reporting date.

 Depreciation on the Fixed Assets is charged on straight-line method over the useful life of the �xed assets 

prescribed in Schedule II of the Companies Act, 2013. The useful life of the group of �xed assets are given below.
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i. Revaluation of Fixed Assets
 Premises are revalued in every �ve years by an independent valuer to re�ect current market valuation. 

Appreciation, if any, on revaluation is credited to Revaluation Reserve. Depreciation on the revalued portion of 

asset is adjusted from revaluation reserves.

ii. Impairment of Assets
 An asset is considered as impaired when at the balance sheet date, there are indications that the assets may be 

impaired and the carrying amount of the asset, or where applicable, the cash generating unit to which the asset 

belongs, exceeds its recoverable amount (i.e., the higher of the asset’s net selling price and value-in-use). The Bank 

assesses at each balance sheet date whether there is any indication that an asset may be impaired based on 

internal/external factors. If such recoverable amount of the asset is less than the carrying amount, the carrying 

amount is reduced to the recoverable amount and the impairment loss is recognized as an expense in the Pro�t and 

Loss Account.

j. Retirement and Employee Benefits
i. Leave salary - The employees of the Bank are entitled to carry forward leave balance to the subsequent year. 

This carried forward balance is en-cashable at the time of either retirement or resignation.

ii. Gratuity - The Bank provides for gratuity, a de�ned bene�t retirement plan, covering eligible employees. The 

plan provides for lump sum payments to vested employees at retirement or upon death while in employment or on 

termination of employment for an amount equivalent to 15 days’ eligible salary payable for each completed year of 

service if the service is more than 5 years. The Bank accounts for the liability for future gratuity bene�ts using the 

projected unit cost method based on annual actuarial valuation. 

 Gratuity fund is being managed by "LIC Group Gratuity Scheme" and any actuarial gain/loss contribution 

determined by the actuary are charged to Pro�t and Loss account and are not deferred.

iii. Provident fund - In accordance with law, all employees of the Bank are entitled to receive bene�ts under the 

provident fund, a de�ned contribution plan in which both the employee and the Bank contribute monthly at a 

pre-determined rate. Contribution to provident fund is recognized as expense as and when the services are 

rendered. The Bank has no liability for future provident fund bene�ts other than its annual contribution.

  iv. New Pension Scheme (NPS) - In respect of employees who opt for contribution to the NPS, the Bank 

contributes certain percentage of the basic salary of employees to the aforesaid scheme, a de�ned contribution 

plan, which is managed and administered by pension fund management companies. The Bank has no liability other 

than its contribution and recognizes such contributions as an expense in the year incurred.
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k. Net Profit/Loss
 Pro�t/Loss for the period is arrived at after providing for non-performing advances, adjustments on valuation of 

investments, taxes on income, depreciation on �xed assets and other necessary and mandatory provisions.

l.  Taxation
 Taxes on income are accounted for in accordance with Accounting Standard (AS 22) on “Accounting for Taxes on 

Income” and comprise current and deferred tax. Current tax is measured at the amount expected to be paid to 

(recovered from) the taxation authorities, using the applicable tax rates and laws in respect of taxable income for 

the year, in accordance with the Income Tax Act, 1961. 

 Deferred tax is recognized in respect of timing di�erences between taxable income and accounting income i.e., 

di�erence that originates in one period and are capable of reversal in one or more subsequent periods. The 

deferred tax charge or credit and the corresponding deferred tax liabilities or assets are recognized using the tax 

rates and tax laws that have been enacted or substantively enacted by the balance sheet date. Deferred tax assets 

arising on account of carry forward losses and unabsorbed depreciation under tax laws, are recognized only if there 

is virtual certainty of its realization, supported by convincing evidence that su�cient future taxable income will be 

available against which such deferred tax assets can be realized. Deferred tax assets on account of other timing 

di�erences are recognized only to the extent that there is reasonable certainty that is su�cient future taxable 

income and will be available against which such deferred tax assets can be realized. 

 Deferred tax assets are reviewed as at each balance sheet date and written down or written up to re�ect the 

amount, that is reasonably/virtually certain (as the case may be) to be realized.

 Minimum Alternate Tax (MAT ) paid in accordance with the tax laws, which gives future economic bene�ts in the 

form of adjustment to future income tax liability, is considered as an asset if there is a convincing evidence that the 

Bank will pay normal income tax. Accordingly, MAT is recognized as an asset in the Balance Sheet when it is highly 

probable that future economic bene�t associated with it will �ow to the Bank.

m. Operating Lease
 Leases where the lessor e�ectively retains substantially all the risks and bene�ts of ownership over the lease term 

are classi�ed as operating leases. Lease transactions are accounted in accordance with AS 19 – Leases. For 

operating leases, lease payments are recognized as an expense in the statement of Pro�t and Loss account on a 

straight-line basis over the lease term.

n.  Accounting for Provisions, Contingent Liabilities and Contingent Assets
  The Bank has assessed its obligations arising in the normal course of business, including pending litigations, 

proceedings pending with tax authorities and other contracts including derivative and long-term contracts. In 

accordance with Accounting Standard - 29 on ‘Provisions, Contingent Liabilities and Contingent Assets’, the Bank 

recognizes a provision for material foreseeable losses when it has a present obligation as a result of a past event 

and it is probable that an out�ow of resources will be required to settle the obligation, in respect of which a reliable 

estimate can be made. Provisions are not discounted to its present value and are measured based on best estimate 

of the expenditure required to settle the obligation at the Balance Sheet date. These are reviewed at each Balance 

Sheet date and adjusted to re�ect the current best estimates. 

  In cases where the available information indicates that the loss on the contingency is reasonably possible, but the 

amount of loss cannot be reasonably estimated, a disclosure to this e�ect is made as contingent liabilities in the 

�nancial statements. The Bank does not expect the outcome of these contingencies to have a materially adverse 

e�ect on its �nancial results. Contingent assets are neither recognized nor disclosed in the �nancial statements.
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o.  Floating and Countercyclical Provision
 Countercyclical provisioning bu�ers and �oating provisions is the speci�c amount that Bank has set aside in good 

times. The �oating provisions can be used only for contingencies under extraordinary circumstances for making 

speci�c provisions in impaired accounts after obtaining board’s approval and with prior permission of RBI. The Bank 

has utilized up to 33 percent and 50 percent of countercyclical provisioning bu�er/�oating provisions held as on 

March 31, 2013 and December 31, 2014 respectively, in accordance with RBI Noti�cation dated March 30, 2015. 

These provisions are considered as part of NPA provisions for the purpose of compliance with the minimum RBI 

provisioning requirement.

p. Cash Flow Statement
 Cash Flow Statement is prepared using the indirect method set out in Accounting Standard 3 on “Cash Flow 

Statements” and presents the cash �ows by operating, investing and �nancing activities of the Bank. Cash and Cash 

Equivalents, consist of Cash and Balances with Reserve Bank of India and Balances with Banks and Money at Call 

and Short Notice (including e�ect of changes in exchange rates on cash and cash equivalents in foreign currency).

q. Earning per Share
 Earnings per share is calculated by dividing the Net Pro�t or Loss for the period attributable to equity shareholders 

by the weighted average number of equity shares outstanding during the period. Diluted earnings per share is 

computed using the weighted average number of equity shares and dilutive potential equity shares outstanding as 

at the end of the period.

r. Segment Information
 The disclosure relating to segment information is in accordance with AS-17, Segment Reporting and as per 

guidelines issued by RBI.

SCHEDULE 17.B: - NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 
1. Capital to Risk Assets Ratio (CRAR)
 I. The Banks are required to disclose capital adequacy ratio computed under Basel III capital guidelines of the RBI. 

 Sr. No.  CRAR ratio as per Basel III  March 31, 2021  March 31, 2020

 i.  CRAR – Common Equity Tier I  19.46%  31.48%

 ii.  CRAR – Tier I Capital  19.46%  31.48%

 iii.  CRAR – Tier II Capital  1.26%  0.96%

 iv.  Total Capital Ratio (CRAR) (%)  20.72%  32.44%

 v.  Percentage of the shareholding of the Government of India 
  in public sector banks  – –

 vi.  Amount of equity capital raised  –  520,000

 vii. Amount of Additional Tier 1 capital raised; of which 

  Perpetual Non-Cumulative Preference Shares (PNCPS): 

  Perpetual Debt Instruments (PDI) :  –  –

 viii.  Amount of Tier 2 capital raised; of which 

 Debt capital instruments: 

 Preference Share Capital Instruments: [Perpetual Cumulative 

 Preference Shares (PCPS)/Redeemable Non-Cumulative 

 Preference Shares (RNCPS)/Redeemable Cumulative 

 Preference Shares (RCPS)]  –  –

(Rs. in thousand)
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2.  Investments

3.  Repurchase & Reverse Repurchase Agreement Transactions 

 Particulars March 31, 2021 March 31, 2020

 1. Value of Investments: 

i. Gross Value of Investments 
  a. In India  12,420,075  5,722,877 
  b. Outside India  –  – 

ii. Provisions for Depreciation 
  a. In India  –  – 
  – on transfer to securities from AFS to HTM portfolio  –  – 
  – on securities position  154,897  44,871 
  b. Outside India  –  – 

iii.  Net Value of Investments 
  a. In India  12,265,178  5,678,006
  b. Outside India  –  – 

 2.  Movement of provision held towards depreciation on investments: 

  i. Opening balance  44,871  15,233

  ii. Add: Provision made during the year  110,026  29,638

  iii. Less: Write-o� /write-back of excess provision during the year 
  (including depreciation utilized on sale of securities)  –  

  iv. Closing balance  154,897  44,871

The net book value of investments held under the three categories, viz. Held to Maturity (HTM), Held for Trading (HFT) and Available for 
Sale (AFS) are as under:

* consist of RBI LAF disclosed at face value.
 # Nil outstanding on any day is ignored for reckoning minimum outstanding

   Rs. in thousand  %  Rs. in thousand  %

 Held to Maturity  6,673,687  54.41  2,395,770  42.19

 Held for Trading  –  –  103,830  1.83

 Available for Sale  5,591,491  45.59  3,178,406  55.98

Total   12,265,178  100.00  5,678,006  100.00

Category As at March 31, 2021 As at March 31, 2020
(Rs. in thousand)

FY 2020-21   Minimum   Maximum  Daily  Average  Balance
   outstanding  outstanding  outstanding  as at
   during the year  during the year  during the year  March 31, 2021

Securities Sold under Repurchase Transactions * 

 i. Government Securities  150,000#  4,939,575  329,058  1,689,837

ii. Corporate Debt Securities  –  –  –  –

Securities purchased under Reverse Repurchase 
Transactions *

i. Government Securities  710,000#  28,710,000  3,909,086 2,960,000

ii. Corporate Debt Securities  –  –  –  –

(Rs. in thousand)

(Rs. in thousand)
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FY 2019-20   Minimum   Maximum  Daily  Average  Balance
   outstanding  outstanding  outstanding  as at
   during the year  during the year  during the year  March 31, 2020

Securities Sold under Repurchase Transactions * 

i. Government Securities  30,000#  150,000  12,486   150,000

ii. Corporate Debt Securities  –  –  –  –

Securities purchased under Reverse Repurchase 
Transactions *

i. Government Securities  139,922# 4,530,000  2,138,696 4,160,000

ii. Corporate Debt Securities  –  –  –  –

* consist of RBI LAF disclosed at face value.
 # Nil outstanding on any day is ignored for reckoning minimum outstanding.

 * This includes security receipt received on sale of assets to ARC.
 ** Excludes investments in equity shares in line with extant RBI guidelines.
 # Excludes investments in equity shares, security receipts, commercial paper and certificate of deposits in line with extant RBI guidelines.

 * This includes security receipt received on sale of assets to ARC.
 ** Excludes investments in equity shares in line with extant RBI guidelines.
 # Excludes investments in equity shares, security receipts, commercial paper and certificate of deposits in line with extant RBI guidelines.

4. Non-SLR Investments Portfolio - Issuer Composition of Non-SLR Investments 
 Balances as at March 31, 2021

 Balances as at March 31, 2020

Sr. No.  Issuer  Amount  Extent of  Extent of below  Extent of  Extent of
   Private  Investment  Unrated  Unlisted
   Placement  grade securities  Securities**  Securities#

 1.  PSUs  60,000  –  –  –  – 

 2.  FIs  4,468  –  –  –  – 

 3.  Banks  –  –  –  –  – 

 4.  Private Corporates  285,325  –  –  21,700  – 

 5.  Subsidiaries /Joint Ventures  –  –  –  –  – 

 6.  Others*  223,377  –  –  223,377  – 

 7.  Provision held towards Depreciation (154,897)  –  –  –  –

 Total  418,273  –  –  245,077  – 

Sr. No.  Issuer  Amount  Extent of  Extent of below  Extent of  Extent of
   Private  Investment  Unrated  Unlisted
   Placement  grade securities  Securities**  Securities#

 1.  PSUs  -  –  –  –  – 

 2.  FIs  149,959 –  –  –  – 

 3.  Banks  –  –  –  –  – 

 4.  Private Corporates  -  –  –  - – 

 5.  Subsidiaries /Joint Ventures  –  –  –  –  – 

 6.  Others*  230,347 –  –  223,377 – 

 7.  Provision held towards Depreciation (44,871) –  –  –  –

 Total  335,435 –  –  223,377  – 

(Rs. in thousand)

(Rs. in thousand)

(Rs. in thousand)
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5.  Non-Performing Non SLR Investments
 Movement in non-performing Non SLR Investment is set out below: -

6. Sale and Transfers to/ from HTM Category
During the FY 2020-2021, Bank transferred securities having book value of Rs. 1,567,456 thousand during the 

beginning of the �nancial year from HTM to AFS as per the extant guideline. The Bank had also o�ered Rs. 2,714,870 

thousand face value securities from HTM in OMO auction conducted by the Reserve Bank of India during the year 

under review. The excess of book value over market value of the securities classi�ed under HTM category at the end 

of the period March 31, 2021 amounts to Nil.

7. Forward Rate Agreement/ Interest Rate Swap

9.  Disclosures on Risk Exposure in Derivatives
a) Qualitative Disclosures

 The structure and organization for management of risk in derivatives trading: 

 Treasury operation is segregated into three di�erent department’s viz. front o�ce, mid o�ce and back o�ce. The 

primary role of front o�ce is to conduct business, that of mid o�ce is to ensure compliance in accordance with set 

norms and policies and that of back o�ce is to process/ settle the transactions. The Bank has in place policies and 

procedures, which have been approved by Board of Directors, to ensure adherence to various risk parameters and 

prudential limits.

The scope and nature of risk measurement, risk reporting and risk monitoring systems:
 i. Risk Measurement
 For foreign exchange contracts, risk is measured through a daily report called, Value at Risk (VAR), which computes 

VAR on the forex, gaps using FEDAI VAR factors. In addition, the Bank has set its Risk Appetite in the form of Stop 

Loss and Counterparty Exposure Limit.

 Particulars  March 31, 2021  March 31, 2020

  Opening Balance  6,970  6,970

  Additions during the year since 1st April  21,700  –

  Reductions on account of write off during the year  –  –

  Closing balance  28,670  6,970

 Total Provision held  28,670  6,970

(Rs. in thousand)

 Particulars  March 31, 2021  March 31, 2020

  The notional principal of swap agreements  –  –

 Losses which would be incurred if counterparties failed to fulfill their
 obligations under the agreements  –  –

 Collateral required by the Bank upon entering into swaps  –  –

 Concentration of credit risk arising from the swaps (with Banks)  –  –

 The fair value of the swap book [(Payable)/Receivable]  –  –

(Rs. in thousand)

(Rs. in thousand)
 Sr. No.  CRAR ratio as per Basel III  March 31, 2021  March 31, 2020

i. Notional principal amount of exchange traded interest rate
 derivatives undertaken during the year (instrument-wise)  –  –

 ii. Notional principal amount of exchange traded interest rate 
 derivatives outstanding (instrument-wise)  –  –

 iii.  Notional principal amount of exchange traded interest rate
 derivatives outstanding and not "highly effective" (instrument-wise)  –  –

 iv. Mark-to-market value of exchange traded interest rate derivatives 
 outstanding and not "highly effective" (instrument-wise)  –  –

8. Exchange Traded Interest Rate Derivatives
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 ii. Risk Reporting and Risk Monitoring Systems
 The Bank has the following reports/ systems in place, which are reviewed by the top management:

 • VAR

 • Net Open Position

 • Aggregate Gap Limit (AGL)/ Individual Gap Limit (IGL)

 • Stop loss limits

 iii. The Bank has the following policy paper in place, and approved by its Head Office
 • Market Risk Policy 

 • Investment Policy

 • Asset-Liability Management (ALM) policy

Accounting Policy:
 All outstanding derivatives transactions (including forex forwards) are booked as o�-balance sheet items. The 

trading positions are revalued on a marked to market basis whereas the funding/ investment swaps follow the 

accrual basis of accounting.

b. Quantitative Disclosures

10. Non-Performing Assets (NPAs)

Sr. No.  Particulars    Currency  Interest Rate  Currency Interest Rate
   Derivatives  Derivatives  Derivatives Derivatives
   March 31, 2021  March 31, 2021  March 31, 2020 March 31, 2020

 1. Derivatives notional Principal Amount   28,107,462  –  10,282,422  – 
 a. For hedging   11,532,755  –  7,215,225  – 
 b. For trading   16,574,707  –  3,067,197  – 

 2.  Marked to Market position 
 a. Asset (+)   221,846  –  252,816  –
 b. Liability (–)   331,648  –  63,400  – 

 3.  Credit Exposure   908,673  –  236,884  – 

 4.  Likely impact of one percentage change in 
  Interest Rate (100*PV01) 
 a. On hedging derivatives   27,094  –  32,498  – 
 b. On trading derivatives   1,763  –  363  – 

 5.  Maximum and Minimum of 100*PV01 
 observed during the year 
 a. On hedging 
 Maximum   43,485  –  34,460  –
 Minimum  17,441  –  10,922  – 
 b. On trading 
 Maximum   2,986  –  920  – 
 Minimum   22  –  1  –

(Rs. in thousand)

(Rs. in thousand)

Note: Item (iii) & (iv) include the impact of countercyclical provision and floating provision utilized amounting to Nil during 
FY 2020-2021 (Previous Year: NIL). 

 Particulars  March 31, 2021  March 31, 2020

  i. Net NPAs to Net Advances  0.90%  2.90%

  ii. Movement of Gross NPAs 
  a. Opening balance  1,155,766  1,493,059
  b. Additions during the year  7,396  211,500
  c. Reductions during the year  (278,865)  (5,48,793)
  d. Closing balance  884,297  1,155,766

 iii. Movement of Net NPAs 
 a. Opening balance  367,814  506,694
 b. Additions during the year  –  –
 c. Reductions during the year (Net)  (105,433) (138,880)
 d. Closing balance 262,381 367,814

 iv. Movement of provisions for NPAs
 (excluding provision on Standard Assets) 
 a. Opening balance  787,952  986,365
 b. Provisions made during the year (Gross) 16,175 279,301
 c. Write-off/write-back of excess provisions (182,212) (477,714)
 d. Closing balance 621,915 787,952
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11. Details of Loan Assets Subjected to Restructuring 
 There was no restructuring during FY 2020-21 (Previous Year: NIL). Details of loans restructured under COVID have 

been provided under Note 37.

12. Details of Financial Assets sold to Securitization/ Reconstruction Company for Asset 
Reconstruction

 A. Details of Sales

 B. Details of Book Value of Investments in Security Receipts

 FY 2020-2021:

(Rs. in thousand)
 Particulars  March 31, 2021  March 31, 2020

  i. No. of accounts  –  –

  ii. Aggregate value (net of provisions) of accounts sold to SC/RC  –  –

  iii. Aggregate consideration  –  –

  iv. Additional consideration realized in respect of accounts 
 transferred in earlier years  –  –

  v. Aggregate gain/ loss over net book value  –  –

(Rs. in thousand)
 Particulars  March 31, 2021  March 31, 2020

 i. Backed by NPAs sold by the Bank as underlying 223,377 223,377

 ii. Backed by NPAs sold by other banks/ financial institutions/
 non-banking financial companies as underlying  –  –

Total  223,377 223,377

Sr. No.  Particulars SRs issued  SRs issued  SRs issued
  within past more than more than
  5 years 5 years ago  8 years ago
   but within
   past 8 years 

i.  Book value of SRs backed by NPAs sold by the  46,725 176,652 –
 Bank as underlying

 ii.  Book value of SRs backed by NPAs sold by othe
 banks/ �nancial institutions/non-banking �nancial
 companies as underlying  –  –  –

 Total (i) + (ii)   46,725  176,652  –

(Rs. in thousand)

 FY 2019-2020:

Sr. No.  Particulars SRs issued  SRs issued  SRs issued
  within past more than more than
  5 years 5 years ago  8 years ago
   but within
   past 8 years 

i.  Book value of SRs backed by NPAs sold by the 46,725 176,652 –
 Bank as underlying

 ii.  Book value of SRs backed by NPAs sold by othe
 banks/ �nancial institutions/non-banking �nancial
 companies as underlying  –  –  –

 Total (i) + (ii)   46,725  176,652  –

(Rs. in thousand)
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March 31, 20201202,13hcraMParticularsSr. No. 

  A.   Details of non-performing  financial assets purchased: 
––No. of accounts purchased during the year a.1.
––Aggregate outstanding  .b
––Of these, number of accounts restructured during the yeara.2.
––Aggregate outstanding  .b

  B.   Details of non-performing financial assets sold:
––No. of accounts sold1.
––Aggregate outstanding2.
––Aggregate consideration received  .3

March 31, 2020March 31, 2021Particulars
55,621152,492Provision on Standard Assets

March 31, 2020March 31, 2021Particulars
%86.6%10.7Interest Income as a percentage to Working Funds* 
%17.3%74.2Non-Interest Income as a percentage to Working Funds*

  Operating Profit as a percentage to Working Funds* %65.1%40.1
%01.0%65.0Return on Assets**

  Business (Deposits plus Advances) per employee (Rs. in thousand) # 738,922823,913
  Profit/(Loss) per employee (Rs. in thousand) 

––

SCHEDULE FORMING PART OF THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS FOR THE YEAR ENDED MARCH 31, 2021

13. Details of Non-performing Financial Assets Purchased/ Sold

14.  Provisions on Standard Assets

15. Important Financial Ratios

16. Asset Liability Management
The following table presents the maturity pattern of Assets and Liability pattern as on 31st March 2021

(Rs. in thousand)

(Rs. in thousand)

(Rs. in thousand)

(Rs. in thousand)

 * Working Funds represent monthly average of total assets (excluding accumulated losses) during the year as reported to RBI in Form 
X under Section 27 of the Banking Regulation Act, 1949.
 ** Return on Assets is computed with reference to Average Working Funds (excluding accumulated losses).
 # Deposits exclude inter-bank deposits.
 - All ratios are annualized.

Particulars  Day 1  2 to 7  8 to 14  15 to 30  31 days  Over 2  Over 3  Over 6  Over 1  Over 3  Over 3  Total
  days days days & upto months months months year & years &  years
      2 months  & upto  & upto  & upto  upto  upto 
      3 months  6 months  1 year  3 years  5 years
Advances  132,554 896,525 334,979 1,162,446 2,266,181 728,907 1,574,651 1,315,263 10,137,271 6,777,081 3,847,426  29,173,284
Investment
in
Securities  6,107,736 5,044  –  – 50,103 50,137 983,848 1,990,554 2,399,445 63,683 614,728 12,265,178
Deposits 1,885,130 1,877,109 1,825,739 1,629,018 3,175,404 2,592,031 3,998,316 8,886,287 12,211,196 469,007 1,994 38,551,831
Borrowings  1,499,837 – – – – –  190,000 – – 1,689,837
Foreign
Currency
Assets 177,442  –  –  106,375  200,108 414,247 292,079 – 46,250 – 181,465 1,417,966
Foreign
Currency
Liabilities 710,289  2,343 24,386 14,170 394,435 77,656 442,820 3,186,285 911,522 439,073 1,460 6,204,439

 Particulars  Day 1  2 to 7  8 to 14  15 to 30  31 days  Over 2  Over 3  Over 6  Over 1  Over 3  Over 3  Total
  days days days & upto months months months year & years &  years
      2 months  & upto  & upto  & upto  upto  upto 
      3 months  6 months  1 year  3 years  5 years
Advances  9,836 – 16,126 – 11,870 – 2,791,630 65,909 5,411,918 1,984,520 2,370,692  12,662,501
Investment
in
Securities  2,241,551 – –  – – 1,876 829,860 1,020,424 1,269,873 4,496 309,926 5,678,006 
Deposits 505,671 896,238 280,383 339,131 658,095 762,730 1,869,112 5,469,450 7,442,851 76,710 1 18,300,372 
Borrowings – –  – – – – – 20,000 130,000 – – 150,000
Foreign
Currency
Assets 113,305 – 16,126 – 13,339 – 988,011 – – – 188,840 1,319,621
Foreign
Currency
Liabilities 138,801 81,042 4,051 14,150 717 36,535 59,244 3,025,426 3,425,296 51,142 36 6,836,440

The following table presents the maturity pattern of Assets and Liability pattern as on 31st March 2020 (Rs. in thousand)

The information on maturity pattern has been compiled by the management based on the same estimate and assumptions as that
for compiling the returns submitted to the RBI.

892 143
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SCHEDULE FORMING PART OF THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS FOR THE YEAR ENDED MARCH 31, 2021

17. Exposure to Sensitive Sector
 a. Exposure to Real Estate Sector

 Category March 31, 2021  March 31, 2020

  a. Direct Exposure
 (i) Residential Mortgages 1,715,159 8,88,924
 (ii) Commercial Real Estate 2,707,217 8,12,915
 (iii) Investments in Mortgage Backed Securities (MBS) and other 
 securitized exposures
 a) Residential - -
 b) Commercial Real Estate - -

b. Indirect Exposure
 Fund based and non-fund-based exposures on National Housing
 Bank (NHB) and Housing Finance Companies (HFCs).* 622,500 1,72,469

Total Exposure to Real Estate Sector 5,044,876 1,874,308

(Rs. in thousand)

Particulars March 31, 2021 March 31, 2020

 i. Direct investment in equity shares, convertible bonds, convertible debentures 
 and units of equity-oriented mutual funds the corpus of which is not exclusively
 invested in corporate debt; 17,059 6,970

ii. Advances against shares/ bonds/ debentures or other securities or on clean basis 
 to individuals for investment in shares (including IPOs/ ESOPs), convertible
 bonds, convertible debentures, and units of equity-oriented mutual funds; - -

iii. Advances for any other purposes where shares or convertible bonds or convertible
 debentures or units of equity oriented mutual funds are taken as primary security;  - -

iv. Advances for any other purposes to the extent secured by the collateral security 
 of shares or convertible bonds or convertible debentures or units of equity oriented 
 mutual funds i.e. where the primary security other than shares/ convertible 
 bonds/ convertible debentures/ units of equity oriented mutual funds does not
 fully cover the advances; - -

v. Secured and unsecured advances to stockbrokers and guarantees issued on
 behalf of stockbrokers and market makers;  1,650,000 517,250

vi. Loans sanctioned to corporates against the security of shares/ bonds/ debentures 
 or other securities or on clean basis for meeting promoter’s contribution to the 
 equity of new companies in anticipation of raising resources; 120,000 150,000

vii. Bridge loans to companies against expected equity flows/ issues; - -

viii. Underwriting commitments taken up by the banks in respect of primary issue
 of shares or convertible bonds or convertible debentures or units of equity
 oriented mutual funds;  - -

ix. Financing to stockbrokers for margin trading; - -

x. All exposures to Venture Capital Funds (both registered and unregistered) will 
 be deemed to be on par with equity and hence will be reckoned for compliance 
 with the capital market exposure ceilings (both direct and indirect)  - -

Total Exposure to Capital Market  1,787,059  674,220

(Rs. in thousand)

* includes investment exposure

b. Exposure to Capital Market

18. Risk Category-Wise Country Exposure
Provision for Country Risk exposure in terms of RBI Circular DBOD.BP.BC.71/21.04.103/2002-03 dated February 19, 

2013 is as follows:

Risk Category Exposure (net) as at  Provision held as at  Exposure (net) as at  Provision held as at
 March 31, 2021 March 31, 2021  March 31, 2020  March 31, 2020

Insigni�cant  165,502  –  97,129  – 

 Low  479,708  1,176  179,471  – 

 Moderate  –  –  65,333  –

 High  - - - -

 Very High  - - - -

 Restricted  - - - -

 O�-credit  - - - -

 Total  6,45,210  1,176  341,933  –

(Rs. in thousand)
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SCHEDULE FORMING PART OF THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS FOR THE YEAR ENDED MARCH 31, 2021

19. Details of Single Borrower Limit (SBL)/Group Borrower Limit (GBL) exceeded by the Bank
 During FY 2020-2021, the Bank has not exceeded the single borrower limit or group borrower limit. (Previous Year: 

NIL).

20. Unsecured Advances 
 Unsecured advances have been appropriately classi�ed under ‘Schedule 9 – Advances’. During FY 2020-21, the Bank 

has not given loans against intangible securities such as rights, licenses, authority etc., hence no disclosure is 

required for reporting advances against intangibles.

21. Disclosure of Penalties Imposed by RBI
 There are no penalties imposed on our bank by the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) during FY 2020-21. (Previous Year: 

30,000 thousand)

22. Prior Period Items
 There are no prior period items during the FY 2020-2021. (Previous Year: NIL).

23. Description of Contingent Liabilities

24. Contingent Liabilities
 ‘Claims against the Bank not acknowledged as Debts’ item of Contingent Liability includes Income Tax of Rs. 87,430 

thousand (Previous Year: 86,960 thousand) and Service tax of Rs. 5,091 thousand (Previous Year: 5,091 thousand). 
The Bank has gone in appeal to Income Tax Appellate Tribunal (ITAT ) and High Court against the income tax 
assessment order of the department for AY 1996-97, 1997-98, 1999-00 to 2008-09, 2012-13 and 2013-14. The 
appeals are pending for the �nal outcome of the ITAT and high court and the Bank is expecting favorable judicial 
decisions.

25. Provision for Long Term Contracts
 The Bank has assessed its long-term contracts (including Derivative Contracts) for material foreseeable losses and 

made adequate provisions in the books of accounts, under any law/ accounting standards wherever applicable and 
disclosed the same under the relevant notes in the �nancial statements.

(Rs. in thousand)
Sr. No.  Contingent Liabilities  Brief

 1. Claims against the Bank not The Bank is a party to various legal and tax proceedings in the normal course of  
 acknowledged as debts  business.

  The Bank does not expect the outcome of these proceedings to have a material 
  adverse effect on the Bank's financial conditions, results of operations or cash flows.

 2.  Liability on account of forward  The Bank enters into foreign exchange contracts, currency options, forward rate
 exchange and derivative  agreements, currency swaps and interest rate swaps with interbank participants and
 contracts customers. Forward exchange contracts are commitments to buy or sell foreign
  currency at a future date at the contracted rate. Currency swaps are commitments to 
  exchange cash flows by way of interest/ principal in one currency against another, 
  based on predetermined rates. Interest rate swaps are commitments to exchange fixed 
  and floating interest rate cash flows. The notional amounts of financial instruments of 
  such foreign exchange contracts and derivatives provide a basis for comparison with 
  instruments recognized on the balance sheet but do not necessarily indicate the 
  amounts of future cash flows involved or the current fair value of the instruments and, 
  therefore, do not indicate the Bank’s exposure to credit or price risks. The derivative 
  instruments become favorable (assets) or unfavorable (liabilities) as a result of 
  fluctuations in market rates or prices relative to their terms. The aggregate contractual 
  or notional amount of derivative financial instruments on hand, the extent to which 
  instruments are favorable or unfavorable and, thus the aggregate fair values of 
  derivative financial assets and liabilities can fluctuate significantly.

 3.  Guarantees given on behalf of  As a part of its commercial banking activities the Bank issues documentary credit
 constituents, acceptances, and guarantees on behalf of its customers. Documentary credits such as letters of
  endorsements and other credit enhance the credit standing of the customers of the Bank. Guarantees generally
  obligations  represent irrevocable assurances that the Bank will make payments in the event of the 
  customer failing to fulfill its financial or performance obligations.

 4.  Other items for which the Bank  – Purchase of securities pending settlement 
 is contingently liable – Capital Commitments
  – Amount deposited with RBI under Depositor Education Awareness Fund

Refer Schedule 12 for amounts relating to contingent liability
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26. Deferred Tax 
 In accordance with AS-22 on “Accounting for Taxes on Income”, the Bank has recognized Deferred Tax Assets on such 

timing di�erences where there is a reasonable certainty that such deferred tax assets can be reversed against the 

deferred tax liability. Deferred tax asset on accumulated carry forward business losses and depreciation is not 

recognized as there is no virtual certainty that su�cient future taxable income will be available against which such 

deferred tax asset can be realized.

 The major composition of Deferred Tax Liabilities (DTL) & Deferred Tax Assets (DTA) is as under:

 Particulars  March 31, 2021  March 31, 2020

Depreciation on Investments  110,026  29,638

Provision towards Non-Performing Assets/ Investment (net off write-backs)  (49,062)  250,184

Provision for Standard Assets  92,455  (11,783)

Provision for Income Tax (including Deferred Tax)  100  –

Provisions for diminution in fair value Restructured Advances  4,416  – 

Provision for Country Risk  1,176  (162)

Provision for interest capitalized on restructured accounts  –  – 

Total   159,111  267,877

(Rs. in thousand)

(Rs. in thousand)
 Sr. No.  Particulars March 31, 2021  March 31, 2020

 A.  DTA 
i. Provision for Loan Losses, Floating Provision and countercyclical
 provision  54,095  104,868
ii.  Provision for Standard Advances  13,264  7,403
iii.  Provision for Funded Interest Term Loan  –  – 
iv.  Disallowed Expenses  9,358  8,687
v.  Unabsorbed Losses  –  – 
 Total DTA  76,717  120,958

B.  DTL 
i.  Depreciation on Fixed Assets  (76,717)  (120,958)
 Total DTL  (76,717)  (120,958)

C.  NET DTL/(DTA)  –  –

27. Provisions & Contingencies

28. There was no instance of SGL bouncing during FY 2020-2021. (Previous Year: NIL).

29. Letter of Comfort/ Undertaking (LOCs/ LOUs) issued 
 There were NIL LOCs/ LOUs outstanding as of March 31, 2021. (Previous Year: NIL).

30. Drawdown from Reserves
 During FY 2020-2021, there has been no drawdown from Reserves. Also Refer Schedule 2 – Reserves and Surplus. 

(Previous Year: NIL).
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31. Disclosure of Complaints 
 Enhanced disclosures to be made by banks on complaints and grievance redress:

FY 2020-2021

(Rs. in thousand)
 Sr. No.  Particulars FY 2020-21  FY 2019-20

  Complaints received by the bank from its customers

 1.  Number of complaints pending at the beginning of the year  2  –

 2.  Number of complaints received during the year  162  74

 3.  Number of complaints disposed during the year  162  72

  3.1 - Of which, number of complaints rejected by the bank  –  –

 4. Number of complaints pending at the end of the year  2  2

  Maintainable complaints received by the bank from OBOs

 5.  Number of maintainable complaints received by the bank from OBOs  9  –

  5.1 - Of 5, number of complaints resolved in favor of the bank by BOs  9  –

  5.2 - Of 5, number of complaints resolved through conciliation/ mediation/

 advisories issued by BOs  –  –

 5.3 - Of 5, number of complaints resolved after passing of awards by 

 BOs against the bank  –  –

 6.  Number of awards unimplemented within the stipulated time 

 (other than those appealed)  –  –

Grounds of  Number of  Number of  % increase/  Number of  Of 5, number 
complaints, complaints  complaints  decrease in the  complaints  of complaints
i.e. (complaints  pending at  received during  number of complaints  pending  pending beyond 
relating to)  the beginning  the year  received over the  at the end  30 days
 of the year   previous year  of the year

 1  2 3  4  5  6

Internet Banking  –  61  126%  –  –

Debit Card/PIN 
not received  –  19  90%  –  –

RTGS/NEFT  –  19  171%  –  –

ECS  –  0  – 100% –  –

ATM Cash Withdrawal/

Debit Card issue  –  9  50%  –  –

Others  2  54  218%  2  –

Total  2  162  119%  2  –

(Rs. in thousand)

FY 2019-2020
Grounds of  Number of  Number of  % increase/  Number of  Of 5, number 
complaints, complaints  complaints  decrease in the  complaints  of complaints
i.e. (complaints  pending at  received during  number of complaints  pending  pending beyond 
relating to)  the beginning  the year  received over the  at the end  30 days
 of the year   previous year  of the year

 1  2 3  4  5  6

Internet Banking  –  27  100%  –  –

Debit Card/PIN 
not received  –  10  100%  –  –

RTGS/NEFT  –  7  100%  –  –

ECS  –  7  100% –   –

ATM Cash Withdrawal/

Debit Card issue  –  6  100%  –  –

Others  –  17 100%  2  –

Total  –  74 100%  2  –

(Rs. in thousand)
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32. Segment Reporting 
 Part A: Business Segments 
 In accordance with RBI guidelines, the Bank has identi�ed the following three primary segments: Treasury, 

Corporate Banking and Retail Banking. These segments are identi�ed based on nature of services provided, risk and 

returns, organizational structure of the Bank and the internal �nancial reporting system.

 Treasury Operations: Undertakes Derivative Trading, Money Market Operations and Investment in Bonds, 

Treasury Bills, Government Securities, CP, CD and Foreign Exchange Operations. The revenue of this segment 

consists of interest earned on funding, investment income and gains on Government Securities, CP, CD’s and 

debentures/ bonds, Pro�t/ loss on exchange and derivative transactions. The principal expenses of this segment 

consist of cost of funds, personnel cost, other direct overheads and allocated expenses.

 Corporate Banking: Primarily comprises of funded advances to Corporate. Revenue of this segment consists of 

interest earned on loans made to corporate clients, interest earned on cash �oat and fees received from fee-based 

activities like letter of credit, guarantee etc. The principal expenses of this segment consist of interest cost on funds 

borrowed allocated based on personnel costs and allocated expenses.

 Retail Banking: Consists of revenue arising out of personal loan, housing loan and other retail products. This also 

includes revenue arising out of digital & payments services. 

FY 2020-2021
Business Segments  Corporate  Treasury  Retail  Total
 Revenue  1,767,456  1,004,991  221,908  2,994,355
 Results  561,321  100,736  (47,776)  614,281
 Un-allocable Expense     (427,737)
 Operating Profit     186,544
 Income Taxes    100 
 Extraordinary Profit/ Loss     – 
 Net profit/ (Loss)     186,444
 Other Information 
 Segment Assets  27,365,561  17,520,692  2,334,329  47,220,582
 Un-allocable Assets     172,461
Total Assets     47,393,043
 Segment Liabilities  28,189,325  6,492,556  12,589,915  47,271,796
 Un-allocable Liabilities     121,247
 Total Liabilities     47,393,043
 Capital expenditure during FY 2020-2021     15,285
 Depreciation expenditure during FY 2020-2021     147,847

(Rs. in thousand)

FY 2019-2020
Business Segments  Corporate  Treasury  Retail  Total
 Revenue  970,535  549,367  73,640  1,593,542
 Results  34,766  116,112  (76,866)  74,012
 Un-allocable Expense**     (54,976)
 Operating Profit     19,036
 Income Taxes    - 
 Extraordinary Profit/ Loss     -
 Net Profit/ (Loss)     19,036 
 Other Information 
 Segment Assets  12,242,724  11,413,047  1,127,856  24,783,627
 Un-allocable Assets     230,655
Total Assets     25,014,282
 Segment Liabilities  11,143,357  3,742,203  10,097,169  24,982,729
 Un-allocable Liabilities     31,553
 Total Liabilities     25,014,282
 Capital expenditure during  FY 2019-2020     38,725
 Depreciation expenditure during  FY 2019-2020     120,198

(Rs. in thousand)

** includes regulatory penalty of Rs. 30,000 thousand.
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Part B: Geographic Segments
 The Bank operates as a single unit in India and as such has no identi�able geographical segments subject to 

dissimilar risks and returns. 
 Hence, no information relating to geographical segments are presented.

Notes for segment reporting:
  1. In computing the above information, certain estimates and assumptions have been made by the management 

and have been relied upon by the auditors.
 2. Assets, liabilities, income and expenses which cannot be allocated to any segments have been classi�ed as 

unallocated. The unallocated liabilities include TDS on expenses, GST output liability. The unallocated assets 
include taxes and capital work in progress. The unallocated expenses include IT expenses, repairs and maintenance, 
rent, conveyance, etc.

33. Disclosure under Employee Benefits – Revised Accounting Standard 15 
a. The contribution to employees Provident Fund amounted to Rs. 50,148 thousand for the year ended March 31, 
2021. (Previous Year: Rs. 34,122 thousand).
b. The Bank has a policy to pay leave encashment to employees either at the time of resignation or on their 
retirement.
c. The Bank does not have pension scheme for its employees. However, the Bank contributes up to 10% of eligible 
employees’ salary per annum, to the New Pension Fund administered by a Pension Fund Regulatory and 
Development Authority (PFRDA) appointed pension fund manager. The Bank recognizes such contributions as an 
expense in the year when an employee renders the related service. Such contribution for the year is Rs. 3,848 
thousand (Previous Year: Rs. 2,759 thousand).
d. As per the actuarial valuation, the Bank expects to contribute Rs. 1.45 crore to gratuity fund in �nancial year 
2021-2022.

I. Change in the Present value of Projected Benefit Obligation:

Particulars

Particulars

Particulars

Particulars

Particulars

March 31, 2021 March 31, 2020 

March 31, 2021 March 31, 2020 

March 31, 2021 March 31, 2020 

March 31, 2021 March 31, 2020 

March 31, 2021 March 31, 2020 

30,288 26,145
2,072 1,971

13,777 6,668
(1,698) (4,185)

–  – 
–  –

–  – 
(85) (3,946)

2,480 3,635

Present Value of Benefi t Obligation at the Beginning of the year 
Interest Cost  
Current Service Cost 
(Benefit paid from the Fund) 
Past Service Cost 
Liability Transferred In/ Acquisitions 
Actuarial (Gains)/ Losses on Obligations - Due to Change in 
Demographic Assumptions 
Actuarial (Gains)/ Losses on Obligations - Due to Change in Financial Assumptions 
Actuarial (Gains)/ Losses on Obligations - Due to Experience 
Present Value of Benefi t Obligation at the End of the year 46,834 30,288

19,079 17,660 
1,305 1,332 

14,368 4,454 
– –

(1,698)  (4,186)
(108)  (181)

Fair Value of Plan Assets at the Beginning of the year 
Expected Return on Plan Assets 
Contributions by the Employer 
Assets Transferred In/ Acquisitions 
(Benefit Paid from the Fund) 
Actuarial Gains/ (Losses) on Plan Assets - Due to Experience 
Fair Value of Plan Assets at the End of the year 32,946 19,079 

2,395  (311)
108 181 

Actuarial (Gains)/ Losses on Obligation for the year 
Actuarial (Gains)/ Losses on Plan Asset for the year 
Actuarial (Gains)/ Losses Recognized in the Profi t or Loss Account 2,503  (129)

1,305 1,332 
(108)  (181)

Expected Return on Plan Assets 
Actuarial Gains/ (Losses) on Plan Assets - Due to Experience 
Actual Return on Plan Assets 1197 1,151 

(46,834)  (30,288)
32,947 19,079 

(13,888)  (11,209)
– – 

(Present Value of Benefit Obligation at the end of the year) 
Fair Value of Plan Assets at the end of the year
Funded Status (Surplus/ (Deficit)
Unrecognized Past Service Cost at the end of the year 
Net (Liability)/ Asset Recognized in the Balance Sheet (13,888)  (11,209)

(Rs. in thousand)

(Rs. in thousand)

(Rs. in thousand)

(Rs. in thousand)

(Rs. in thousand)

 II. Change in the Fair Value of Plan Assets:

 III. Actuarial (Gains)/ Losses Recognized in the Profit and Loss Account:

 IV. Actual Return on Plan Assets:

 V. Amount Recognized in the Balance Sheet:
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30,288 26,145 
(19,079)  (17,660)

11,209 8,485 
2,072 1,971

(1,305)  (1,332)

Present Value of Benefit Obligation at the Beginning of the year 
(Fair Value of Plan Assets at the Beginning of the year) 
Net Liability/ (Asset) at the Beginning 
Interest Cost  
(Expected Return on Plan Assets) 
Net Interest Cost for Current Year 767 639 

Particulars March 31, 2021 March 31, 2020 

Particulars March 31, 2021 March 31, 2020 

Particulars March 31, 2021 March 31, 2020 

Particulars March 31, 2021 March 31, 2020 

Particulars March 31, 2021 March 31, 2020 

Particulars March 31, 2021 March 31, 2020 

13,777 6,668 
767 639

2,503  (129)
– – 

Current Service Cost 
Net Interest Cost 
Actuarial (Gains)/ Losses 
Past Service Cost - Vested Benefit Recognized During the year 
Expenses Recognized in the Profit or Loss Account 17,047 7,178

11,209 8,485 
17,047 7,178 

– – 
– – 
– – 

(14,368)  (4,454)

Opening Net Liability 
Expense Recognized in Profit or Loss Account 
Net Liability/ (Asset) Transfer In
Net (Liability)/ Asset Transfer Out
(Benefi t Paid Directly by the Employer) 
(Employer's Contribution) 
Net Liability/ (Asset) Recognized in the Balance Sheet 13,888 11,209

– –
– –
– –
– –
– –

 – –
32,947 19,079

– –
– –

Government of India Assets
State Government Securities
Special Deposits Scheme
Debit Instruments
Corporate Bonds 
Cash And Cash Equivalents 
Insurance fund 
Asset-Backed Securities
Structured Debt 
Other  – –
Total  32,947 19,079

Expected Return on Plan Assets 
Rate of Discounting 
Rate of Salary Increase 
Rate of Employee Turnover 
Mortality Rate During Employment  

6.86% 
6.86% 
6.88% 

6% 

6.84%
6.84%
6.88%

6%
Indian Assured Lives

Mortality (2006-08)
Indian Assured Lives

Mortality (2006-08)

32,947 19,079
46,834 30,288
13,888 11,209

(108) (181)

Plan Assets  
Defi ned Benefit Obligation 
Surplus/ (Deficit)
Experience adjustment gain/ (loss) on plan assets
Experience adjustment (gain)/ loss on plan liabilities 2,480 3,635

SCHEDULE FORMING PART OF THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS FOR THE YEAR ENDED MARCH 31, 2021

 VI. Net Interest Cost:

 VII. Expenses Recognized in the Profit or Loss Account:

 VIII. Balance Sheet Reconciliation:

 IX. Category of Assets:

 Actuarial Assumptions:

 Experience Adjustments:

(Rs. in thousand)

(Rs. in thousand)

(Rs. in thousand)

(Rs. in thousand)

(Rs. in thousand)
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34. Related Party Transactions
    Related Party Transactions in terms of AS-18 on “Related Party Disclosures” are disclosed below:

Liabilities
Deposit
Borrowings
Interest payable
MTM loss on
FX forwards
Payable to group
Total
Assets
Lending
Balances with Bank
Interest receivable
MTM gain on
FX forwards
Total
Off Balance
Sheet items
FX Forwards
Total

–
–
–
–

1,759
1,759

–
–
–
–

–

–
–

–
–
–
–

1,759
1,759

–
–
–
–

–

–
–

–
–
–
–

–
–
–
–

983
2,050
8,847

82,927

983
2,050
8,847

82,927

67,648
–
–
–

–
67,648

–
10,507

–
–

10,507

–
–

2,118,701
–
–
–

–
2,118,701

–
25,342

–
–

25,342

–
–

54,179
–
–
–

–
54,179

14,633
–

32
–

14,665

–
–

60,066
–
–
–

–
60,066

15,452
–

32
–

15,484

–
–

121,827
–
–
–

1,759
123,586

14,633
10,507

32
–

25,172

–
–

2,178,767
–
–
–

1,759
2,180,526

15,452
25,342

32
–

40,826

–
–

Transactions during the FY 2020-21: (Rs. in thousand)

(Rs. in thousand)

Particulars Parent  Subsidiaries
of the Parent 

Key Management 
Personnel

 Total

Outstanding Maximum
Balance 

Relationship during FY 2020-21

Outstanding Maximum
Balance 

Outstanding Maximum
Balance 

Outstanding Maximum
Balance 

Liabilities
Deposit
Borrowings
Interest payable
MTM loss on
FX forwards
Payable to group
Total

–
–
–
–

240,424
240,424

–
–
–
–

240,424
240,424

60,309
–
–
–

–
60,309

658,855
493,850

–
–

–
1,152,705

14,275
–
–
–

–
14,275

14,275
–
–
–

–
14,275

74,584
–
–
–

240,424
315,008

673,130
493,850

–
–

240,424
1,407,404

Transactions during the FY 2019-20:

Particulars Parent  Subsidiaries
of the Parent 

Key Management 
Personnel  Total

Outstanding Maximum
Balance 

Outstanding Maximum
Balance 

Outstanding Maximum
Balance 

Outstanding Maximum
Balance 

Particulars Parent  Subsidiaries
of the Parent 

Key Management 
Personnel

Total

Profit & Loss Account Items
Interest Received
Interest Paid
Fees Paid
Salary Cost

SCHEDULE FORMING PART OF THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS FOR THE YEAR ENDED MARCH 31, 2021

1. Ultimate - SBM Holdings Limited
2. Parent - SBM (Bank) Holdings Limited
3. Subsidiaries - SBM Bank (Mauritius) Limited & SBM Bank (Kenya) Limited

Key Management Personnel
a. Board of Directors
b. Managing Director & Chief Executive Officer – Mr. Sidharth Rath
c. Chief Financial Officer – Mr. Talib Lokhandwala (till 30.06.2020) – Mr. Saileshkumar Shah (from 01.07.2020)
d. Company Secretary – Mrs. Mugdha Merchant (till 14.10.2020) – Mrs. Bhavana Shinde (from 15.10.2020)
e. Chief Operations Officer /Chief Information Officer– Mr. Rajeev Panikath
f. Head of Corporate Banking – Mr. Dipak Agarwal
g. Head of Treasury – Mr. Mandar Pitale
h. Head of Consumer & Retail Banking – Mr. Neeraj Sinha
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35. Impairment of Assets
    There is no impairment of any of the �xed assets and as such no provision is required as per AS-28    
    on “Impairment of Assets”.
36. Earnings Per Share

Disclosures as per the RBI circular DOR. No.BP.BC.62/21.04.048/2019-20 dated
April 17, 2020 as on March 31, 2021

37. COVID-19
The SARS-CoV2 virus responsible for COVID-19 continues to spread across the globe and India. This has resulted in a signi�cant decline and volatility 
in global and Indian markets and economic activity. Implementation of lockdown and extensions has resulted in disruptions of business and 
common life. With the situation still unfolding, it is di�cult to predict time horizons to gauge the impact. While Bank is continuously engaged and 
taking updates from all the borrowers on a frequent basis irrespective of the sectors they are operating in, companies categorized in the high-risk 
segment are being monitored closely. Subsequently, based on updated RBI guidelines on COVID from time to time, respective amounts in Special 
Mention Account (SMA)/ overdue categories, where the moratorium/ deferment was extended, in terms of paragraphs 2 and 3, in accordance with 
the regulatory package announced by the Reserve Bank of India, the Bank has extended the option of a moratorium to its borrowers for their 
instalments.
Classification and provisioning under RBI COVID-19 Regulatory Package
Disclosure as per RBI circular No. RBI/2019-20/220 DOR.No.BP.BC.63/21.04.048/2019-20 dated April 17, 2020 on COVID-19 
Regulatory package - Asset classification and provisioning:
The disclosures as required under RBI circular dated April 17, 2020, for the year ended March 31, 2021 is given below:

Transactions during the FY 2019-20 (Continued)

Assets
Lending
Balances with Bank
Interest receivable
MTM gain on
FX forwards
Total
Off Balance
Sheet items
FX Forwards
Total

–
–
–
–

–

–
–

–
–
–
–

–

–
–

–
–
–
–

–
89
–
–

264
550

6,150
60,191

264
539

6,150
60,191

–
4,218

–
–

4,218

–
–

–
6,906

–
–

6,906

–
–

7,377
–

38
–

7,415

–
–

7,377
–

38
–

7,415

–
–

7,377
4,218

38
–

11,633

–
–

7,377
6,906

38
–

14,321

–
–

Particulars Parent  Subsidiaries
of the Parent 

Key Management 
Personnel

 Total

Outstanding Maximum
Balance 

Outstanding Maximum
Balance 

Outstanding Maximum
Balance 

Outstanding Maximum
Balance 

Particulars Parent  Subsidiaries
of the Parent 

Key Management 
Personnel

Total

Profit & Loss Account Items
Interest Received
Interest Paid
Fees Paid
Salary Cost

Respective amounts in SMA/ overdue categories, where the moratorium/ deferment was
extended, in terms of paragraph 2 and 3 (As on March 31, 2020)
Respective amount where asset classification benefits is extended
Provisions adjusted during the respective accounting periods against slippages and
the residual provisions in terms of paragraph 6
Residual provisions as of March 31,2021 in terms of paragraph 6 of the circular

21,420

21,420
1,073
1,073

–

Sr. No. Particulars Amount

i.

ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

186,444
756,958,418

0.25

19,036
735,931,096

0.03

Particulars March 31, 2021 March 31, 2020

Net Profit after tax
Weighted average number of equity shares outstanding
Basic and diluted earnings per share in INR

(Rs. in thousand)

(Rs. in thousand)

No. of accounts in which resolution period was extended
Respective amount where asset classification benefits is extended
Fund Based Amount outstanding

–
–
–

Sr. No. Particulars Amount

i.
ii.
iii.

(Rs. in thousand)
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19,068 
–
–

19,068 

6,007 
–
–

6,007

19,068 
–
–

 19,068  

6,007 
–
–

 6,007 

Particulars
March 31, 2021 

Countercyclical Floating 

Opening Balance in floating provision
Add- Provision made during the year
Less- Provision utilized during the year for specific provision
Closing balance in floating provision 

March 31, 2020 
Countercyclical Floating 

38. Countercyclical/ Floating Provisions

–
–

–
3
3

–
–

–
29,438 
29,438 

–
–

–
–
–

–
–

–
–
–

–
–

–
2,944
2,944

Type of 
Borrower

(A) 
Number of

accounts where 
resolution

plan has been 
implemented

under this
window  

(B)
Exposure to  

accounts
mentioned at  

(A) before
implementation 

of the plan 

(C) 
Of (B), aggregate

amount of
debt that was

converted
into other
securities  

Personal Loans
Corporate Persons*
Of which,
MSMEs
Others
Total

D) 
Additional funding 
sanctioned, if any, 
including between 
invocation  of the 

plan and  
implementation

(E)
Increase in

provisions on
account of the

implementation
of the

resolution plan

Disclosure as per RBI circular DOR. No. BP.BC/3/21.04.048/2020-21 dated 6th August 2020 on 
‘Resolution Framework for COVID-19 related stress’
The detailed requirement as per Resolution Framework for COVID-19 related Stress during the year is :

*As defined in Section 3(7) of the Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code, 2016
Disclosure as per RBI circular No. RBI/2021-22/17 DOR.STR.REC.4/21.04.048/2021-22 dated April 7, 2021 on 
‘Asset Classification and Income Recognition following the expiry of COVID-19 regulatory package.’
In accordance with the RBI notification DOR.STR.REC.4/21.04.048 /2021-22 dated April 7, 2021, the Bank is required to refund/ 
adjust 'interest on interest' to borrowers. The methodology for calculation of such interest on interest has been recently circulated 
by Indian Banks’ Association. As at March 31, 2021 the Bank has created a liability of Rs. 813 thousand towards estimated interest 
refund and reduced same from interest income.

(Rs. in thousand)

224

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

Particulars March 31, 2021 
The principal amount remaining unpaid to any supplier

The interest due thereon (above principal amount) remaining unpaid to any supplier

The amount of interest paid by the buyer in terms of Section 16, along with the amount of 
payment made to the supplier beyond the appointed day
for the year ended

The amount of interest due and payable for the period of delay in making payment
(which have been paid but beyond the appointed day during the year) but without adding 
the interest speci�ed under this Act;

The amount of interest accrued and remaining unpaid at the end of the year

The amount of further interest remaining due and payable even in the succeeding years, until 
such date when the interest dues as above are actually paid to the
small enterprise, for the purpose of disallowance as a deductible
expenditure under Section 23

March 31, 2020

39. Following disclosure is made as per the requirement of The Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises
Development Act, 2006

1,190
793
131

–

–
–
–
–

Nature of Income March 31, 2021 
For selling life insurance policies
For selling non-life insurance policies
For selling mutual fund products
Others

Sr. No.
1.
2.
3.
4.

March 31, 2020 

40. The details of Fees/ Brokerage earned in respect of Insurance Broking, Agency and Bancassurance 
Business by the Bank are as under
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41. Concentration of Deposits, Advances, Exposures and NPAs

I. Concentration of Deposits

954,540

689,207
 725,092

1,264,196
3,633,035

–

14,237,585
7,836,612
4,087,967

26,162,164
29,795,199

1,014,015

245,883
 730,000

2,225
1,992,123

–

7,172,860
3,074,434
1,211,036

11,458,330
13,450,453

–

245,883
 –
–

245,883

–

897,862
–

12,021
909,883

1,155,766

0%

100%
0%
0%

12.34%

0%

12.52%
0%

0.99%
7.94%
8.59%

179,394

179,394

–

686,913
–

17,990
704,903
884,297

26.03%

4.94%

0%

4.82%
–

0.44%
2.69%
2.97%

Sr.
No.

Sector FY 2020-21

Outstanding
Total Gross
Advances    

Gross NPAs  Percentage
of Gross NPAs 

to Total
Advances in  
that sector    

1.

2.

3.
4.

1.

2.
3.
4.

A Priority Sector
Agriculture and allied 
activities
Advances to industries 
sector eligible as priority 
sector lending 
Services
Personal loans
Sub-total (A)
B Non-Priority Sector
Agriculture and allied 
activities
Industry
Services
Personal loans
Sub-total (B)
Total (A+B)

Outstanding
Total Gross
Advances    

Gross NPAs  Percentage
of Gross NPAs 

to Total
Advances in  
that sector    

FY 2019-20

II. Sector wise Advances

14,631,153
37.95%

7,871,213
43.01%

Particulars March 31, 2021 
Total deposits of twenty largest depositors
Percentage of Deposits to twenty largest depositors to total deposits of the Bank

March 31, 2020 

Concentration of Advances*

10,374,331
28.18%

8,407,751
51.44%

Particulars March 31, 2021 
Total advances to twenty largest borrowers
Percentage of Advances to twenty largest borrowers to total advances of the Bank

March 31, 2020 

(Rs. in thousand)

(Rs. in thousand)

Concentration of Exposures*

10,374,331

27.75%

8,407,751

50.27%

Particulars March 31, 2021 
Total Exposures to twenty largest borrowers/ Customers
Percentage of Exposures to twenty largest borrowers/ Customers to Total
Exposures of the Bank on borrowers/ Customers

* Excluding banking exposures

March 31, 2020 
(Rs. in thousand)

III. a) Movement of Gross NPAs

1,155,766
7,396

1,163,162

–
(161,891)
(116,974)

(278,865)
884,297

1,493,059
211,500

1,704,599

–
(100,196)
(448,597)

(548,793)
1,155,766

Particulars March 31, 2021 
Opening balance of Gross NPAs
Add: Additions during the year
Sub-total (A)
Less:
i. Upgradations
ii. Recoveries (excluding recoveries made from upgraded accounts)
iii. Write-offs
Sub-total (B)
Closing balance of Gross NPAs (A-B)

March 31, 2020 
(Rs. in thousand)

Concentration of NPA

865,667 1,048,097

Particulars March 31, 2021 
Total Exposure of top Four NPA accounts

March 31, 2020 
(Rs. in thousand)

(Rs. in thousand)
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42. Revaluation of Fixed Assets 

43. Software capitalized under Fixed Assets

b)

3,637,384
116,974

3,754,358
(7,353)

3,747,005

3,290,111
448,597

3,738,708
(101,324)

3,637,384

334,565
100,334
18,948

294,842 
121,109

261,238
73,327

–
193,539
141,026

Particulars March 31, 2021 
Opening balance of Technical/ Prudential written-off accounts
Add: Technical/ Prudential write-offs during the year
Sub-total (A)
Less: Recoveries made from previously technical/ prudential written-off
accounts during the year (B)
Closing balance as at end of the year (A-B)

As at the end of FY 2018-19 the bank had revalued its Freehold Land buildings based on valuations made by independent 
valuers. The Bank computes depreciation on revalued premises over its estimated remaining useful life and accordingly an 
amount of Rs. 6,739 thousand (Previous Year: Rs.6,739 thousand) has been accounted as depreciation and reduced from the 
Revaluation Reserve during FY 2020-21.

44. Provision Coverage Ratio (PCR)
As on March 31, 2021, the Bank has achieved the PCR ratio of 70.33% with reference to Gross NPA as on that day. (Previous Year: 
68.18%)

March 31, 2020 
(Rs. in thousand)

IV. Overseas Assets, NPAs and Revenue

V. There have been no Off-balance sheet SPVs sponsored during the financial year. (Previous Year: NIL)

–
–
–

–
–
–

Particulars March 31, 2021 
Total Assets
Total NPAs
Total Revenue for the year ended

March 31, 2020 
(Rs. in thousand)

Particulars March 31, 2021 
Cost at beginning of the year (gross) 
Additions during the year
Deductions during the year
Depreciation to date 
Closing balance as at end of the year (A-B)

45. Disclosure on Remuneration
Qualitative Disclosures 

a. Information relating to the composition and mandate of 
the Remuneration Committee. 

The Nomination and Remuneration Committee (NRC) is 
constituted to oversee the framing, review and 
implementation of compensation policy of the Bank on 
behalf of the Board. The members of the committee are 
given below 
1. Mr. Sanjay Kumar Bhattacharya 
2. Mr. Andrew Bainbridge
3. Mr. Shyam Sundar Barik
4. Mr. Umesh Jain

b. Information relating to the design and structure of 
remuneration processes and the key features and objectives 
of Remuneration policy. 

The Bank follows the following practices and principles in 
designing and structuring the remuneration process:- A focus 
on long-term, risk-adjusted performance and reward 
mechanism by focusing on the performance of the individual 
employee, the relevant line of business or function and the 
Bank as a whole. It seeks to drive accountability, and co-relate 
risk, �nancial performance and compensation. Key features and 
Objectives of the Remuneration policy are: The Bank shall 
follow a Cash plus Bene�ts (Fixed Pay plus Bene�ts) approach 
in its Compensation framework by providing a competitive 
level of compensation to attract and retain quali�ed and 
competent sta� members. The compensation should be 
adjusted for all types of risk. 

c. Description of the ways in which current and future risks 
are taken into account in the remuneration processes. It 
should include the nature and type of the key measures used 
to take account of these risks. 

SBM has in place a robust risk and performance management 
system to capture, monitor, and control the risks created by its 
business activities. The goal is to not only manage the risks of 
the Firm, but also to create a culture of risk awareness, risk 
quanti�cation and measurement and personal accountability. It 
seeks to ensure that the potential for any risk-taking by any 
individual, group, or business is controlled. 

d. Description of the ways in which the Bank seeks to link 
performance during a performance measurement period with 
levels of remuneration. 

In determining total compensation, it considers the overall 
scope of an employee’s responsibilities, the performance 
history of the individual with the Bank, comparisons with other 
sta� within the Firm, external market compensation, and the 
overall performance of the function and the Bank and Group as 
whole. The Bank looks at sustained superior performance 
achieved 
across multiple factors over multiple periods.

March 31, 2020 
(Rs. in thousand)
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Fixed 
Variable 
Perquisites 
Total

74,316
–

40
74,356

46. Disclosure on Remuneration to Non-executive Directors
The Non-Executive Directors are paid remuneration by way of sitting fees for attending meetings of Board and its committees. 
An amount of Rs. 8,847 thousand (Previous Year: 6,150 thousand) was paid as sitting fees to the Non-Executive Directors during 
the year.

Bank has not entered into any �nancial lease in current year as well as previous year.

47. Accounting for Leases
1. Financial lease

Qualitative Disclosures 

e. A discussion of the Bank’s policy on deferral and vesting 
of variable remuneration and a discussion of the Bank’s 
policy and criteria for adjusting deferred remuneration 
before vesting and after vesting. 

The variable/ performance pay will be �xed at maximum of 
50% of the annual �xed pay for all employees except the MD & 
CEO/WTDs/MRTs. The percentage will be based on the grade of 
the employee. For the MD & CEO/ WTDs/ MRTs, 50% of �xed 
compensation will be target variable and paid on the basis of 
individual, business-unit and �rm-wide performance measures. 
The total variable pay shall be limited to 300% of �xed pay (for 
the performance period). Further, 50% of the variable pay shall 
be deferred over a minimum period of 3 years. In the event of 
negative contributions of the bank in any year, the deferred 
compensation will be subject to malus arrangements which 
permits the bank to prevent vesting of all or part of the amount 
of a deferred remuneration, but it does not reverse vesting 
after it has already occurred.

f. Description of the di�erent forms of variable remuneration 
(i.e. cash, shares, ESOPs and other forms) that the Bank utilizes 
and the rationale for using these di�erent forms. 

There will be a proper balance between the �xed and the 
variable pay. The proportion of variable pay will be higher at 
higher levels of responsibility and could be in cash or stock 
linked instruments or mix of both. If by statute, stock linked 
instruments cannot be issued, then it will be cash variable pay.

Quantitative Disclosures
(The quantitative disclosures should only cover Whole Time Directors/ Chief Executive O�cer/ Other Risk Takers)

g. Number of meetings held by the Remuneration 
    Committee during the �nancial year and remuneration 
    paid to its members.

Total 5 Nomination and Remuneration Committee meetings 
were held during FY 2020-21, members were paid 
remuneration of Rs. 850 thousand (Previous Year: Rs. 450 
thousand) for attending the same.

j. Breakdown of amount of remuneration awards for  
   the �nancial year to show �xed and variable, 
   deferred and non-deferred. 

Managing Director and Chief Executive O�cer (MD & CEO) 
Chief Operating O�cer (COO) 
Head – Corporate Banking
Head – Retail Banking
Head – Retail Banking

h.  (i) Number of employees having received a variable   
     remuneration award during the �nancial year.
     (ii) Number and total amount of sign-on awards 
     made during the �nancial year. 
    (iii) Details of guaranteed bonus, if any, paid as 
     joining/ sign on bonus 
    (iv) Details of severance pay, in addition to accrued 
     bene�ts, if any.

k.  (i) Total amount of outstanding deferred 
     remuneration and retained remuneration exposed to 
     ex post explicit and/ or implicit adjustments. 
     (ii) Total amount of reductions during the �nancial 
     year due to ex- post explicit adjustments. 
    (iii) Total amount of reductions during the �nancial 
     year due to ex- post implicit adjustments. 

i. (i) Total amount of outstanding deferred – 
    remuneration, split into cash, shares and 
    share-linked instruments and other forms. –
    (ii) Total amount of deferred remuneration 
    paid out in the � nancial year.

NIL during FY 2020-21(Previous Year: Nil)

NIL during FY 2020-21(Previous Year: Rs. 2700 thousand)

Particulars

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

(Rs. in thousand)
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2. Operating lease

231,896
73,460

144,084
14,352
74,833 

286,839 
67,114

219,725 
– 

45,464

5,445 
1,173

41 
6,577

4,180
1,265

–
5,445

1.

ParticularsSr. No. March 31, 2021 
Total future minimum lease payments as at year end: 

2. Lease payments recognized in the Profit and Loss Account in Schedule 16

– Not later than one year 
– Later than one year but not later than five years
– Later than five years 

March 31, 2020 
(Rs. in thousand)

477,507 
477,507 

1.26%

–

205,152
205,152

1.22%

–

1.

ParticularsSr. No. March 31, 2021 
Total amount of intra-group exposures 

2. Total amount of top-20 intra-group exposures 

3. Percentage of intra-group exposures to total exposure of the Bank on 
borrowers/customers*

4. Details of breach of limits on intra-group exposures and regulatory action thereon, 
if any.

March 31, 2020 
(Rs. in thousand)

Particulars March 31, 2021 
Opening balance of amounts transferred to DEAF 
Add : Amounts transferred to DEAF during the year 
Less : Amounts reimbursed by DEAF towards claims 
Closing balance of amounts transferred to DEAF 

March 31, 2020 
(Rs. in thousand)

Incremental standard asset provision 
required as per RBI guideline 

Outstanding as on March 31, 2021 Incremental standard advance 
provision as on March 31, 2021

0 bps
20 bps
40 bps
60 bps
80 bps

26,935,696 
1,558,901 
260,372
125,895
30,038 

–
3,118
1,041
755
240 

(Rs. in thousand)

Incremental standard asset provision 
required as per RBI guideline 

Outstanding as on March 31, 2020 Incremental standard advance 
provision as on March 31, 2020

0 bps
20 bps
40 bps
60 bps
80 bps

12,294,687
– 
– 
– 
– 

–
– 
– 
– 
– 

(Rs. in thousand)

48. Credit Default Swaps
The Bank does not have any Credit Default Swaps during FY 2020-21. (Previous Year: NIL).

49. Intra-Group Exposures
In terms of RBI circular DBOD.No.BP.BC.96/21.06.102/2013-14 dated 11 February 2014, the disclosures on intra-group exposures 
are as below:

50. Transfers to Depositor Education and Awareness Fund (DEAF)
In terms of RBI circular DBOD.No.BP.BC.No.8/21.04.018/2014-15 dated 1 July 2014 on disclosures on DEAF are as below:

51. Unhedged Foreign Currency Exposure
The Bank closely monitors the unhedged foreign currency exposures of its corporate clients and also factors this risk into the pricing. 
The information on the unhedged foreign currency exposures of the corporate is obtained on a quarterly basis and riskiness of the 
same with respect to the USD – INR exchange rate �uctuation is assessed. 
The Bank addresses the currency induced credit risk in a comprehensive manner and the incremental provisioning and capital held by 
the Bank on account of the same as on 31st March 2021 is as follows:
Incremental Capital maintained by the Bank on account of unhedged foreign currency exposure is Rs 5,155 thousand. (Previous Year: 
Nil). Unhedged Foreign Currency Exposure provisions for current year:

* includes bank exposure

Unhedged Foreign Currency Exposure provisions for previous year:

The lease agreement entered pertains to use of premises by the Corporate O�ce and Branches. There is no sub-lease 
arrangement. 
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– 

1,130

– 

–

– 

1,130

– 

–

– 

–

– 

–

1.

Particulars

30 June 2020

High Quality Liquid Assets

Cash Outflows

Cash Inflows

Total Un 
weighted 

Value 
(average)

Total  
weighted 

Value 
(average)

Total Un 
weighted 

Value 
(average)

Total  
weighted 

Value 
(average)

Total Un 
weighted 

Value 
(average)

Total  
weighted 

Value 
(average)

Total Un 
weighted 

Value 
(average)

Total  
weighted 

Value 
(average)

30 September 2020 31 December 2020 31 March 2021

Sr. No. March 31, 2021 

Amount 
spent 

Amount unpaid/ 
provision 

Total 
Amount

Amount 
spent 

Amount unpaid/ 
provision 

Total 
Amount

Construction/ acquisition of any asset

2. On purpose other than (i) above 

Total High Quality Liquid 
Assets (HQLA)

9,406,294

3,172,516

– – – – – – – –

– – – – – – – –

317,252 3,803,809 380,381 5,138,336 513,834 6,163,322 616,332

3,172,516 317,252 3,803,809 380,381 5,138,336 513,834 6,163,322 616,332

5,012,889 3,609,769 7,038,591 4,681,408 8,127,942 5,231,712 10,889,412 7,410,196

– – – – – – – –

– – – – – – – –

5,012,889 3,609,769 7,038,591 4,681,408 8,127,942 5,231,712 10,889,412 7,410,196

10,510,384 9,779,840 12,198,3341.

Retail deposits and deposits 
from small business customers, 
of which:

2.

Unsecured wholesale funding, 
of which:

3.

Secured wholesale funding4.

Additional requirements, of 
which

5.

Stable deposits(i)

Operational deposits (all 
counterparties)

(i)

Outflows related to derivative 
exposures and other

(i)

Outflows related to loss of 
funding on debt products

(ii)

Credit and liquidity facilities (iii)

Non-operational deposits (all 
counterparties)

(ii)

Unsecured debt(iii)

March 31, 2020 

Less stable deposits(ii)

(Rs. in thousand)

52. Corporate Social Responsibility
Bank has constituted the Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) Committee of the Board, in accordance with the provisions of Section 
135 of the Companies Act, 2013, read with the Companies (Corporate Social Responsibility) Rules, 2014, as amended. Bank has 
incurred an average net loss during three immediately preceding �nancial years therefore provision of CSR relating to spending is 
not applicable.
The details of CSR expenditure are given below: 
Gross amount required to be spent by the company during the year: NIL (Previous Year: NIL)
However, the Bank has spent towards CSR during the year and recognized it as an expense in the statement of pro�t and loss on CSR 
related activities Rs. 1,130 thousand (Previous Year: NIL), which comprises of the following-

53. Liquidity Coverage Ratio
The Basel Committee for Banking Supervision (BCBS) had introduced the Liquidity Coverage Ratio (LCR) in order to ensure that a bank 
has an adequate stock of unencumbered High-Quality Liquid Assets (HQLA) to survive signi�cant liquidity stress lasting for a period 
of 30 days. LCR is a ratio of HQLA to the total net cash out�ows estimated for the next 30 calendar days. The applicable minimum LCR 
required to be maintained by banks is 90% as on 31st March 2021.

FY 2020-21

– – – –

1,455,588 258,640 2,180,795 467,319 2,139,927 475,743 3,029,305 597,969

Other contractual funding 
obligations 

6. 455,365  455,365 651,344 651,344 785,900 785,900 922,817 922,817

Other contingent funding 
obligations 

7. 3,224,211   96,726 4,390,237 131,707 5,623,971 168,719  6,982,737  209,482

1,196,833  1,196,833  1,617,802  1,419,510  1,714,358  1,339,483  2,263,907  1,767,067

Secured lending (e.g. reverse 
repos)9.

In�ows from fully performing 
exposures

10.

212,055 117,247 148,784 89,822 377,664 207,059 506,788 268,285

9,406,294 10,510,384 9,779,840 12,198,334

3,423,673 4,802,827 5,629,365 7,721,368

274.74% 218.84% 173.73% 157.98%

Other cash in�ows11.
4,883,174 1,314,080 6,438,443 1,509,332 5,205,718 1,546,542 6,959,917 2,035,352TOTAL CASH INFLOWS12.

TOTAL HQLA13.

TOTAL NET CASH 
OUTFLOWS

14.

LIQUIDITY COVERAGE 
RATIO (%)

15.

3,474,286 – 4,671,957 – 3,113,696 – 4,189,222 –

TOTAL CASH OUTFLOWS8. 4,737,753 6,312,159 7,175,907 9,756,976

1,433,594 236,646  2,165,270  451,794 2,115,288 451,104 2,979,979 548,643

21,994  21,994  15,525  15,525 24,638 24,638 49,326 49,326
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SCHEDULE FORMING PART OF THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS FOR THE YEAR ENDED MARCH 31, 2021

FY 2019-20

Qualitative disclosure
The Reserve Bank of India has prescribed monitoring of su�ciency of Bank’s liquid assets using Basel III – Liquidity Coverage Ratio 
(LCR). The LCR is aimed at measuring and promoting the short-term resilience of Banks to potential liquidity disruptions by ensuring 
maintenance of su�cient high-quality liquid assets (HQLAs) to survive an acute stress scenario lasting for 30 days. 
The ratio comprises of high-quality liquid assets (HQLAs) as the numerator and net cash out�ows in 30 days as the denominator. HQLA 
has been divided into two parts i.e. Level 1 HQLA which comprises primarily cash, excess CRR, excess SLR and a portion of mandatory 
SLR as permitted by RBI (under MSF and FALLCR) and Level 2 HQLA which normally contains the liquid Corporate Securities. Cash 
out�ows are calculated by multiplying the outstanding balances of various categories or types of liabilities by the out�ow run-o� rates 
and cash in�ows are calculated by multiplying the outstanding balances of various categories of contractual receivables by the rates at 
which they are expected to �ow in with the next 30 days. 
For classi�cation of deposits, the Bank segregates its deposits into various customer segments, viz Retail (which includes deposits from 
individuals), Corporate (which includes deposits from corporates) and Others (which includes all other residuary deposits including 
from Financial Counterparties).
The Bank has considered the mark-to-market amounts for computing the net cash �ows from derivative transactions including 
the CCIL deals in the LCR computation.

30 June 2019

High Quality Liquid Assets

Cash Outflows

Cash Inflows

Total Un 
weighted 

Value 
(average)

Total  
weighted 

Value 
(average)

Total Un 
weighted 

Value 
(average)

Total  
weighted 

Value 
(average)

Total Un 
weighted 

Value 
(average)

Total  
weighted 

Value 
(average)

Total Un 
weighted 

Value 
(average)

Total  
weighted 

Value 
(average)

30 September 2019 31 December 2019 31 March 2019

Total High Quality Liquid 
Assets (HQLA)

5,977,062

– – – – – – – –

– – – – – – – –

– – – – – – – –

– – – – – – – –

4,664,813 466,481 1,940,562 194,056 3,020,939 302,094 3,042,029 304,203

– – – – – – – –

– – – – – – – –

3,405,116 2,871,827 2,808,377 2,084,789 1,897,117 1,345,321 2,792,305 2,048,169

6,356,323 5,800,731 5,975,8351.

Retail deposits and deposits 
from small business customers, 
of which:

2.

Unsecured wholesale funding, 
of which:

3.

Secured wholesale funding4.

Additional requirements, of 
which

5.

Stable deposits(i)

Operational deposits (all 
counterparties)

(i)

Outflows related to derivative 
exposures and other

(i)

Outflows related to loss of 
funding on debt products

(ii)

Credit and liquidity facilities (iii)

Non-operational deposits (all 
counterparties)

(ii)

Unsecured debt(iii)

Less stable deposits(ii)

– – – –

Other contractual funding 
obligations 

6. 7,796 7,796 11,712 11,712 659,462 659,462 769,068 769,068

Other contingent funding 
obligations 

7. 182,431 5,473 393,314 11,799 1,116,023 33,481 1,894,472 56,834

559,783 477,418 470,550 418,259 550,483 434,295 653,977 518,089

Secured lending (e.g. reverse 
repos)9.

In�ows from fully performing 
exposures

10.

1,819,022 1,269,907 939,789 566,390 132,048 68,927 98,498 61,574

5,977,062 6,356,323 5,800,731 5,975,835

1,764,469 1,403,376 1,896,866 2,756,380

338.75% 452.93% 305.81% 216.80%

Other cash in�ows11.
4,870,708 1,747,325 3,747,711 984,649 2,791,870 503,222 2,321,852 579,663TOTAL CASH INFLOWS12.

TOTAL HQLA13.

TOTAL NET CASH 
OUTFLOWS

14.

LIQUIDITY COVERAGE 
RATIO (%)

15.

2,491,903 – 2,337,372 – 2,109,339 – 1,569,377 –

TOTAL CASH OUTFLOWS8. 3,511,794 2,388,025 2,400,088 3,336,043

4,218,907 67,421 1,622,875 49,582 570,259 58,537 1,039,268 136,491

92,796 92,796 36,087 36,087 1,193 1,193 21,278 21,278

– – – – – – – –
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SCHEDULE FORMING PART OF THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS FOR THE YEAR ENDED MARCH 31, 2021

3
559,231

–
–
–

–
–
–
–
–

Particulars March 31, 2021 
Number of frauds reported*
Amount involved in fraud
Amount involved in fraud net of recoveries/ charge-offs as at the end of the year
Provisions held as at the end of the year
Un-amortized provision debited from ‘other reserves’

March 31, 2020 
(Rs. in thousand)

181,038
–

92,241
30,000

Particulars FY 2020-21
IT expenses
Regulatory Penalty

FY 2019-20
(Rs. in thousand)

54. Capital Commitment

55. Provisioning Pertaining to Fraud Accounts Reported as at the end of the year

56. Other Expenditure

Capital Commitment outstanding as on March 31, 2021 amounts to Rs. 35,744 thousand.
(Previous Year: Rs. 24,705 thousand).

Details of expenses included in Other Expenditure in Schedule 16, exceeding
1% of the total income are set out below:

–
–
–
–
–

–
–
–
–
–

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Type of PSLCsSr. No. Purchase
PSLC – Agriculture
PSLC – SF/MF
PSLC – Micro Enterprises
PSLC – General
TOTAL

Sale
(Rs. in thousand)

58. RBI vide it’s circular dated 18th April 2017, has directed that banks shall make suitable disclosures, wherever either (a) the 
additional provisioning requirements assessed by RBI exceed 15 percent of the published net pro�ts after tax for the reference 
period or (b) the additional Gross NPAs identi�ed by RBI exceed 15 percent of the published incremental Gross NPAs for the 
reference period, or both. RBI inspection was held for the Financial Year 2019-20 and no divergence was noted in respect of the 
Bank’s asset classi�cation and provisioning under the extant prudential norms on income recognition asset classi�cation and 
provisioning (IRACP) which require such disclosures.

59. The Previous year’s �gures have been regrouped/ reclassi�ed, wherever considered necessary, in order to make them 
comparable with �gures for the current year.

57. Priority Sector Lending Certificates

For M. P. Chitale & Co.
Chartered Accountants
ICAI Firm Registration
No.: 101851W

Sd/-
Mrs. Shraddha Jathar
Partner
ICAI Membership
No. 136908

Place: Mumbai
Date: June 16, 2021

For SBM Bank (India) Limited

Sd/-
Mr. Sidharth Rath
Managing Director &
Chief Executive Officer

Sd/-
Mr. Saileshkumar Shah
Chief Financial Officer

Sd/-
Mr. Ameet Patel
Independent Director

Sd/-
Mrs. Bhavana Shinde
Company Secretary

The amount of PSLCs (category wise) sold and purchase during the year:

* Fraud accounts mentioned above are written off in the books as at 31st March 2021.
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Basel III – Pillar 3 disclosures for the year ended March 31, 2021

3,086
–

Capital Requirements for various Risks
Credit Risk

Capital requirements for credit risk:
•  Portfolios subject to standardised approach
•  Securitisation exposures*

(Rs. in millions)

(a) The aggregate amount of capital deficiencies in subsidiaries
(b) The aggregate amount of the bank’s total interests in insurance entitles

: Not Applicable
: Not Applicable

1. Scope of Application
Quantitative Disclosures:

The details of capital, risk weighted assets and capital adequacy ratio as on 31st March 2021 are as follows:

*Bank does not have any exposure to securitization transactions

Quantitative Disclosures:

The Bank has identi�ed the following risks as material to its nature of operations:

•  Credit Risk
•  Credit Concentration Risk
•  Market Risk
•  Interest Rate Risk in the Banking Book
•  Liquidity Risk
•  Operational Risk
•  Fraud Risk
•  Compliance Risk
•  Strategic and Business Risk
•  Reputational Risk
•  Fintech Risk

3. Risk Exposure and Assessment
General qualitative disclosure on risk area, risk management objective policies and processes etc:

Note:- Capital requirement has been computed at 11.875% of RWA

Bank’s approach to assessing the adequacy:
The Bank is subject to the capital adequacy guidelines stipulated by RBI, which are based on the framework of the 
Basel Committee on Banking Supervision. The Bank’s policy is to maintain adequate capital to maintain the 
confidence of depositors and the market and to sustain future business developments. The bank is fully committed 
to implementing Basel III as adopted by the Reserve Bank of India and currently follows a Standardised approach for 
credit and market risk and a Basic Indicator approach for operational risk.

2. Capital Requirement
Qualitative Disclosures:

170
40
23

Market Risk

Capital requirements for market risk:
Standardised duration approach;
•  Interest rate risk
•  Foreign exchange risk (including gold)
•  Equity risk

(Rs. in millions)

127
–

Operational Risk

Capital requirements for operational risk:
• Basic Indicator Approach
• The Standardised Approach (if applicable)

(Rs. in millions)

19.46%
19.46%
20.72%

Capital Adequacy Ratios

Common Equity Tier – 1 CRAR
Tier – 1 CRAR
Total CRAR

Ratio
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Risk Management framework
Overview

Credit Risk

Credit risk: General disclosures
Qualitative Disclosures

Total Gross Credit Risk Exposure Including Geographic Distribution of Exposure

Distribution of Credit Risk Exposure by Industry Sector

The Bank’s risk management framework is embedded in the business through the di�erent levels supported by an appropriate 
level of investment in information technology and its people.

The Bank has a comprehensive credit risk framework to manage Credit Risk, in a uniform and consistent manner. 

Credit Concentration Risk
Credit Concentration Risk arises mainly on account of concentration of exposures under various categories 
including industry, products, geography, sensitive sectors, underlying collateral nature and single/ group borrower 
exposures. Limits have been stipulated on single borrower, borrower group and industry. Limits on countries and 
bank counterparties have also been stipulated. In addition, a framework has been created for managing 
concentration risk.

a. Credit quality of Loans and Advances
All loans and advances in the Bank are classified according to asset quality, nature and number of days in arrears 
in accordance with RBI guidelines. For accounting purposes the definition of RBI for past due and impaired assets 
are adopted. Standard accounts include all facilities which demonstrate good financial condition, minimum risk 
factors and capacity to repay in line with the original terms of sanction.

Non-Performing Assets
Non-performing assets are those loans for which the Bank determines that it is probable that it will be unable to 
collect all principal and interest due according to the contractual terms. During the financial year 2020-21 bank has 
non-performing assets, net off provision (Gross NPA less Provision), amounting to INR 262 Mio.
The Bank has adopted the Standardised Approach under Basel III for credit risk for Financial Year 2020-21.

•  Bank maintains independence and integrity of credit decision-making, credit under working function is  
 segregated from loan origination.
•  Bank adheres to the RBI prudential requirements with respect to lending norms.
•  All credit proposals are analysed through borrower's historical �nancial statements and projections, which  
 includes a thorough review of traditional methods of ratio analysis, evaluation of asset conversion cycle, balance  
 sheet structure (liquidity, capitalization,and maturity schedule of liabilities), cash �ow and FX exposure.
•  As a matter of policy, all credit facilities are reviewed/ renewed annually. An account would be classi�ed as NPA  
 based on RBI guidelines.

29,173
–

29,173

7,438

–
7,438

36,611

–
36,611

Exposure distribution 31st March 2021

Fund based TotalNon-fund based

Domestic
Overseas
Total

(Rs. in millions)

19
54

1,330
500

–
1,632
862
757

1,634
1,465

–
8

1,337
1,033
517

3,459
429
200

5,366
193

877
–

321
–

74
503

–
194
418

–
1

75
567

–
–

997
–

57
28
9

Industry classification Amount

Non-Fund BasedFund Based

Advances against Fixed Deposits
Agriculture and Allied Activities
All Engineering
Automobile & Auto Ancillary
Aviation
Basic Metal and Metal Products
Beverages and Tobacco
Cement and Cement Products
Chemicals and Chemical Products
Commercial Real Estate
Computer Software
Construction
Food Processing
Gems and Jewellery
Housing Loans
Infrastructure
Leather and Leather products
Mining and Quarrying
NBFC
Other industries

(Rs. in millions)
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Distribution of Credit Risk Exposure by Industry Sector (Continued)

As on 31st March 2021, the Bank’s exposure to the industries stated below was more than 5% of
the total gross credit exposure (outstanding):

3,535
3,123
500
167
106
27

378
225

–
317

–
29,173

91
1,710

–
22
–
–
–
9

90
1,346

49
7,438

Industry classification Amount

Non-Fund BasedFund Based

Other Retail Loans
Other Services
Paper and Paper Products
Professional services
Services - Tourism, Hotel and Restaurants
Services - Transport Operators
Services - Shipping
Textile
Vehicles, Vehicle Parts and Transport Equipments
Wholesale Trade
Wood and Wood Products
Total

(Rs. in millions)

14.45%
14.09%
10.79%
8.17%
8.11%
6.56%
5.66%
5.20%

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Industry ClassificationSr. No. Percentage of the total
gross credit exposure

Infrastructure
NBFC
Other Services
Chemicals and Chemical Products
Basic Metal and Metal Products
Other Retail Loans
Commercial Real Estate
All Engineering

(Rs. in millions)

10
4

577
209
84

262

2.97%
0.90%

1,156
7

279
884

Particulars Amount

Amount of NPAs (Gross)
•  Substandard
•  Doubtful 1
•  Doubtful 2
•  Doubtful 3
•  Loss
Net NPAs
NPA Ratios
•  Gross NPAs to gross advances
•  Net NPAs to net advances
Movement of NPAs (Gross)
Opening balance (1st April, 2020)
Additions
Reductions
Closing balance (31st March, 2021)

(Rs. in millions)

Breakdown of assets
Residual Contractual Maturity Breakdown of Assets as of 31st March 2021

Movement of NPAs

1 day
2 to 7 days
8 to 14 days
15 to 30 days
31 days to 2 months
Over 2 months and upto 3 Months
Over 3 months and upto 6 Months
Over 6 months and upto 12 Months
Over 1 year and upto 3 years
Over 3 years and upto 5 years
Over 5 years
Total

CashMaturity buckets

19
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

19

Balances
with RBI

–
–

175
58
87
65

119
193
483
15
2

1,197

188
2,960

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

3,148

6,108
5
–
–

50
50

984
1,991
2,399

64
614

12,265

Balances with
other banks

Investments

133
897
335

1,162
2,266
729

1,575
1,315

10,137
6,777
3,847

29,173

Advances

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

578
578

Fixed
Assets

327
11
43
3

106
41
52
92
79
31

703
1,488

Other
Assets

(Rs. in millions)
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** includes Floating and Countercyclical Provisions

Breakup of NPA by major Industries– Position

** includes Floating and Countercyclical Provisions
Non-Performing Investments
NPIs and Movement of Provision for Depreciation on Investments – Position

Note: Exposure includes loans & advances, lendings, margins, investments in Govt Securities, T-Bills, SDLs, investments in debenture & 
bonds, security receipt, other fund based assets and Non-Fund based exposure including LC, Performance Guarantees, Financial 
Guarantees and un-availed Cash Credit, and other contingent Liabilities.

4. Gross Credit Risk Exposure
Qualitative Disclosures:
• The Bank is using Credit Risk Assessment of ICRA, CRISIL, India Ratings, CARE, Brickwork and Acuite for the purpose of
arriving at risk weight age wherever available.
Quantitative Disclosures:
Details of Gross Credit Risk Exposure (Fund based and Non-fund based) based on Risk-Weight – Position

788

16
113
69

622

56

97
–
–

153

Movement of Provisions General ProvisionsSpecific Provisions

Opening balance (1st April, 2020)
Provisions made during the period
Write-o�
Write-back of excess provisions
Any other adjustments, including transfers between provisions
Closing balance (31st March 2021)**

–

7

Write-offs that have been booked directly to the income statement
Recoveries that have been booked directly to the income statement

(Rs. in millions)

884

622

Particular TotalOverseas

Gross NPA
speci�c Provision**

884

622

Domestic
(Rs. in millions)

83
9

686
1
2

96
7

884

83
9

425
1
0

96
8

622

Particulars Total (As of 31st March, 2021)

specific Provision**Gross NPA

Food Processing
Housing Loans
Infrastructure
Other industries
Other Retail Loans
Rubber, Plastic and their Products
Vehicle/ Auto Loans
Total

(Rs. in millions)

29
29

38
88
–

126

Particulars Amount

A.   Amount of Non-Performing Investments
B.   Amount of Provision held for Non-performing investments
C.   Movement of provision for depreciation on investments
–   Opening balance as on 1st April 2020
–   Provision made in 2020-21
     Write-o�s/ Write-back of excess provision
–   Closing balance as on 31st March 2021

(Rs. in millions)

16,322
16,068
4,221

–
36,611

Particulars Amount

Below 100% risk weight
100% risk weight
More than 100% risk weight
Deduction from capital funds
Total

(Rs. in millions)

Movement of specific provisions and general provisions

** includes Floating and Countercyclical Provisions
In addition, write-offs and recoveries that have been booked directly to the income statement
should be disclosed separately.

Geography wise Distribution of NPA and Provision – Position
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5. Credit Risk Mitigation
Qualitative Disclosures:

Quantitative Disclosures:
Exposures (Fund Based and Non-Fund Based) covered by Eligible CRMs:

It is the policy of the bank to request for pari pasu charge on current assets/ movable fixed assets/ immovable 
assets for corporate credits, unless the business case warrants unsecured lending. Security is recognized only as a 
fallback option and repayment of facilities are primarily sought from the cash flow of the borrower’s business. 
Collateral security is an important comfort to mitigate risk. Bank insists on proper valuation of collateral security 
wherever stipulated.

4,003
6,277

–
10,230

Particulars (Rs. in millions)

Exposures fully covered by Financial Collaterals after taking into consideration hair-cut
Eligible Cash Collaterals
Eligible Guarantees [Central Govt., State Govt., CGMSE]
Total

170
40
23

Standardized Duration Approach Amount

Interest rate risk
Foreign exchange risk (including gold)
Equity position risk

(Rs. in millions)

6. Securitisation Exposures: Disclosure for Standardised Approach
Qualitative and Quantitative Disclosures:
The bank had securitized NPA assets (Marg Ltd) through Pegasus Assets Reconstruction Pvt. Ltd. and subscribed to 
Security Receipts to the tune of INR 1,76,652 thousand issued by the Asset Reconstruction Company. Bank 
securitized the NPA asset of Arch Pharma and subscribed to the Security Receipt to the tune of INR 24,225 
thousand issued by JM Asset Reconstruction Company Ltd. Bank securitized the NPA asset of Core Education and 
subscribed to the Security Receipt to the tune of INR 22,500 thousand issued by Rare ARC Pvt Ltd.
Provision of INR 1,26,227 thousand is made for Security Receipts.
7. Market Risk in Trading Book
Qualitative Disclosures:
Market Risk
Market Risk is the risk of losses arising from changes in market rates or prices that can affect the value of financial 
instruments. In the Bank all Market Risk is centralized in the dealing room. Market Risk is tracked and measured on 
a dynamic basis by a dedicated Market Risk desk and periodic reports are circulated to senior management.
Market Risk Organization Structure at the Bank
Bank's Risk Management is controlled at the Corporate Office. The Risk Management Committee of the Board 
approves risk tolerance and appetite for market risk on the recommendation of Risk Department. It also monitors 
and reviews significant risks and effectiveness of processes and sets out management responsibilities. Risk 
Management Department formulates and implements the market risk policies, and operational plans and 
recommends changes to policies, processes and parameters for approval of Risk Management Committee after 
taking feedback from the stake holders.
Market Risk Limit Structure at the Bank
Market Risk limits represents strategic restrictions, reflecting the risk tolerance of the Bank, the nature of the 
trading activities and the perceived trading and management skills. The limit setting is to prevent the accumulation 
of Market Risk beyond the Bank's risk tolerance level, as determined by the Bank’s top management, and to reflect 
mandates of individual trading units. Market Risk limits are set in a top-down process
and organized in a certain hierarchy.
The Bank calculates the risk charge on market risk on the basis of standardized approach as prescribed by RBI.
The portfolio contains foreign exchange and interest rate risk only. The interest rate general risk is computed on 
the basis of duration based approach.

8. Operational Risk Disclosures
Operational Risk:
The Basel Committee on Banking Supervision (BCBS) and subsequently the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) have defined Operational 
Risk (OR) as “the risk of loss resulting from inadequate or failed internal processes, people and systems or from external events”. 
The bank has adopted the same definition for the purpose of management of operational risk. The definition includes risk of loss 
due to legal risk, but excludes strategic and reputational risk. The Bank has put in place Board approved governance and 
organisational structure with clearly defined roles and responsibilities to mitigate operational risk arising out of the Bank’s 
business and operations.
Governance and Organisational Structure for Managing Operational Risk:
The Board of Directors (Board) is primarily responsible for ensuring effective management of the operational risks of the bank. The 
Board sets the overall strategy and direction for Operational Risk Management within the Bank. The Risk Management Committee 
(RMC) of the Board is responsible for overseeing the effective implementation of the Operational Risk Management Framework 
(ORMF) approved by the Board of Directors. A committee of senior management officials namely “Committee of Executives – Risk 
Management oversees the implementation of the ORMF approved by the Board. This committee comprises of MD & CEO, Chief 
Operating Officer (COO), Chief Risk Officer (CRO), Chief Compliance Officer (CCO), Head of Treasury & Head of Market Risk & TMO. 
An independent Operational Risk Management vertical within Risk Department is responsible for the  implementation of the 
framework across the Bank. The Board approved operational risk management policy stipulates the roles and responsibilities of 
employees, business units, operations and support functions in managing operational risk.

Quantitative Disclosures:
The capital requirements for market risk are as follows:
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Monitoring & Measuring Operational Risk:
The Bank has put in place following tools and techniques to monitor and measure operational risk:

1. Risk and Control Self-Assessment (RCSA) is a process of periodic and subjective assessment of the bank’s operational risk 
and controls undertaken by the respective department/function heads. This exercise leverages the knowledge and expertise of the respective 
departments to assess their risks and e�ectiveness and adequacy of controls. This helps in identifying control gaps and consequent actions 
proposed to close the gaps. RCSA is used for identi�cation & mitigation of operational risks, reporting of control de�ciencies, monitoring of 
changes in the control environment and assessment of operational risk pro�le. The focus of the RCSA process is to ensure that all operational 
risks are understood and are being e�ectively monitored and controlled to improve business and operational e�ciency.

2. Key Risk Indicators: These are metrics which when monitored on periodic basis can provide a warning /alert on the underlying 
risk or control failure. This then helps taking timely action to prevent the occurrence of the risk. The Bank has identi�ed certain metrics as Key 
Risk Indicators which are monitored on a periodic basis.

3. Reporting of Operational Risk Events: The Bank collects operational risk events. Root cause analysis is conducted for 
material risk events to identify the underlying risks and mitigate the gaps in control.

Outsourcing Risk:
Besides cost savings and access to superior technology/ skilled expertise/ �exible sta�ng/ e�ciencies, outsourcing allows SBM Bank India Ltd. 
to focus on its core activities. The Bank has a Board approved Outsourcing Policy. The policy speci�es the Bank’s approach to outsourcing & 
the governance structure for outsourcing. The Outsourcing Committee is a key component of the bank’s governance structure for 
Outsourcing. Its key responsibilities are as below:
•   Approval of framework for assessing the materiality of an outsourced activity.
•   Evaluation of materiality of new outsourced activities in the Bank.
A detailed Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) is in place in the Bank to provide operational guidance on the following aspects:
•   Due diligence of outsourcing vendors prior to onboarding.
•   Maintaining central data base for outsourcing vendors.
•   Half yearly/ Annual review to be conducted as per regulatory guidelines.
•   Reporting of outsourcing activities and vendors to the Board and RBI.

Information Security & Information Technology Risk:
The bank uses various technology solutions/ applications to be able to carry out its various operations. Use of technology exposes
the Bank to the risk of business disruption, risks related to information assets, data security, integrity, reliability and availability etc.
The Bank has put in place a governance framework, information security practices and business continuity plan to mitigate information 
technology related risks. The Internal Audit Department provides assurance on the management of information technology related risks.
Bank conducts Business Continuity tests and Disaster Recovery tests on a periodic basis to ensure capabilities of meeting the contingency 
needs of the bank. There is an independent information security team within Risk Department group which addresses information security 
related risks. A documented Board approved information security policy is put in place. Information security trainings and awareness are 
provided to all the employees of the bank. An information security steering committee is formed for an e�ective communication channel
for management’s directions and provides an ongoing basis alignment of the security programme with organizational objectives.

Fintech Risk:
The bank as a strategy has embarked on a journey of tying up with various Fintech Partners. We use technology solutions/ applications
and connectivity to banks infrastructure from the Fintech Partners to be able to provide a wide range of service to our customers. Use of 
technology and Fintech Partners exposes the Bank to the risk of business disruption, risks related to information assets, data security,
integrity, reliability and availability etc. The Bank has put in place a governance framework, information security practices and business 
continuity plan to mitigate information technology related risks. The Bank ensures that we assess the security risk of outsourced model 
wherein the bank data is stored, processed, transmitted by third party partners, vendors, BC, processors, PSP, TSP etc. are assessed prior
to go live. The vendor risk assessment is conducted by a CERT-IN auditor on behalf of bank. Any residual risk undergoes a risk treatment
and acceptance process.

Fraud Risk:
Risk of frauds – internal or external are inherent to any banking entity. SBM India has identi�ed Fraud Risk as one of the key risks facing the 
organization.
The Reserve Bank of India has vide its “Master Directions on Frauds – Classi�cation and Reporting by commercial banks and select FIs” 
categorized the fraud in the following categories to ensure consistency in treatment of fraud–
a.   Misappropriation and criminal breach of trust.
b.   Fraudulent encashment through forged instruments, manipulation of books of account or through �ctitious accounts and  
     conversion of property.
c.   Unauthorized credit facilities extended for reward or for illegal grati�cation.
d.   Cash shortages.
e.   Cheating and forgery.
f.    Fraudulent transactions involving foreign exchange.
g.   Any other type of fraud not coming under the speci�c heads as above.
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Interest Rate Risk from Economic Value Perspective

Compliance Risk:
Compliance risk is the risk of legal or regulatory sanctions, material financial loss, or loss to reputation a bank may suffer as a 
result of its failure to comply with laws, regulations, rules, related self-regulatory organization standards, and codes of conduct 
applicable to its banking activities. Since the bank is required to adhere to numerous regulatory guidelines and applicable laws,
risk of non-adherence to these laws and guidelines is identified as a key risk for SBM India.

Strategic and Business Risk:
Strategic risk is the current or prospective risk to earnings and capital arising from changes in the business environment and/ or 
adverse business decisions, improper implementation of decisions, or lack of responsiveness to changes in the business 
environment. The Bank does its capital and business budgeting exercise every year. Such an exercise includes the impact of the 
Bank’s strategic plans (long-term horizon), as well as business plans based on the banks’ current and projected capital levels. At the 
strategic level, investments in related businesses,  in the business portfolio based on an internal study of industrial and economic 
environments, would have a direct impact on the capital levels and the growth targets of the different business lines of the Bank. 
At the tactical level, introduction of new products, discontinuation of existing products, expansion into new customer segments, 
etc. would have an impact on the budgeted growth plans. The Bank identifies the key strategic and business risks during its 
business plan formulation and review.

Reputational Risk:
Reputational risk is the current or prospective risk to earnings and capital arising from adverse perception of the image of the bank 
on the part of customers, counterparties, shareholders, investors and/ or regulators.
The reputation of SBM India is founded on the trust from its employees, clients, shareholders, regulators and from the public in 
general. Isolated events may undermine that trust and negatively impact SBM India’s reputation. Hence, SBM India acknowledges 
that it is essential that the reputation is protected.

The Bank has put in place a Reputational Risk Policy which deals with identification and assessment of reputational risk.

Capital Charge:
The Bank follows the Basic Indicator Approach for computation of regulatory  capital charge for Operational Risk.

9. Interest Rate Risk in Banking Book
Qualitative Disclosures:
Interest Rate Risk in Banking Book (IRRBB) refers to the risk of loss in earnings or economic value of the Bank’s Banking Book
as a consequence of movement in interest rates. Interest rate risk arises from holding assets/ liabilities and Off-Balance Sheet 
[OBS] items with different principal amounts, maturity dates or re-pricing dates thereby creating exposure to changes in levels
of interest rates.

IRRBB Organization Structure
Asset and Liability Committee (ALCO) ensures compliance with regulatory and internal policies related to IRRBB and provides 
strategic direction, for achieving IRRBB management objectives. The ALCO focuses on building strong interest rate indicators, 
which positively contributes to optimizing the balance sheet structure and maximizes NII over time, while minimizing susceptibility 
to interest changes. The ALCO is convened regularly to review interest rate risk in the Bank's balance sheet and to assess the 
market condition. ALCO is guided by the Asset Liability Policy approved by the Board which sets various limits to control the 
interest rate risk like Gap Analysis, EaR with respect to 200 basis point adverse change in the interest rate and the magnitude of 
impact over one year period.

Liquidity Risk
Liquidity Risk is the risk that the Bank is not able to fulfil its actual and potential financial obligations, as and when they are due, 
without incurring unacceptable losses. The Different dimensions of liquidity risks are (i) Funding risk – need to replace net outflows 
due to unanticipated withdrawal/ non-renewal of deposits (wholesale/ retail) (ii) Time risk – need to compensate for non-receipt of 
expected inflows of funds, for example, performing assets turning into non-performing assets and (iii) Call Risk – due to 
crystallization of contingent liabilities and unable to undertake profitable business opportunities when desirable. The Bank has a 
liquidity risk management policy in place, which acts as the principal document for the management of liquidity risk.

Liquidity Risk Organization Structure
The ultimate responsibility for the Liquidity Risk of the Bank lies with the Asset & Liability Committee (ALCO). ALCO meets monthly 
and monitors the funding and liquidity position of the Bank and provides structural guidance and oversight. The bank prepares 
and analyses the structural liquidity statement reports as per RBI defined time buckets. The Bank has put in place liquidity 
mitigants.

Quantitative Disclosures:
Interest Rate Risk from Earnings Perspective

-170
-5
-1

-176

Currency
-200bps

INR
USD
Residual
Total

170
5
1

176

Interest Rate Shock
+200bps

64
-7
0

57

Currency
+200bps

INR
USD
Residual
Total

-64
7
0

-57

+200bps
Interest Rate Shock

(Rs. in millions)

(Rs. in millions)
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10. Exposures to Counterparty Credit Risk
Qualitative Disclosures:
All interbank forward contract upto 13 months are guaranteed by CCIL. Forward Contract Limits for clients are based on Loan 
Equivalent Ratio (LER). Bank follows the current exposure method as prescribed by RBI for computing counterparty credit 
exposure.

Quantitative Disclosures:

11. Composition of Capital
Qualitative Disclosures:
Tier I capital comprises of Paid-up Capital for the purpose of meeting capital adequacy norms, statutory reserves, Capital Reserves 
and retained earnings including Carry Forward Losses.
Tier II capital comprises of general loan loss provisions, country risk provision, investment fluctuation
reserve and revaluation reserve.

A17,5701.

Basel III common disclosure template to be used for 31st March 2021 
Common Equity Tier 1 capital: instruments and reserves

Ref No.

Directly issued qualifying common share capital plus
related stock surplus (share premium)

(Rs. in millions)

222
Nil
222
Nil
909
909
Nil

28,107
Nil

Gross Positive Fair Value of Contracts
Netting Bene�ts
Netted Current Credit Exposure
Collateral Held
Net Derivative Credit Exposure
Exposure Amount under Current Exposure Method
Notional Value of Credit Derivative Hedges
Foreign exchange contracts
Credit Derivative Transactions that Create Exposure to CCR

(Rs. in millions)

B3+B4-2,4322. Retained earnings

–7. Prudential valuation adjustments

–

–

8. Goodwill (net of related tax liability)

9. Intangibles (net of related tax liability)

–10. Deferred tax assets

–11. Cash-�ow hedge reserve

–12. Shortfall of provisions to expected losses

–13. Securitisation gain on sale

–14. Gains and losses due to changes in own credit
risk on fair valued liabilities

–15. De�ned-bene�t pension fund net assets

–16. Investments in own shares (if not already netted o� paid-up
capital on reported balance sheet)

–18. Investments in the capital of banking, �nancial and insurance entities that 
are outside the scope of regulatory consolidation, net of eligible short 
positions, where the bank does not own more than 10% of the issued share 
capital (amount above 10% threshold)

–19. Signi�cant investments in the common stock of banking, �nancial and 
insurance entities that are outside the scope of regulatory consolidation, 
net of eligible short positions
(amount above 10% threshold)

–17. Reciprocal cross-holdings in common equity

–20. Mortgage servicing rights (amount above 10% threshold)

–21. Deferred tax assets arising from temporary di�erences (amount above 10% 
threshold, net of related tax liability)

B1+B25103. Accumulated other comprehensive income (and other reserves)

–4. Directly issued capital subject to phase out from CET1 (only applicable 
to non-joint stock companies)

–5. Common share capital issued by subsidiaries and held by third parties 
(amount allowed in group CET1)

5,6466. Common Equity Tier 1 capital before regulatory adjustments

Common Equity Tier 1 capital: regulatory adjustments
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–22. Amount exceeding the 15% threshold

(Rs. in millions)

–23. Of which: signi�cant investments in the common
stock of �nancial entities

–26.c Of which: Shortfall in the equity capital of majority owned �nancial entities 
which have not been consolidated with the bank

–

–

26.d Of which: Unamortised pension funds expenditures

27. Regulatory adjustments applied to Common Equity Tier 1 due to insu�cient 
Additional Tier 1 and Tier 2 to cover deductions

–28. Total regulatory adjustments to Common equity Tier 1

Additional Tier 1 capital: instruments
5,64629. Common Equity Tier 1 capital (CET1)

–30. Directly issued qualifying Additional Tier 1 instruments plus related stock 
surplus (share premium) (31+32)

–31. Of which: classi�ed as equity under applicable accounting 
standards(Perpetual Non-Cumulative Preference Shares)

–32. Of which: classi�ed as liabilities under applicable accounting standards 
(Perpetual debt Instruments)

–33. Directly issued capital instruments subject to phase
out from Additional Tier 1

–34. Additional Tier 1 instruments (and CET1 instruments not included in row 5) 
issued by subsidiaries and held by third parties (amount allowed in group 
AT1)

–36. Additional Tier 1 capital before regulatory adjustments

–

Additional Tier 1 capital: regulatory adjustments

–35. Of which: instruments issued by subsidiaries subject to phase out

37. Investments in own Additional Tier 1 instruments

–38. Reciprocal cross-holdings in Additional Tier 1 instruments

–39. Investments in the capital of banking, �nancial and insurance entities that are 
outside the scope of regulatory consolidation, net of eligible short positions, 
where the bank does not own more than 10% of the issued common share 
capital of the entity
(amount above 10% threshold)

–40. Signi�cant investments in the capital of banking, �nancial and insurance 
entities that are outside the scope of regulatory consolidation (net of eligible 
short positions)

–41. National speci�c regulatory adjustments (41a+41b)

–46. Directly issued qualifying Tier 2 instruments plus related stock surplus

–41.a Of which: Investments in the Additional Tier 1 capital of unconsolidated 
insurance subsidiaries

–41.b Of which: Shortfall in the Additional Tier 1 capital of majority owned �nancial 
entities which have not been consolidated with the bank

–42. Regulatory adjustments applied to Additional Tier 1 due to insu�cient Tier 2 
to cover deductions

–43. Total regulatory adjustments to Additional Tier 1 capital

–44. Additional Tier 1 capital (AT1)

5,64645. Tier 1 capital (T1 = CET1 + AT1) (29 + 44)

Tier 2 capital: instruments and provisions

–47. Directly issued capital instruments subject to phase out from Tier 2

–48. Tier 2 instruments (and CET1 and AT1 instruments not included in rows 5 or 34) 
issued by subsidiaries and held by third parties (amount allowed in group Tier 
2)

–24. Of which: mortgage servicing rights

–25.

–26. National speci�c regulatory adjustments (26a+26b+26c+26d)

–

–

26.a

26.b

Of which: Investments in the equity capital of unconsolidated insurance 
subsidiaries

Of which: Investments in the equity capital of unconsolidated 
non-�nancial subsidiaries

Of which: deferred tax assets arising from temporary di�erences
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–49. Of which: instruments issued by subsidiaries subject to phase out

(Rs. in millions)

366 C1+C2*0.45+C350. Provisions

–55. Signi�cant investments12 in the capital banking, �nancial and insurance 
entities that are outside the scope of regulatory consolidation (net of eligible 
short positions)

–

–

56. National speci�c regulatory adjustments (56a+56b)

56.a Of which: Investments in the Tier 2 capital of unconsolidated insurance 
subsidiaries

–56.b Of which: Shortfall in the Tier 2 capital of majority owned �nancial entities 
which have not been consolidated with the bank

–57. Total regulatory adjustments to Tier 2 capital

36658. Tier 2 capital (T2)

6,01159. Total capital (TC = T1 + T2) (45 + 58)

29,01360. Total risk weighted assets (60a + 60b + 60c)

25,98560.a Of which: total credit risk weighted assets

1,95660.b Of which: total market risk weighted assets

1,07160.c Of which: total operational risk weighted assets

19.46%61. Common Equity Tier 1 (as a percentage of risk weighted assets)

19.46%62. Tier 1 (as a percentage of risk weighted assets)

20.72%63. Total capital (as a percentage of risk weighted assets)

7.375%64. Institution speci�c bu�er requirement (minimum CET1 requirement plus 
capital conservation plus countercyclical bu�er requirements plus G-SIB 
bu�er requirement, expressed as a percentage of risk weighted assets)

1.875%

Capital ratios and buffers

65. Of which: capital conservation bu�er requirement

066. Of which: bank speci�c countercyclical bu�er requirement

067. Of which: G-SIB bu�er requirement

13.96%68. Common Equity Tier 1 available to meet bu�ers
(as a percentage of risk weighted assets)

National minima (if different from Basel III)

99 C376. Provisions eligible for inclusion in Tier 2 in respect of exposures subject to 
standardised approach (prior to application of cap)

5.50%69. National Common Equity Tier 1 minimum ratio
(if di�erent from Basel III minimum)

7.00%70. National Tier 1 minimum ratio (if di�erent from Basel III minimum)

9.00%71. National total capital minimum ratio
(if di�erent from Basel III minimum)

Amounts below the thresholds for deduction
(before risk weighting)

–73. Signi�cant investments in the common stock of �nancial entities

–72. Non-signi�cant investments in the capital of other �nancial entities

–74. Mortgage servicing rights (net of related tax liability)

–75. Deferred tax assets arising from temporary di�erences
(net of related tax liability)

Applicable caps on the inclusion of provisions in Tier 2

32577. Cap on inclusion of provisions in Tier 2 under standardised approach

36651. Tier 2 capital before regulatory adjustments

Tier 2 capital: regulatory adjustments

–52. Investments in own Tier 2 instruments

–

–

53.

54.

Reciprocal cross-holdings in Tier 2 instruments

Investments in the capital of banking, �nancial and insurance entities that are 
outside the scope of regulatory consolidation, net of eligible short positions, 
where the bank does not own more than 10% of the issued common share 
capital of the entity
(amount above the 10% threshold)
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NA78. Provisions eligible for inclusion in Tier 2 in respect of exposures subject to 
internal ratings-based approach (prior to application of cap)

(Rs. in millions)

NA79. Cap for inclusion of provisions in Tier 2 under
internal ratings-based approach

NA84. Current cap on T2 instruments subject to phase out arrangements

NA85. Amount excluded from T2 due to cap (excess over cap after redemptions 
and maturities)

–

NA80. Current cap on CET1 instruments subject to phase out arrangements

NA81. Amount excluded from CET1 due to cap
(excess over cap after redemptions and maturities)

NA

NA

82.

83.

Current cap on AT1 instruments subject to phase out arrangements

Amount excluded from AT1 due to cap (excess over cap after redemptions 
and maturities)

Capital instruments subject to phase-out arrangements (only applicable between March 31, 2017 and March 31, 2022)
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Deferred tax assets associated with accumulated losses –

–

–

Row No. of
template

12. Capital- Recon Requirement

(Rs. in million)Particular

10

19

Deferred tax assets (excluding those associated with accumulated losses)
net of Deferred tax liability

Total as indicated in row 10

If investments in insurance subsidiaries are not deducted fully from capital and
instead considered under 10% threshold for deduction, the resultant increase
in the capital of bank

–

–

–Of which: Increase in Common Equity Tier 1 capital

Of which: Increase in Additional Tier 1 capital

26b If investments in the equity capital of unconsolidated non-�nancial subsidiaries
are not deducted and hence, risk weighted then:

–

50 Eligible Provisions included in Tier 2 capital 261

Eligible Revaluation Reserves included in Tier 2 capital 105

Total of row 50 366

(i)   Increase in Common Equity Tier 1 capital –

(ii) Increase in risk weighted assets –

–Of which: Increase in Tier 2 capital

7,570

As on reporting date

7,570

Balance sheet as in
financial statements

Balance sheet under
regulatory scope of

consolidation
As on reporting date

(Rs. in millions)

Capital & Liabilities
Paid-up Capital

-1,580-1,580Reserves & Surplus

––Minority Interest

5,9905,990Total Capital

A

i.

986986

38,55238,552Deposits

Of which: Deposits from banks

37,56637,566Of which: Customer deposits

––Of which: Other deposits (pl. specify)

ii.

190190

1,6901,690Borrowings

Of which: From RBI

––Of which: From banks

––Of which: Others (pl. specify)

––Of which: Capital instruments

1,1611,161Other liabilities & provisions

47,39347,393Total

1,5001,500Of which: From other institutions & agencies

iii.

iv.

1,0841,084

Assets

3,1483,148

Cash and balances with Reserve Bank of India

Balance with banks and money at call and short notice

B

i.

12,26512,265

11,84711,847

Investments:

Of which: Government securities

––Of which: Other approved securities

1010Of which: Shares

311311Of which: Debentures & Bonds

––Of which: Subsidiaries/ Joint Ventures/ Associates

9797Of which: Others (Commercial Papers, Mutual Funds etc.)

29,17329,173Loans and advances

9999Of which: Loans and advances to banks

29,07429,074Of which: Loans and advances to customers

579579Fixed assets

1,1441,144Other assets

––Of which: Goodwill and intangible assets

––Goodwill on consolidation

––Debit balance in Pro�t & Loss account

ii.

iii.

iv.

v.

vi.

47,39347,393Total Assets
vii.
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A17,570

B/S under regulatory
scope of consolidation

Ref No

Capital & Liabilities
Paid-up Capital

7,570Of which: Amount eligible for CET1

0Of which: Amount eligible for AT1

-1,580Reserves & Surplus

A.

i.

B299

B1411Of which: Statutory Reserve

Of which: Capital Reserve

B3320Of which: Retained Earnings

C1112Of which: Investment Fluctuation Reserve

ii.

B4-2,754

C2232Of which: Revaluation Reserve

Of which: Balance in Pro�t and Loss Account

–0Minority Interest

38,552Deposits

986Of which: Deposits from banks

37,566Of which: Customer deposits

0Of which: Other deposits (pl. specify)

5,990Total Capital

iii.

iv.

190

Borrowings

0

Of which: From RBI

Of which: From banks

B.
i.

1,500

0

Of which: From other institutions & agencies

Of which: Others (pl. specify)

0Of which: Capital instruments

1,161Other liabilities & provisions

C3152Of which: Provision for standard assets**

–Of which: DTLs related to goodwill

–Of which: DTLs related to intangible assets

47,393Total
**excludes provision for moratorium accounts

Assets
1,084Cash and balances with Reserve Bank of India

3,148Balance with banks and money at call and short notice

12,265Investments:

11,847Of which: Government securities
ii.

iii.

iv.

v.

vi.

–

7,570

B/S as in financial
statements

7,570

0

-1,580

99

411

320

112

-2,754

232

–

38,552

986

37,566

–

1,6901,690

5,990

190

–

1,500

–
–

1,161

152

–

–
47,393

1,084

3,148
12,265
11,847

–Of which: Other approved securities

1010Of which: Shares

311311Of which: Debentures & Bonds

––Of which: Subsidiaries/ Joint Ventures/ Associates

9797Of which: Others (CP, Mutual Funds etc.)

29,17329,173Loans and advances

9999Of which: Loans and advances to banks

29,07429,074Of which: Loans and advances to customers

579579Fixed assets

1,1441,144Other assets

––Out of which:

–0Goodwill

–0Other intangibles (excluding MSRs)

––of which: Deferred tax assets

––Goodwill on consolidation

––Debit balance in Pro�t & Loss account

47,39347,393Total

Of which: Goodwill and intangible assets

vii.
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Issuer SBM Bank (India) Limited

Applicable Indian statutes
and regulatory requirements

13. Main Features of Regulatory Capital Instruments As on 31st March 2021

14. Requirement for Remuneration
Qualitative Disclosures

(Rs. in INR Millions)
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Unique identi�er (e.g. CUSIP, ISIN or Bloomberg identi�er for private placement)

Governing law(s) of the instrument

Regulatory treatment

Common Equity Tier I

NATransitional Basel III rules

Post-transitional Basel III rules

7.

8.

9.

Instrument type Ordinary Equity Shares

10.

11.

Accounting classi�cation Equity Share Capital

Original date of issuance NA
12. Perpetual or dated Perpetual
13. Original maturity date No Maturity
14. Issuer call subject to prior supervisory approval NA
15. Optional call date, contingent call dates and redemption amount NA

16. Subsequent call dates, if applicable NA

17. Fixed or �oating dividend/ coupon NA

18. Coupon rate and any related index NA
19. Existence of a dividend stopper NA
20. Fully discretionary, partially discretionary or mandatory Fully Discretionary

21. Existence of step up or other incentive to redeem NA
22. Noncumulative or cumulative Non-Cumulative

23. Convertible or non-convertible NA
24. If convertible, conversion trigger(s) NA

25. If convertible, fully or partially NA
26. If convertible, conversion rate NA
27. If convertible, mandatory or optional conversion NA
28. If convertible, specify instrument type convertible into NA
29. If convertible, specify issuer of instrument it converts into NA
30. Write-down feature NA
31. Write-down feature NA
32. If write-down, full or partial NA
33. If write-down, permanent or temporary NA
34. If temporary write-down, description of write-up mechanism NA
35. Position in subordination hierarchy in liquidation (specify instrument type

immediately senior to instrument)
Represents the most
subordinated claim in
liquidation 

36. Non-compliant transitioned features

a. Information relating to the composition 
     and mandate of the Remuneration
     Committee.

The Nomination and Remuneration Committee (NRC) is constituted to oversee the 
framing, review and implementation of compensation policy of the Bank on behalf of the 
Board. The Composition of NRC is as under:

1.    Mr. Sanjay Kumar Bhattacharyya, Independent Director
2.    Mr. Andrew Bainbridge, Non Executive Director
3.    Mr. Shyam Sundar Barik, Independent Director
4.    Mr. Umesh Jain, Independent Director

The Bank follows the following practices and principles in designing and structuring the 
remuneration process:- A focus on long-term, risk-adjusted performance and reward 
mechanism by focusing on performance of the individual employee, the relevant line of 
business or function and the Bank as a whole. It seeks to drive accountability, and co-relate 
risk, financial performance and compensation.

b. Information relating to the design and 
     structure of remuneration processes
     and the key features and objectives of
     Remuneration policy.

No

37. If yes, specify non-compliant features NA

Coupons/dividends

Amount recognised in regulatory capital (Rs. in million, as of most recent reporting date) 7,570

7,570Par value of instrument

SoloEligible at solo/ group/ group & solo
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Key features and Objective of Remuneration policy are: The bank follows a Cash plus Bene�ts (Fixed 
Pay plus Bene�ts) approach in its Compensation framework by providing competitive level of 
compensation to attract and retain quali� ed and competent sta� members. The compensation 
should be adjusted for all types of risk.

It should include the nature and type of the key measures used to take account of these risks. SBM 
has in place a robust risk and performance management system to capture, monitor, and control the 
risks created by its business activities. The goal is to not only manage the risks of the bank, but also to 
create a culture of risk awareness, risk quanti�cation and measurement and personal accountability. 
It seeks to ensure that the potential for any risk-taking by any individual, group, or business is 
controlled.

c. Description of the ways in
  which current and future risks
  are taken into account in
  the remuneration processes.

In determining total compensation, the bank considers the overall scope of an employee’s 
responsibilities, the performance history of the individual with the Bank, comparisons with other 
sta� within the bank, external market compensation, and the overall performance of the function 
and the Bank as whole. The Bank looks at sustained superior performance achieved across multiple 
factors over multiple time periods.

d. Description of the ways in
  which the bank seeks to link
  performance during a performance
  measurement period with levels
  of remuneration. 

The variable performance pay will be fixed at a maximum of 50% of the annual
fixed pay for all employees except the MD & CEO/WTDs/MRTs. The percentage will be based on the 
grade of the employee. For the MD & CEO/WTDs/MRTs, 50% of fixed compensation will be Target 
variable and paid on the basis of individual, business-unit and firm-wide performance measures. 
The total variable pay shall be limited to 300% of fixed pay (for the performance period).

Further, 50% of the variable pay shall be deferred over a minimum period of 3 years. In the event of 
negative contributions of the bank in any year, the deferred compensation will be subject to malus 
arrangements which permits the bank to prevent vesting of all or part of the amount of a deferred 
remuneration, but it does not reverse vesting after it has already occurred.

e. A discussion of the bank’s policy on
  deferral and vesting of the variable
  remuneration and a discussion of
  the bank’s policy and criteria for
  adjusting deferred remuneration
  before vesting and after vesting.

There will be a proper balance between the �xed and the variable pay. The proportion of variable 
pay will be higher at higher levels of responsibility and could be in cash, or stock-linked 
instruments, or a mix of both. If by statute, stock-linked instruments cannot be issued, then it will 
be cash variable pay.

f. Description of the di�erent forms
  of variable remuneration (i.e.
  cash, shares, ESOPs and other
  forms) that the bank utilizes
  and the rationale for using
  these di�erent forms.

i) Number of meetings held by the Remuneration Committee
(main body overseeing remuneration) during the �nancial year

Total 5 NRC meetings were held during FY 2020-21.

Total remuneration paid to Members (sitting fees) for

Attending the aforesaid Meetings amounted to INR
850,000 (Gross).

A.

B.

ii) Remuneration paid to its members (sitting fees)

Number of employees having received a variable remuneration
award during the �nancial year

Nil during FY 2020-2021

C. Number and total amount of sign-on awards made during the
�nancial year

Nil during FY 2020-2021

D. Number and total amount of guaranteed bonus awarded during
the �nancial year, if any

–

E. Details of severance pay, in addition to accrued bene�ts, if any –

F. Total amount of outstanding deferred remuneration, split into
cash, shares and share-linked instruments and other forms

–

G. Total amount of deferred remuneration paid out
in the �nancial year

–

I. Total amount of outstanding deferred remuneration and retained
remuneration exposed to ex post explicit and/ or implicit adjustments

–

H. Breakdown of amount of remuneration awards for the �nancial
year to show �xed and variable, deferred and non-deferred,
di�erent forms used

– MD & CEO
Chief Operations O�cer
Head – Corporate Banking
Head – Retail Banking
Head – Treasury

Salary  INR Thousand
Total Pay  74,316
Total Variable  –
Total Perquisites  40
Grand Total  74,356

J. Total amount of reductions during the �nancial year due to
ex- post explicit adjustments

–

K. Total amount of reductions during the �nancial year due to
ex- post implicit adjustments

–

14. Requirement for Remuneration
Quantitative Disclosures
As on 31st March, 2021
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Total consolidated assets as per published �nancial statements

The Bank does not have any equity under the Banking Book (HTM). Bank’s Investment in Equity amounts to 10,088 thousand
under the Trading Book.
16. Summary comparison of accounting assets vs. leverage ratio exposure measure

47,393

–

–

15. Equities – Disclosure for Banking Book Positions

17. Leverage Ratio

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Adjustment for investments in banking, �nancial, insurance or commercial entities that are
consolidated for accounting purposes but outside the scope of regulatory consolidation

Adjustment for �duciary assets recognised on the balance sheet pursuant to the
operative accounting framework but excluded from the leverage ratio exposure measure

–

292Adjustments for derivative �nancial instruments

Adjustment for securities �nancing transactions (i.e. repos and similar secured lending)

7.

8.

Other adjustments –

Leverage ratio exposure 57,290

9,605Adjustment for o�-balance sheet items (i.e. conversion to credit equivalent amounts of
o�-balance sheet exposures)

Item (Rs. in Million)

On-balance sheet exposures

46,388

–

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

On-balance sheet items (excluding derivatives and SFTs, but including collateral)

(Asset amounts deducted in determining Basel III Tier 1 capital)

112

46,388Total on-balance sheet exposures (excluding derivatives and SFTs) (sum of lines 1 and 2)

Replacement cost associated with all derivatives transactions
(i.e. net of eligible cash variation margin)

7.

Gross-up for derivatives collateral provided where deducted from the balance sheet assets pursuant
to the operative accounting framework

–

(Deductions of receivables assets for cash variation margin provided in derivatives transactions) –
8. (Exempted CCP leg of client-cleared trade exposures) –

9. Adjusted e�ective notional amount of written credit derivatives –

10. (Adjusted e�ective notional o�sets and add-on deductions for written credit derivatives) –

11. Total derivative exposures (sum of lines 4 to 10) 1,298

12. Gross SFT assets (with no recognition of netting), after adjusting for sale accounting transactions –

13. (Netted amounts of cash payables and cash receivables of gross SFT assets) –
14. CCR exposure for SFT assets –

15. Agent transaction exposures
16. Total securities �nancing transaction exposures (sum of lines 12 to 15)

Other off-balance sheet exposures

–

17. O�-balance sheet exposure at gross notional amount 14,744

18. (Adjustments for conversion to credit equivalent amounts) -5,139

19. O�-balance sheet items (sum of lines 17 and 18) 9,605

20. Tier 1 capital 5,646
21. Total exposures (sum of lines 3, 11, 16 and 19)

Leverage ratio
57,290

22. Basel III leverage ratio

For SBM Bank (India) Limited

Sd/-
Mr. Sidharth Rath
Managing Director & Chief Executive O�cer

Place : Mumbai
Date : June 16, 2021

9.85%

Capital and total exposures

Securities financing transaction exposures

1,186Add-on amounts for PFE associated with all derivatives transactions

Item (Rs. in Million)
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